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The present thesis  examines  the role of similes  within the Sanskrit  Epics. 
Acknowledging the fact that, as a product of an oral tradition, both Epics display 
upamàs which do not fulfil any specific function within the narrative, but are merely 
employed as “line-fillers”, this research investigates similes employed with a specific 
purpose within the texts. The methodology employed is the contextual analysis of 
passages drawn from both Epics: similes occurring within each section are translated 
and taken into account in the immediate context in which they occur. The current 
research suggests the following arguments:
• That the range of similes employed within a passage is chosen according to the 
subject-matter of the passage, thus implying a connection between the subject-
matter and the ranges of upamànas employed.
• That  the  similes  often  fulfil  more  than  one  purpose  at  a  time:  a  secondary 
function often occurs when similes appear in sequences. 
• That each Epic displays comparisons whose function is specific to that Epic.
• That  Mahàbhàrata  and  Ràmayàõa  display  comparisons  fulfilling  a  similar 
function when occurring in similar contexts.
Comparisons are generally employed by the bard in order to draw the audience's 
focus on a particular moment within the narrative: the analysis of similarities and 
differences between the function of comparisons featured in each Epic suggests a 
more central role of similes within the non-verbal dialogue between the bard and the 
audience.
Introduction
The alaükàras and the evolution of rhetoric in ancient India
The  alaükàras,  considered  the  equivalent  to  the  figures  of  speech  in  the 
western tradition, have been, in ancient India, an object of much interest. The first 
treatise to mention the alaükàras is the Nàñya÷àstra of Bharata, composed around the 
early centuries of the modern era, but most probably completed around the 6 th or 7th 
century AD. In chapters VI, VII and XVI, Bharata expounds his basic theory on the 
use of figures of speech.1 A first notion of rasa and bhàva is introduced, along with 
the  definitions  of  guõa and  doùa (applied  to  poetry)  and  of  alaükàra,  as  basic 
elements of kàvya. Although the objective of the Nàñya÷àstra is the investigation of 
the art of drama, the treatise is the first code of conventions and characteristics of 
poetry in the Sanskrit tradition. Chronologically affiliated to the date of composition 
of the expanded version of the Nàñya÷àstra are also the first treatises of rhetoric. The 
very first example of  alaükàra÷àstra is the Kàvyàlaükàra, composed by Bhàmaha, 
considered the founder of the school of rhetoric âlaükàrikà.  In the same period, 
another author, Daõóin, wrote the Kàvyàdar÷a: all the posterior treatises on poetry 
are modelled on this text. Bhàmaha and Daõóin introduced a new methodology in the 
study of poetry: the subdivision into categories based on structure and content shed 
light  in the multiplicity  of  poetical  tools  available  to  the poet  of their  time.  The 
flourishing  of  rhetoric  schools  between  the  7th and  8th century  is  the  direct 
consequence of the evolution of use of alaükàras over the centuries, which began in 
the  Vedic  texts.  The  attempt  made  by  the  first  rhetoricians  to  classify  similes 
according  to  the  nature  of  their  upamàna shows  the  will  to  establish  a  code  of 
conduct in the use of similes which could be followed by poets.
Studies in MahàbhàrataÕs similes
More  recent  attempts  to  classify  similes  have  been  made:  S.  N. 
Gajendragadkar, Ram Karan Sharma and Yaroslav Vassilkov examined similes in 
the Mahàbhàrata. 
1 The word alaükàra and the expression Ôfigure of speechÕ are to be considered, in this thesis, 
equivalent. 
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In his article ÔA Study in Mahàbhàrata SimilesÕ,2 Gajendragadkar makes an 
important attempt to underline the role of similes within the Mahàbhàrata. The study 
articulates the analysis of alaükàras, similes in particular, in two stages: the analysis 
of the scope of the selection of upamànas introduced by the poet to illustrate what he 
is describing, and the structure of such similes. Gajendragadkar classifies similes in 










Some of those categories of comparisons are concerned with literary techniques such 
as explaining a particular concept (1-illustrative), showing the impossibility of an 
action (4-improbable), anticipating an event (5-anticipative) or simply embellishing 
the text (9-decorative). Others are employed in order to affect the emotive state of 
the audience: the composer of the poem creates a fictitious upamàna in order to raise 
the sympathetic feelings of the audience towards the  upameya (2-sympathetic) and 
inserts  upamànas such as parents and teachers in order to appeal to the feelings of 
love (6-emotional). In order to add greater sanctity to the  upameya, the composer 
also selects comparisons from the realm of the sacrifice (8-sacerdotal). According to 
Gajendragadkar,  there are two kinds of  upamà which lack in a specific function: 
similes whose upamàna has been created to fit a specific upameya3 (3-imaginative), 
and  examples  in  which  upameya and  upamàna have  nothing  in  common  (7- 
artificial). 
Although this attempt to classify similes is original, the research shows two 
2Gajendragadkar, S. N. 1950: A Study in Mahàbhàrata Similes. Journal of the University of Bombay 
19.2: 49-62.
3Contrarily to the sympathetic ones, the poet shows no bias towards the upameya.
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weaknesses: the idea that the function fulfilled by similes is defined by the type of 
upamàna they  display,  and  the  assumption  that  Mahàbhàrata similes  are  always 
chosen to follow a constant pattern of specific functions. 
The first idea that the function of similes be defined by the type of upamàna 
employed makes the following fallacy: as the the present thesis  suggests,  similes 
displaying a type of upamàna tend to accomplish different purposes within the text. 
Comparisons displaying a mythological  upamàna, for instance, are employed with 
two  different  functions  within  the  Mahàbhàrata:  in  order  to  state  a  special 
relationship  between  the  upameya and  the  upamàna,  as  in  the  case  of  the 
ÔidentifyingÕ similes described by Vassilkov,4 and as Ôattention switch markersÕ5, in 
order to introduce new elements within the narrative, such as a new narrative plane. 
The  idea  that  comparisons  are  always  employed  in  order  to  accomplish 
specific functions within the text appears to be far-fetched. The fact that figures of 
speech could be employed with a specific purpose within the Mahàbhàrata is widely 
accepted, but to state that this is always the case simply denies the nature of this Epic 
as a  product of an oral  tradition:  the hypothesis  that  the choice of similes is  the 
product of a specific pattern in functions does not take into account the formulaic 
nature of many similes in the Epics. The investigation of the functions that similes 
fulfil within the text implies the possibility to find uses that bear features of an oral 
style: in some battle scenes, for instance, similes do tend to pile up regardless of the 
relationship with each other.6 As shown for the first time by Hopkins in the early 
twentieth  century,  most  comparisons  belong  to  a  common stock:  ÔSuch  stock  of 
similes  belong to  neither  epic,  but  to  the  epic  store  in  general,  as  may  be  seen 
consulting the long list of identical similes in identical phraseology common to both 
epicsÕ.7 Similes  apparently  belong  to  the  traditional  stock  of  knowledge that  the 
audience of the Epics well knew and appreciated. 
Ram Karan Sharma, in his Elements of Poetry in the Mahàbhàrata,8 presents a 
4 The Ôidentifying similesÕ in the final battle between Karõa and Arjuna will be considered in Chapter 
1 of this analysis:
Vassilkov, Y. 2001: The Mahàbhàrata Similes and Their Significance for Comparative Epic 
Studies. Rocznik Orientalistyczny T. LIV, Z: 1-31.
5 Similes accomplishing this purpose are analysed in chapter 3 of the present thesis.
6 Brockington J.L 2000: Figures of speech in the Ràmàyaõa. In: Epic Threads, John Brockington on 
the Sanskrit Epics. Delhi: Oxford University Press: 126-162. 127.
7Hopkins, E.W 1901: The Great Epic of India, its Character and Origin. New York: Scribner.205-207. 
8Sharma,  R. K.  1964:  Elements  of  Poetry in the Mahàbhàrata.  Berkeley:  University of  California 
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detailed account of what he defines as Ôpoetic expressions of the corpusÕ. As the 
author states in its introduction, his work does not intend to be a rhetorical discussion 
about poetry in that epic, on the contrary, his research enumerates all those repetitive 
linguistic features that occur within the Mahàbhàrata. 
In  chapter  1  the  author  refers  to  the  upamàs and  their  basic  symbolic 
meanings: Sharma organises his catalogue of comparisons according to the type of 
the  upamàna,  such  as  Gods,  animals,  human  beings.  Acknowledging  that  the 
development  of  the  study  of  alaükàras lacks  a  full  encyclopaedia  of  traditional 
Sanskrit stock-in-trade comparisons, he lists similes found in Books 1 (âdiparvan), 3 
(Vanaparvan)  and 6 (Bhãùmaparvan)  of  the  Mahàbhàrata.  Chapters  2-8 deal  with 
other arthàlaükàras, chapter 9 analyses popular idioms and chapter 10 deals with the 
÷abdàlaükàras. In chapter 11, Sharma gives a full description of the techniques of 
oral style in the poem. Although the author suggests that very often there is a special 
relationship  between  upameya and  upamàna,  he  does  not  investigate  this  aspect 
further. 
An attempt to investigate the relationship between the upameya and upamàna 
has been made by Yaroslav Vassilkov, in his influencial article “The Mahàbhàrata 
Similes and Their Significance for Comparative Epic Studies”. VassilkovÕs paper is 
mainly concerned with a specific kind of  upamà present in the Karõaparvan: the 
mythological similes (viz., similes that refer to traditional Sanskrit myths). This type 
of comparison, which he defines as Ôidealising simileÕ, Ôprojects the picture of an 
epic battle onto the background of the cosmic myth in order to provide it with a 
deeper perspective and additional greatness.Õ9 Among those there are upamàs that the 
author  calls  ÔidentifyingÕ10 similes:  comparisons  that  constantly  link  a  particular 
character with a particular God and imply a mythological connection, perhaps even a 
relation of identity between the epic  hero and the deity.  In the Karõaparvan this 
tendency is very obvious, particularly in descriptions of fighting: in those passages, 
in fact, similes referring to Karõa liken the character to the god Vçtra while instances 
referring to Arjuna compare him to Indra. According to Vassilkov, this is neither due 
to a supposed mythological origin of the Epic, nor to later religious interpolations.11 
Press.
9 Vassilkov 2001: 18. 
10 Vassilkov 2001: 24.
11 Vassilkov 2001: 25.
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He is  rather  in  favour  of  another  explanation  that  takes  into  account  other  oral 
traditions  such  as  the New Guinea serial songs,  folklore genres  that  precede  the 
Epics. Those proto-epic genres are usually panegyric (eulogy, hymn) for a military 
leader that has to be glorified by the bard. The function of the serial songs is to keep 
up a constant correlation between the real plane of narration (viz., the story of the 
heroÕs deeds) and the mythic plane (a glorification of the mythic exploits done by the 
God whose incarnation or whose human counterpart the hero was supposed to be). 
As a consequence, it is necessary for the bard to co-ordinate two levels of narration. 
Similes are the best poetic means to be employed with this purpose: on the one hand, 
mythological comparisons show the separation between the two planes of narration, 
on the other hand, similes remind the audience of the implicit identity between the 
hero and the God.12 
The originality of Vassilkov's approach lies both in the analysis of upamàs in 
performance and in the investigation of the relationship between the  upameya and 
the  upamàna. Similes in the battle  scenes analysed by Vassilkov fulfil  a  specific 
function which becomes apparent through the investigation of the context in which 
similes  occur.  The  methodology  employed  by  Vassilkov  in  his  paper  has  to  be 
regarded as a good starting point for future research on similes. 
Studies in Ràmàyaõa's similes
Two influential articles on Ràmàyaõa's alaükàra have been published in the 
past years: John Brockington's “Figures of Speech in the Ràmàyaõa”13, and Marie 
Claude  Porcher's  “Remarques  sur  la  fonction  des  figures  de  style  dans  le 
Ràmàyaõa”.14 
In his article, mainly concerned with figures of speech, Brockington provides 
an  extensive  description  of  alaükàras within  the  Ràmàyaõa.  Similes,  whose 
frequency overshadows the presence of other types of figures of speech enriching the 
text,  are  treated  mainly  in  the  light  of  their  subject  matter  and  on 
12 A similar conclusion has been reached on the way Homer employs similes in fighting scenes. See:
Bowra, C. M. 1930: Tradition and design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press. See Coffey, 
M. 1957: The Function of the Homeric Simile. American Journal of Philology 78: 113-132.
13 Brockington 2000: op cit. 
14 Porcher, M. C.1996: Remarques sur la fonction des figures de style dans le Ràmàyaõa, in Langue,  
style et structure dans le monde indien: centenaire de Louis Renou; actes du Colloque international, 
Paris. This study deals with similes in Books III and V of the Ràmàyaõa. 
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syntactical/grammatical features. Although his work is mainly on structural aspects, 
Brockington  also  makes  a  few remarks  on  the  possible  role  fulfilled  by  similes 
within the text. For instance, he points out that comparisons occur mainly in dramatic 
or emotional situations. Passages where fighting scenes occur are particularly rich in 
similes, but also descriptions where little happens are usually characterised by a large 
number of comparisons. In Brockington's opinion similes are employed in order to 
emphasize emotionally charged scenes.15
In  another  important  study  on  figures  of  speech  within  the  Ràmàyaõa, 
Porcher  divides  similes  displayed  within  the  text  into  two  different  categories: 
comparisons occurring in speeches and those occurring within descriptions. Porcher's 
classification of similes within the Ràmàyaõa is discussed in chapter 2 of the present 
thesis. 
As  my  analysis  of  similes  within  the  Ràmàyaõa suggests,  the  range  of 
functions of comparisons featured by the text is much more diversified: there are 
indeed, descriptive similes occurring in speeches, as well as similes introducing or 
closing a speech, which have to be analysed according to the function they fulfil 
within the immediate context in which they occur. 
Similarities and differences between the two Epics 
The Sanskrit tradition places the two Epics in two separate categories: while the 
Mahàbhàrata is  traditionally  remembered  as  the  itihàsa,  thus  implying  some 
historicity of the events narrated in the Epic, the Ràmàyaõa is remembered with the 
name of  adãkàvya. For the rhetoricians of the  alaükàra÷àstra, the  Ràmàyaõa is not 
only the first example of kàvya, but it is also the source of inspiration for poets and 
narrators who composed in kàvya genre. This difference in the way the two Epics are 
considered  does  not  prevent  scholars  from  investigating  the  many  apparent 
similarities between the two texts.  Most of the studies  carried out  on similarities 
between  the  two  Sanskrit  Epics  are  concerned  with  the  Ràmopàkhyàna of  the 
Mahàbhàrata.16 Other, more extensive works on the common elements between the 
Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyaõa date back to Weber at the end of the 19th century. In 
15 Brockington J.L.1984: Righteous Ràma: the Evolution of an Epic. Delhi: Oxford University Press: 
144.
16For a list of studies on the Ràmopakhyàna see Brockington J.L. 1998: The Sanskrit Epics. Handbuch 
der Orientalistik, Vol II. Leiden: Brill. 473-477.
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his long article “Über das Ràmàyaõa”, Weber points out that there are similarities 
between the two texts, without further investigating the matter.17 
Hopkins, in his “Parallel features in the two Sanskrit Epics” took a first step in 
this direction, thus marking the beginning of the studies on the relationship between 
the  Mahàbhàrata and the  Ràmàyaõa. Hopkins's article was followed by a second, 
more  articulate  investigation  of  the  similarities  between  the  two  Epics  in  his 
“Allusions to the Ràma Story in the Mahàbhàrata”.18 As pointed out by Hopkins at 
the end of the 19th century, the  Mahàbhàrata and the  Ràmàyaõa show a number of 
similarities,  such as general phraseology19 and passages of traditional proverbs and 
tales.20 According to Hopkins, such similarities are a result of the common source of 
material from which both Epics drew, each text adding it Ôto its own storeÕ.21 The 
analysis so far shows that the two Epics indeed developed in parallel, perhaps even 
in the same region, at least in the later stages,22 thus justifying the similarities in style 
and  phraseology.  According  to  Hopkins,  both  Epics  lack  the  most  complicated 
figures of speech that often occur in later kàvya literature. In particular, upamàs and 
råpakas occur in older layers of the Epics, while other  alaükàras are met in later 
stratas of the text. 
Among the similarities between the Ràmayàõa and the Mahàbhàrata, there are a 
number of themes, such as the political intrigues, the forest23 and the battle. Despite 
these apparent common features of the two Epics, there are differences in the way 
these themes are portrayed. Along with the major themes shared by the two texts, 
such as the political manouvres (the Sabhàparvan and the Ayodhyàkàõóa), the exile 
in the forest (âraõyakaparvan and Araõyàkàõóa) and the war (books VI, VII, VIII, 
17 Weber, A.F. 1870:  Über das Ràmàyaõa. Abhandlungen der Königlichen Akademie der  
Wissenschaften in Berlin. (English trans. D. C. Boyd 1872). 1-118 
18 Hopkins, E.W. 1930: Allusions to the Ràma Story in the Mahàbhàrata.  Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 50: 85-103.
19Hopkins. W.E. 1898:  Parallel Features in the two Sanskrit Epics. American Journal of Philology 
19:138-51. 
20Hopkins. W.E. 1899: Proverbs and Tales Common to the two Sanskrit Epics. American Journal of  
Philology 20: 22-39.
21 Hopkins 1899: 23.
22 Brockington 1998: 484.
23 The word forest is employed in the present thesis, to translate both vana and araõya. See 
Sprockhoff, J.F: 1981. âraõyaka und Vànaprastha in der Vedischen Literature. Wiener Zeitschrift für  
die Kunde Südasiens, 25: 19-90. According to Sprockhoff, in vedic texts, the word araõya indicates 
the wasteland, whereas the word vana means “forest”. In the Mahabhàrata, however, the two words 
are used interchangeably. Sprockhoff 1981: 84.
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IX and X of the Mahàbhàrata and the Yuddhakàõóa), there are a number of minor 
themes, or subject-matters, within the Epics. Some of them are specific to each text, 
others are common to both Epics. Within each one of these minor themes, similes 
tend to be employed in a specific way. 
The Sabhàparvan is  a  central  book to  the  Mahàbhàrata in  the  same way the 
Ayodhyàkàõóa is to the Ràmayàõa. The Sabhàparvan, considered the oldest parvan 
within the  Mahàbhàrata, describes the political intrigues that lead to the Pàõóavas' 
exile,  the key point in the plot,  the essential  circumstances that result  in the war 
between the  Pàõóavas  and the  Kauravas.  Similarly  to  the  Ayodhyàkàõóa for  the 
Ràmàyaõa, it contains the description of the events that will lead to the characters' 
banishment  to  the  forest.   The  Ayodhyàkàõóa  belongs  to  the  main  core  of  the 
Ràmàyaõa, as proven by Brockington,24 and it is therefore an important source for 
the material to be analysed in this thesis: the book features an introductory part of the 
story, including a description of its main characters and of the key episodes of the 
plot. 
Another major theme, common to both  Ràmayàõa and  Mahàbhàrata, is the 
account of the vicissitudes of the heroes during the time spent in the forest. Despite 
the  apparent  similarities  between  the  way  the  âraõyakaparvan  and  Araõyakàõóa 
portray this theme, there is a basic difference in the role the forest fulfils within each 
epic. 
Unlike the âraõyakaparvan, which is an  ensemble of stories and anecdotes, 
the Araõyakàõóa features a number of important events, all linked in an indissoluble 
chain of causes and effects that will lead to the battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa: in 
the case of the  Mahàbhàrata,  the book of the forest  represents an important  step 
towards  the  maturity  of  Yudhiùñhira,  a  sort  of  transition  that  allows  the  main 
characters to grow and reach full maturity, in the  Ràmayàõa, a number of events 
taking place in the forest are important events in the plot, such as the mutilation of 
øårpaõakhà, which draws RàvaõaÕs attention towards Ràma, Sãtà and Lakùmaõa, and 
the consequent abduction of Vaidehã. 
According to Thomas Parkhill,  Ràma's  sojourn in the wilderness does not 
contribute to his maturity in the same way the forest contributes to the evolution of 
24 Brockington 1984: 144.
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Yudhiùñhira in the Mahàbhàrata.25 As Parkhill points out, the role of the wilderness as 
threshold between the stages of life was indeed deeply rooted in Indian culture. That 
is not to say that the forest in the Ràmayàõa does not fulfil a function of threshold 
between boyhood and adulthood:  in  the  Bàlakàõóa,  the forest  fulfils  exactly  this 
function.  According to  Parkhill,  the  Balakàõóa episode in  which both  Ràma and 
Lakùmaõa,  brought  into  the  forest  by  the  seer  Vi÷vàmitra,  are  compelled  to 
accomplish several tasks, among which the killing of a ràkùasa, is a clear example of 
characters crossing this important threshold. Such an episode, similar to an instance 
occurring within the âdiparvan of the Mahàbhàrata, reveals the common idea of the 
forest  as  a  means  through which  the  characters  achieve  adulthood.  But  maturity 
comes at a price for the protagonists of both the Epics: maturity can be achieved 
through  a  series  of  perils  that  will  test  the  characters'  strength  and  valour, 
highlighting their skills and weaknesses. 
The episodes  mentioned above provide  indeed a  proof  of  the  idea  of  the 
forest as a threshold between boyhood and adulthood, but within the Araõyakàõóa, a 
more central book within the Epic, this concept appears to be blurred. It is never 
clear  in  the  text,  what  the  forest  represents  in  the  mind  of  the  authors  of  the 
Ràmayàõa. Although it can be easily inferred that, in fact, because of all the perils 
and tests the Ràma faces during his stay in the forest, the book indeed represents this 
maturation, it is never spelled out and made obvious for the audience to see.
According  to  Parkhill,  in  the  Araõyakàõóa,  the  forest  represents  an 
uncivilised world, a non-structured reality, different from the structured life within 
cities, that the heroe is forced to experience in order to re-establish an order that has 
been altered.  In the case of  the  Ràmayàõa,  Ràma plays an important  role  in  the 
process  of  asserting  the  altered  structure  of  society:  the  killing  of  Ràvaõa  is  an 
important task set by the gods in order to enable them to rule again. The ràksasa, in 
fact, cannot be killed by a god, because of a boon granted to him by Brahmà, which 
allows him to rule over the gods, thus overturning the natural order of society. 
The basic difference between the function played by the forest  within the 
âraõyakaparvan  and  the  Araõyakàõóa  lies  in  the  role  performed  by  their 
protagonists. In the Mahàbhàrata, the natural order has been altered by the behaviour 
25 Parkhill T. 1995: The Forest Setting in Hindu Epics, Princes, Sages and Demons. Lewiston: Mellen 
University Press.19-21. 
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of its protagonists: Yudhiùñhira, having gambled away his kingdom and even his own 
brothers and wife, acted unrighteously. Although it is stated on several occasions that 
this is part of a larger scheme in order to cause the war between the two branches of 
the family, it is clear that the sojourn in the wilderness provides the tests that will 
lead Yudhiùñhira to a stage of maturity that will make him fit for kingship. In the case 
of the Ràmayàõa, there appears to be no need for evolution. The main character of 
the Ràmayàõa is an ideal one: Ràma is the perfect ruler, his father and the council of 
the  noblemen  consider  him  mature  and  virtuous  enough  to  rule  the  kingdom. 
Although the lack of moral struggle in the protagonist of the Ràmayàõa is ascribed to 
a later stage of composition,26 we can easily argue that generally, the behaviour of 
Ràma is regarded by the authors of the text as virtuous in every aspect. But what is 
the role of the forest  within the Araõyakàõóa then,  if  not an important threshold 
between life-stages? The answer is again in the forest as a place where no social 
rules  apply,  a  place  where  demons  rule  and  the  normal  order  of  society  is  not 
respected. The forest represents the order that has been overturned and requires the 
deeds of the hero to be re-established. Ràma has to fight against several demons, lose 
his  wife and conquer Laïkà to  bring order  again in a society where,  against the 
normal state of things, demons, not gods, rule. 
The war is another major theme shared by the Epics, although a major 
difference becomes apparent when analysing the behaviour of its combatants: unlike 
the Mahàbhàra war, where the morality of the acts of its protagonists is blurred and 
unclear, the war between Ràma and Ràvaõa is a war between good and evil.27 The 
Yuddhakàõóa, the last book of core of the epic, is the final book of the Ràmayàõa 
and its longest kàõóa, constituted by 116 sargas. The end of the Epic relates about 
the battle between the ràkùasas and the troops of the army assembled to liberate Sãtà. 
The acts of the characters within the Ràmayàõa appear to be more straightforward 
and in line with their behaviour. In the case of the Mahàbhàrata, the events 
happening during the war are narrated in 5 books of the Epic: the Bhiùmaparvan, the 
Droõaparvan, the Karõaparvan, the øalyaparvan and the Sauptikaparvan. Among 
these, the Karõaparvan features a number of similes whose analysis reveals a few 
26 Brockington 1998: 386




My research on similes in the Mahàbhàra and in the Ràmayàõa has been 
carried out considering the three main themes occurring in both the Epics: for the 
Mahàbhàra, passages from the Sabhàparvan, the âraõyakaparvan and the 
Karõaparvan are analysed; the analysis of the Ràmayàõa considers passages drawn 
from the Ayodhyàkàõóa, the Araõyakàõóa and the Yuddhakàõóa. 
The present thesis considers the main themes shared by the Epics as a starting 
point to the investigation of similarities and differences in the way similes are 
employed within the Sanskrit Epics: upamàs are occasionally employed with a 
similar purpose within the two Epics when occurring in similar contexts. 
The idea of the comparison as a powerful, effective literary device employed 
in order to enhance the text, so as to achieve a certain effect on the audience, shows, 
more than anything else, that the Epics shared not only a similar cultural background, 
but also a group of composers/bards, who were indeed familiar with the use of 
similes with specific purposes in recurrent contexts.
The methodology in the study of similes within the Sanskrit Epics: 
a definition of contextual analysis 
Previous analyses of similes within the Sanskrit Epics have always regarded the 
upamà as a poetic means through which the poetÕs insight is expressed on the events 
of  the  main  narrative.  It  is  therefore  important  to  determine  what  functions 
comparisons  may  fulfil  within  the  Epics.  Previous  studies28 have  been  mainly 
concerned with the upamànas and the tertium comparationis (viz., the quality and/or 
the action common to both the upameya and the upamàna). But the essential nature 
of  comparison  is  based  on  the  triple  structure  upameya-tertium  comparationis-
upamàna: by omitting even one of the three basic elements, the comparison can be 
no longer defined as such. The analysis of the upameya implies a concern with the 
relationship between the  upamà and the text:  whenever similes carry out specific 
functions,  this  is  always  due  to  a  particular  connection  between  upameya and 
upamàna. 
28 Sharma 1964; Gajendragadkar 1950; Brockington 2000; op.cit.
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The contextual analysis of similes takes into account the relationship between the 
upameya and upamàna, (e.g. the immediate context in which the simile occurs); then 
takes  into  account  other  similes  within  the  passage.  The  analysis  then  considers 
comparisons in relation to the literary frame, the particular stage in the plot in which 
the passage occurs.  The investigation of  upamàs encountered  within the sections 
considered, and the analysis of the relationship between the similes and the literary 
frame in which the passages are displayed, shed light on the multiplicity of functions 
accomplished by similes within the Epics. 
Studying the function fulfilled by similes through the use of contextual analysis 
highlights differences but also the striking similarities between the use of similes 
within the two Epics. The main aim of this study is demonstrate that a definition of 
the function of simile can be reached only through the analysis of the context in 
which similes occur.
The first chapter of this thesis analyses similes within the Mahàbharata. Two 
types  of  upamà are  examined:  similes  in  narrative  digressions  and  mythological 
comparisons  occurring  in  fighting  scenes.  Similes  in  narrative  digressions  are 
examined  through  the  investigation  of  comparisons  in  the  Mantraparvan  (MBh, 
II.12-17) and the Nalopakhyàna (MBh III.50-78): the analysis of the Mantraparvan 
shows how similes  can  vary  according  to  the  subject-matter  of  the  passage,  the 
Nalopakhyàna is considered in order to analyse specific functions fulfilled by similes 
within narrative digression. 
Mythological similes occurring in the final battle between Karõa and Arjuna 
(MBh, VIII.63-68), previously analysed by Vassilkov, are investigated in order to 
show a specific function fulfilled by mythological similes within the passage: the 
stressing of a relation of identity between a deity and a character.
This research deals  with similes within the  Ràmàyaõa following a similar 
division to Porcher's.29 Similes within narrative and those within speeches do tend, 
within the Ràmàyaõa, to fulfil different functions: comparisons occurring within the 
narrative tend to  emphasize differences  between characters,  whereas  in  dialogues 
upamàs are often employed in order to stress speech-acts. For the analysis of similes 
29 In her research, Porcher follows L. Renou's division between similes occurring within the narrative 
and comparisons occurring within dialogues. Renou, L.1959: Sur la structure du kàvya. Journal  
Asiatique, Paris. 1-114: 2.
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occurring within dialogues, the conversation between Mantharà and Kaikeyã (Rm, 
II.7-9)  and  the  instance  between  Da÷aratha  and  Kaikeyã  (Rm,  II.10-12)  are 
considered. Similes in narrative passages or discourses, on the other hand, are taken 
into account in order to describe the guiding functions of similes: the comparisons 
employed in  order  to  stress  important  events  occurring  within  the  narrative.  The 
analysis  of  this  type  of  upamà considers  the  following  episodes  within  the 
Ràmàyaõa:  the  beginning  of  the  Ayodhyàkàõóa  (Rm,  II.1-3),  the  mutilation  of 
øårpaõakhà (Rm, III.16-17) and Garuóa's healing power (Rm, VI.40). The analysis 
of similes within the  Mahàbhàrata follows a different pattern of analysis. Research 
on similes within the  Mahàbhàrata shows a far more differentiated use of similes 
within the different speech-acts of the various characters the function of similes in 
speeches  depends  greatly  on  how  each  discourse  is  employed  within  the  main 
narrative, whether to introduce different types of narrative digressions or didactic 
material.
Chapter  3  of  the  present  thesis  considers  the  similarities  between  the 
Mahàbharata and the Ràmàyaõa. In order to show such similar use of comparisons 
within the texts, two main types of simile are taken into account: upamàs occurring 
within dialogues,  whose purpose is  to offend another character,  and mythological 
similes occurring within the narrative in fighting scenes. The objective is to show 
how similes within the two Epics can be employed in similar contexts and with a 
similar purpose. 
As will be shown, each Epic displays its own set of comparisons, fulfilling 
very specific functions, which are employed only within that Epic and in that specific 
case. Along with features that belong to each Epic, there are similes fulfilling very 
similar functions, often in contexts which are common to both Epics. 
The contextual analysis of similes within the Epics shows how comparisons 
tend to  be employed in  order  to  fulfil  more than one purpose at  a  time:  a  main 
function,  fulfilled  within  the  immediate  context  in  which  similes  occur,  and  a 
secondary  function,  which  becomes  apparent  through  the  analysis  of  other 
comparisons within the passage and taking into account the relevance of the events 
occurring within the passage, to the main plot. 
The  analysis  of  similarities  and  differences  between  the  function  of 
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comparisons featured in each Epic reveals a number of principles behind the use of 
comparisons in the Sanskrit Epics.30 
30 Part of the present work has been accepted for publication. Cosi (forthcoming) : Upamàs occurring 
in speeches: “abusive” similes in the Sabhàparvan and Karõaparvan. In: proceedings of the 13th World 
Sanskrit Conference. Edinburgh 2006. 
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1. Similes within the Mahàbhàrata
 1.1 Function of similes within narrative digressions.
One of the main differences between the Ràmàyaõa and the Mahàbhàrata is given 
by the large number of narrative digressions displayed by the latter. Such narrative 
digressions occur at a given stage of the narrative, introducing a parallel dimension 
to the audience. A parallel reality often implies a different subject matter: for this 
reason, the analysis of narrative digressions provides a classic example of 
similes/subject-matter association. The present section considers comparisons in 
narrative digressions in two stages: the first section shows how the introduction of a 
narrative digression influences the range of upamànas displayed by the similes; the 
second part analyses similes within a single narrative digression, describing how 
comparisons can be employed in order to fulfill a single function throughout the 
whole digression.
The Mantraparvan features a number of sequences that are considered in order to 
show how similes tend to vary when the subject-matter of the passage changes. The 
episode of Nala and Damayantã is considered for the analysis of similes fulfilling a 
specific function within this popular narrative digression. For this analysis, two 
features are considered: the type of upamàna and the structure of the similes.31 
Comparing the structure and the range of upamànas employed in different passages 
reveals a connection between similes and themes: upamànas tend to occupy the 
fourth pàda of the verse, although there are instances of longer similes, occurring 
more frequently in longer verses. Longer similes, usually employed in more 
descriptive passages, usually take up two pàdas of the stanza; shorter similes also 
occur within the Mahàbhàrata, often in specific contexts. 
Before analysing the structure of the digressions to be taken into accont, it is 
important to place such digressions within the structure of the main Parvan in which 
they occur. The analysis of the context in which they are featured, in fact, is the 
starting point of the investigation of similes.
31 By “structure of similes” is implied the length of the comparison, that is to say the number of pàdas 
(or occasionally less than a pàda).  Also similes expressed in compounds will be considered as having 
a different structure from comparisons expressed by iva or yathà.
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1.2 The Mantraparvan within the Sabhàparvan: differences between similes in narrative 
digressions and similes in the main narrative
The Sabhàparvan is constituted by ten minor parvans: The building of the 
Assembly Hall, the Description of the Halls of the World Guardians, the Council, the 
Slaying of Jaràsaüdha, the Conquest of the World, The Royal Consecration, the 
Taking of the Guest Gift, the Slaying of øi÷upàla, the Dicing Game and the Sequel to 
the Dicing. The structure of the Sabhàparvan has been the object of much debate 
among scholars. Van Buitenen argues that the structure of the entire book is based on 
the ancient vedic ritual of the rajàsåya sacrifice.32 The ritual, as described in the 
Black and the White Yajurveda, was performed in order to elevate a local sovereign 
to a Universal one. Taking into account Heesterman's book, The Ancient Indian 
Royal Consecration,33 which investigates the ancient ritual, Van Buitenen points out 
a number of similarities between the structure of the book and the ritual of the 
consecration. According to van Buitenen, such similarities cannot be coincidential 
but could only be explained with a direct knowledge of the ritual by the composer of 
the Sabhàparvan. The number of common elements is indeed striking: as highlighted 
by van Buitenen, parts of the ritual such as the taking of the guest gift and the 
following dicing game, appear to be suspiciously similar to the chain of events 
occurring within the Sabhàparvan. The dicing game in particular, in its inevitability, 
seems to van Buitenen only possible if considered as part of the original ritual. Van 
Buitenen's efforts to explain these striking similarities fail to clarify some episodes 
within the book, which clearly contrast with the scenario of a holy rite: the betting of 
Draupadã, for instance, appears to be rather unusual. As observed by Renate Söhnen-
Thieme, some of the common elements between the ritual of the rajàsåya and the 
events occurring in the Sabhàparvan, such as the occurrence of the dicing game, do 
not necessarily show a supposed influence of the ancient ritual on the structure of the 
book.34 In the author's opinion, forms of entertainment such as dicing were indeed 
32van Buitenen,  J.A.B.  1972:  On the Structure of  the Sabhàparvan of  the Mahàbhàrata.  In:  India 
Maior: Congratulary Volume Presented to J. Gonda, ed by J. Ensink and P. Gaeffke. 68-84. Leiden: 
Brill. (Reprinted: 1988: Studies in Indian Literature and Philosophy: Collected Articles of J.A.B. van  
Buitenen, ed. By Ludo Rocher. Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies. 305-21). 307
33Heesterman, J.C. 1957: The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration. The Ràjasåya described
according to the Yajus texts and annoted. The Hague: Mouton & Co. 'S-Gravenhage
34Söhnen-Thieme,  R.  1999:  On  the  Composition  of  the  Dyåtaparvan  in  the  Mahàbhàrata.  In: 
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very common in Indian courts. Other clues, such as the inevitability of accepting the 
challenge of the game on Yudhiùñhira's part, which van Buitenen also considers as 
necessary because part of the ritual, can be understood, in Söhnen-Thieme's opinion, 
by considering the Pàõóavas' respect towards their uncle Dhçtaràùñra, the regent king. 
The problems concerning the composition of the Dyåtaparvan, which are the subject-
matter of Söhnen-Thieme's paper, are considered in the second section of this thesis, 
in the analysis of similarities and differences between the Mahàbhàrata and the 
Ràmàyaõa. 
Beyond van Buitenen's interpretation of the structure of the Sabhàparvan, which 
primarily deals with the origins of the book itself, there is a second approach to the 
parvan's structure to be considered: the subdivision into main narrative and narrative 
digressions within the book. As Rajendra Nanavati points out, the Sabhàparvan 
features a number of narrative digressions.35 Such digressions appear to belong, in 
his opinion, to a secondary stage of composition. The attempt to identify those parts 
of the two  Epics which do not belong to the original plot, is a striking one: in his 
classification of the different layers he identifies within the text, the parts which do 
not fit in the pattern of the original story are those in which the events do not show 
any direct consequence in the main events of the plot. Such methodology can pose a 
series of questions, such as whether to consider every narrative digression as part of 
the original story or not. In analysing the Sabhàparvan, Nanavati classifies the tale of 
the birth of Jaràsaüdha (II.16.12-17.27) as secondary material, an expansion to the 
original core of the book. The origin of the episode is indeed important to understand 
the difference among functions of similes occurring within the Epics: differences in 
style can sometimes be explained through a different stage of composition. Although 
the identification of the chronological stratification of the passages featuring similes 
is not the objective of this research, it is important to mention that a later stage of 
composition can be a useful clue in our understanding of the way composers 
employed similes within the text. 
The killing of Jaràsaüdha is one of the most famous episodes within the second 
Composing  a  Tradition:  Concepts,  Techniques  and  their  relationships.  Proceedings  of  the  First  
Dubrovnik International Conference on the Sanskrit Epics and Puràõas. Zagreb: Croatian Academy of 
Science and Arts: 139-154. 140-1
35Nanavati, Rajendra I. 1982: Secondary tales of the two Great Epics. (L.D. Series 88). Ahmedabad: 
L.D. Institute of Indology. 
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book of the Mahàbhàrata,. The slaying of  Jaràsaüdha finds its reasons in 
YudhiùñhiraÕs plan to perform the ràjasåya sacrifice. He is advised to do so by Kçùõa, 
who makes him aware of the necessity of killing Jaràsaüdha, who holds supremacy 
among the other kings, before accomplishing the conquest of the world. Yudhiùñhira 
decides to follow his fatherÕs suggestions36 and allows Kçùõa, Bhãma and Arjuna to 
leave for the Magadha Kingdom in order to kill Jaràsaüdha. They reach the capital 
of the Kingdom in disguise and provoke the King, who accepts the challenge and is 
defeated by Bhãma, after a wrestling combat that lasts several days. After the 
liberation of the kings, the Pàõóavas set out for the conquest of the world in the name 
of their elder brother. They head off to conquer the four quarters of the world: Arjuna 
subjugates the North, Bhãma the East, Sahadeva the South and Nakula the West. 
Once the conquest of the world is accomplished, the ràjasåya is finally celebrated. 
As observed by Brockington,37 internal evidence within the text allow us to place 
the Jaràsaüdha episode sometime later than the earliest core of the Mahàbhàrata. 
Linguistic and stylistic evidences bear, in fact, features of a later style.38 The 
Mantraparvan, the sub-section immediately preceding the episode of the killing of 
Jaràsaüdha, reveals important information about the king of Magadha: his strength 
and the political moves that allowed him to hold captive the kings are fully explained 
by Kçùõa in adhyàya 13. The description Kçùõa gives to the eldest Pàõóava brother 
leads to the first narrative digression of the book: the tale of Jaràsaüdha's birth. We 
can therefore divide the Mantraparvan of the Sabhàparvan into two main sections: 
the first part, featuring the dialogue between Yudhiùñhira and his kinsmen (12.5-20) 
and between Yudhiùñhira and Kçùõa (12.30-16.10), and the second section displaying 
Kçùõa's tale about Jaràsaüdha's birth (16.10-17). In order to show the significant 
differences between similes in narrative digressions and similes in the main 
narrative, all comparisons occurring within the parvan are taken into account, 
36The wise Nàrada gives Yudhiùñhira a message from his father Pàõóu in the next 
world, exhorting him to undertake the ceremony of the ràjasåya, emblem of 
universal sovereignty (MBh II.11.50-70).
37Brockington,  J.L.2002:  Jaràsaüdha  of  Magadha.  In:  Stages  and  Transitions:  Temporal  and  
Historical  frameworks  in  Epic  and  Puràõic  Literature.  Proceedings  of  the  second  Dubrovnik  
International Conference on the Sanskrit Epics and Puràõas. Croatian Academy of Science and Arts: 
Zagreb
38The usage of a small number of derivative forms in particular is regarded by Brockington as the 
main clue to the hypothesis of a later stage of composition for this episode. Brockington 2002: 74. 
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considering the immediate context in which they occur, then sequences of similes 
occurring within each of the two sections are compared, in order to highlight 
differences between the two groups. 
1.2a Similes in the Mantraparvan (MBh II.12-17).
In the Mantraparvan, the second section of the Sabhàparvan, there are twenty-
two similes over 222 verses. Adhyàya 12 features four comparisons, all very short 
and whose upamànas relate mostly to family members, guru-pupil relationship and 
Gods. In verse II.12.8 a short simile occurs, piteva (like a father): Yudhiùñhira, who 
is still uncertain about performing the royal consecration, is compared to a father. 
The simile, occurring within the main narrative, also expresses the point of view of 
some characters within the text: as Yudhiùñhira goes on reassuring his people Ôlike a 
fatherÕ everybody shows love and affection to him thus he becomes known as 
ÔAjàta÷atruÕ (MBh II.12.9). 
When Yudhiùñhira realises that he needs advice before undertaking the task of 
the royal consecration, he immediately thinks about Kçùõa (MBh II.12.25). The 
comparison in verse 2.12.27 defines Acyuta as being guråvat, Ôlike a guruÕ, but also 
in this instance, the upameya (the PàõóavasÕ cousin) is described by a comparison 
occurring within the main narrative, but expressing the point of view of Yudhiùñhira. 
The third and the fourth instances of comparison within this passage occur in 
II.12.32 and II.12.33. They still refer to Kçùõa, who is received by the Pàõóavas Ôas a 
brotherÕ (bhràtçvat) and welcomed Ôlike a guruÕ (guråvat). 
Adhyàya 13 describes the political rise of Jaràsaüdha, indulging in details. 
Within the account of JaràsaüdhaÕs political exploits, comparisons tend to be similar 
both in structure and content to instances occurring in the previous passage: in 
II.13.9 Vakra, king of Karåùas joined Jaràsaüdha Ôlike a pupilÕ (÷iùyavat), but in 
II.13.13 there is the first instance of a simile of the length of one pàda:
II.13.13:
muraü ca narakaü caiva ÷àsti yo yavanàdhipau /
aparyantabalo ràjà pratãcyàü varuõo yathà //
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ÔHe punished the Greek kings Mura and Naraka and governs with unlimited power, 
toward the west like Varuõa.Õ
Although the type of upamàna is different from the previous instances (a god instead 
of a family member or a guru), the simile is, like the others, quite short. The 
comparison that follows in verse II.13.15 corresponds to the style of those occurring 
in adhyàya 12: Ôlike a fatherÕ (pitçvat). Another very short instance, displaying an 
upamàna similar to the simile in II.13.13, is present in II.13.36: similar to the 
immortals (amarasaükà÷au). All similes in both adhyàyas 12 and 13 have a common 
feature: independently of the type of upamàna, they are shorter than a pàda (except 
instance in II.13.13, which tends to fill one pàda of the verse). The range of similes 
occurring in this passage is not employed in order to embellish it: it is quite clear that 
the main purpose of employing this kind of short comparison is to explain a 
particular point within the narrative, rather than to idealise the upameyas.  
In adhyàya 14 there are two similes that follow the same tendency of the 
previous instances within this section: in II.14.7 another very short comparison 
appears in KçùõaÕs speech about the necessity to kill Jaràsaüdha: Ôa king without 
initiative collapses like an anthillÕ (valmãka iva). The second instance occurs in verse 
II.14.9 where Bhãma encourages his brothers before departing for the conquest of 
Magadha: Ôwe shall conquer Magadha like three firesÕ (traya ivàgnayaþ). These 
instances are shorter than a pàda and they do not appear to bear decorative features. 
This is due to the subject matter of the passage: there is no account or description 
suitable for a decorative style. As shown by the analysis of the other adhyàyas, 
descriptions and narrative digressions require a much more decorative style. 
Adhyàyas 16 and 17, featuring the account of JaràsaüdhaÕs miraculous birth, 
are quite rich in comparisons. The first instance appears in verse II.16.8 and both the 
structure and the upamànas employed are different from the instances in adhyàyas 
12-16:
II.16.8
eko hy eva ÷riyaü nityaü bibharti puruùarùabha /
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antaràtmeva bhåtànàü tatkùaye vai balakùayaþ //
ÔHe alone always bears the royal fortune, bull among men, like the inner soul of 
creatures; when he is destroyed his armies are destroyed as well.Õ 
The comparison, here, is exactly one pàda long and the upamàna is different from the 
instances previously mentioned. 
The second simile follows in II.16.10:
kçùõa koÕyaü jaràsaüdhaþ kiüvãryaþ kiüparàkràmàþ /
yas tvàü spçùñvàgnisadç÷aü na dagdhaþ ÷alabho yathà //
ÔKçùõa, who is that Jaràsaüdha? What is his power and what are his exploits, that 
having touched you, who are equal to fire, he has not been burnt like a moth?Õ 
This upamà, much more elaborate than other instances, can be read in two different 
ways: there are, in fact two very short similes that work together to give sense to the 
sentence. The first instance compares Kçùõa to the fire (agnisadç÷aü), the second 
case, although indirectly, compares Jaràsaüdha to a moth who dared to attack the 
Vçùõis. 
In the next passages similes are much more numerous and, in a few cases, the 
structure appears to be far more elaborate. The first sequence occurs in II.16.13-14:
 råpavàn vãryasaüpannaþ ÷rãmàn atulavikramaþ /
nityaü dãkùàkçùatanuþ ÷atakratur ivàparaþ // 
tejasà såryasadç÷aþ kùamayà pçthivãsamaþ /
yamàntakasamaþ kope ÷riyà vai÷ravaõopamaþ //
ÔIncomparably powerful, handsome and brave, his body was always lean from the 
sacrificial consecration, similar to a second Indra. In splendour he was like the sun, 
in patience like the earth, in anger like Yama and in wealth like Kubera.Õ 
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In this stanza, Kçùõa gives the first proper description of Jaràsaüdha. As frequently 
happens in descriptions, comparisons tend to be mostly decorative, especially if the 
intent of the speaker is to glorify the upameya. In this particular instance, there are 
five short comparisons in two verses, and they are all related to deities. Furthermore, 
an utprekùà follows in verse II.16.15, where is related how the world is pervaded by 
his qualities, as by the rays of the sun (såryasyeva). The short sequence of similes 
provides not only JaràsaüdhaÕs description, but also KçùõaÕs opinion of the King of 
Magadha: at first glance it appears as if Kçùõa considers him a good king, which 
would contrast with what he states in adhyàya 13, where he relates how Jaràsaüdha 
was chosen by lineage to be the universal sovereign, clearly implying that the king of 
Magadha is unsuitable for such a role.39 But rather than looking at what similes say 
about Jaràsaüdha it is more interesting to look at what the comparisons do not say 
about JaràsaüdhaÕs qualities. In the Sabhàparvan, in adhyàya 5, the famous kaccit 
adhyàya, the wise Nàrada mentions all the characteristics of a good king: in doing so 
he employs three similes, one of which is featured here.40 In NàradaÕs speech, the 
39 II.13.20-25
40 The three upamàs (in II.5.46, II.5.78 and II.5.113) present in adhyàya 5 of the 
Sabhàparvan are all very short. 
II.5.46
kaccit tvam eva sarvasyàþ pçthivyàþ pçthivãpate /
sama÷ ca nàbhi÷aïkya÷ ca yathà màtà yathà pità //
ÔAre you impartial and not suspicious to all the world, oh Lord of the world, 
like a mother, like a father?Õ
 
This is an instance of màlopamà, namely a simile composed by multiple 
upamànas but only one element of connection between upameya and upamànas. The 
common element here is not very clear, probably the entire set of qualities listed in 
the passage is the feature common to both the King and a mother or a father: the 
notion of impartiality of the parents as a duty for a monarch. 
The second instance in II.5.78 shows a different kind of upamàna but, once 
again, a very short comparison. This is also listed among JaràsaüdhaÕs qualities.
II.5.78
kaccid daõóyeùu yamavat påjyeùu ca viùàü pate /
parãkùya vartase samyag apriyeùu priyeùu ca //
ÔOh Lord, do you behave like Yama towards the people who must be 
punished and those you must honour, in the same way whether they are dear to you 
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king has to be impartial Ôlike YamaÕÕ, but above all he has to be Ôlike a fatherÕ to his 
people. This aspect is stressed several times, emphasized by a second simile, which 
compares the figure of a king to a mother and to a father. A king has to look after his 
people, caring for them as if they were his own children: of all the qualities listed in 
KçùõaÕs short description this quality is missing. This is, in my opinion, no 
coincidence: the king of Magadha is valiant, rich, impartial, patient and bright, but he 
is not the caring and loving figure that a sovereign should be for his people. The 
description, apparently contrasting with the previous statement, reveals the lack of 
quality of the king of Magadha.
In adhyàya 16, the account of the miraculous birth of Jaràsaüdha is related 
by Kçùõa: rich in folkloristic elements,41 this passage is the first instance of narrative 
digression occurring within the Sabhàparvan. Two similes occur in verses 
II.16.18-19, where, for the first time, a longer comparison appears:
II.16.18-19
sa tàbhyàü ÷u÷ubhe ràjà patnãbhyàü manujàdhipa /
priyàbhyàm anurupàbhyàü kareõubhyàm iva dvipaþ //
tayor madhyagata÷ càpi raràja vasudhàdhipaþ /
gaõgàyamunayor madhye mårtiman iva sàgaraþ //
ÔThe king shone with his wives, loving and suitable, oh Overlord of men, like an 
or not?Õ
The simile inII.5.113 follows perfectly the style of the previous 
instances:
II.5.113
kaccid andhàü÷ ca måkàü÷ ca païgån vyaïgàn abàndhavàn/
piteva pàsi dharmaj¤a tathà pravrajitàn àpi //
ÔYou, who know the law: do you protect the blind, the dumb, the crippled, the 
handicapped, the orphans and the vagrant ascetics like a father?Õ
41 Brockington, Mary 2000: Jaràsaüdha and the magic mango: causes and consequences in epic and 
oral tales, In: On the Understanding of Oral Cultures, Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Sanskrit and Related Studies, Warsaw, 7th-10th October 1999, ed by Piotr Barcelowicz and Marek 
Mejor. Warsaw: Oriental Institute: Warsaw University: 85-94. 
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elephant with its females. Between the two of them, the Lord of the Earth glowed 
like the embodied ocean between the Gaïgà and the Yamunà.Õ
Both comparisons refer to JaràsaüdhaÕs father and his wives, but while the structure 
of the first instance is one pàda in length, the second is longer, taking the whole line. 
The upamànas are: an animal in the first instance and the ocean in the second case. 
The water appears again in two similes occurring within the same adhyàya: the first 
occurrence is in II.16.42, where Jaràsaüdha, when he was a new born baby, is 
described as crying Ôlike a cloud full of waterÕ (satoya iva toyadaþ); in II.16.46 Jarà, 
the ràkùasã who finds the child, decides not to take it away from the sonless king, 
Ôlike a cloud that carries off the sunÕ (meghalekheva bhàskaram). The upamànas in 
the last three similes are all related: the ocean, the Gaïgà and the Yamunà appear in 
the first instance, the water in the second (in the form of a cloud bearing water) and a 
cloud in the third case. 
In adhyàya 17, after the king has been reunited with his baby son, the ràkùasã 
leaves. The wise Caõóakau÷ika, who at the beginning of the digression gives the 
mango to the kingÕs wives, returns and predicts JaràsaüdhaÕs future. In the passage 
featuring his prediction, more similes occur. The fire is the common element in the 
first two comparisons: in II.17.7 the king of Magadha is compared to a fire to which 
an oblation has been offered (hutàhutir ivànalaþ), in II.17.15, kings who try to attack 
Jaràsaüdha will die Ôlike moths in a flameÕ (÷alabhà iva pàvakam). The similes that 
follow in the same chapter are related to different topics. In verse II.17.13-14 two 
instances occur: in verse 13 it is stated that even the weapons of the Gods will not 
hurt the king of Magadha, Ôlike the current of a river does not hurt a mountainÕ (girer  
iva nadãrayàþ); in verse 14 Jaràsaüdha is compared to the sun with the stars 
(jyotiùàm iva bhàskaraþ). 
The water appears once again in verse II.17.16:
eùa ÷riyaü samuditàü sarvaràj¤àü grahãùyati /
varùàsv ivoddhatajalà nadãr nadanadãpatiþ //
ÔHe will seize the collected fortunes of all the kings, like the Ocean receiving the 
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rivers swollen with the waters in the rainy season.Õ
The second instance introduces a different kind of image: after the rainy season, as a 
consequence, crops prosper:
II.17.17
eùa dhàrayità samyak càturvarõyaü mahàbalaþ /
÷ubhà÷ubham iva sphãtà sarvasasyadharà dharà //
ÔEndued with great strength, he will uphold correctly the four varõas, like the 
prosperous earth that bears all types of crop, both the prosperous and the non 
prosperous ones.Õ
The link between the two similes is a thematic one: they are closely related not by a 
common image, but rather as one consequence of the other. Instance in II.17.17 is 
clearly a thematic sequence on its own. 
1.2b Sequences of similes within the main narrative and within narrative digression. 
The analysis of similes within the Mantraparvan reveals a connection 
between the main subject-matter of the different passages and the range of 
upamànas/structure employed. As mentioned before, the section is divided into two 
main parts: the conversation between Kçùõa and Yudhiùñhira about the Royal 
consecration, including the account of Jaràsaüdha's political exploits, and the tale of 
JaràsaüdhaÕs birth. The first section (12-16.10), displays 12 similes over 154 verses, 
whereas the second (16.11-17) features 10 comparisons over 68 verses. The account 
of JaràsaüdhaÕs birth is richer in similes than the account of his political life, 
employing one upamà every 6.8 verses, as opposed to the lower proportion of 
comparisons in the first bulk, where one simile occurs every 12.83 verses. 
The choice of the upamàna appears to depend greatly on the subject matter of 
the passage in which the comparisons occur. In each of the two parts analysed, in 
fact, two main groups of comparisons can be identified: comparisons occurring in the 
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first group share similar structures and upamànas; the similes in the second part 
display a more varied range of upamànas, but share a similar decorative function. 
Comparisons in the first part of the Mantraparvan tend to be very short and 
bear features of non-decorative style: they are related to family members, gods and 
the guru-pupil relationship (which can also be associated to a relationship between a 
father and a son). This pattern occurs in adhyàyas 13, 14 and partly in 16, in KçùõaÕs 
speech about the political reasons to undertake a war against the king of Magadha. 
Within the first part of the Mantraparvan: the upamànas range from family members, 
gods, guru-pupils relationships, all the living creatures, moths and an anthill.42 A 
very interesting instance occurs in II.14.9, when Kçùõa, Arjuna and Bhãma are 
compared to three fires: this instance is connected to the simile in II.16.10, where 
Yudhiùñhira asks Kçùõa, Ôwho, having touched you, who are like fire,would not burn 
like a moth?Õ. In this case there appears to be a cause-effect relationship between the 
two similes. 
When Kçùõa begins to relate about JaràsaüdhaÕs miraculous birth, the range 
of comparisons employed changes dramatically: in the second part of the 
Mantraparvan, the narrative digression displays features of a more decorative style. 
By verse 13 of adhyàya 16 similes tend to employ a wider range of topics: in 
JaràsaüdhaÕs description he is compared to all the basic elements of the known 
world, such as the earth, the sun and the gods. By comparison, similes in the second 
part are more numerous and the structure of some instances comparing the king to 
the sun and to the earth appear to be more elaborate.43 Jaràsaüdha is again compared 
to the sun in II.16.15. Comparison featuring water as upamànas occur in II.16.19, 42, 
42 II.12.8 piteva ; II.12.27 guråvat ; II.12.32 bhràtçvat ; II.12.33. guråvat ; II.13.9 
÷iùyavat , II.13.13 varuõo yathà, II.13.15 pitçvat , II.13.36 amarasaükà÷au; II.14.7 
valmãka iva , II.14.9 traya ivàgnayaþ ; II.16.8 antaràtmeva bhåtànàü ; II.16.10 
÷alabho yathà.
43 II.16.13-14 ÷atakratur ivàparaþ, tejasà såryasadç÷aþ, kùamayà pçthivãsamaþ, 
yamàntakasamaþ kope ÷riyà vai÷ravaõopamaþ; II.16.15 såryasyeva; II.16.18-19 
priyàbhyàm anurupàbhyàü kareõubhyàm iva dvipaþ, gaõgàyamunayor madhye 
mårtiman iva sàgaraþ; II.16.42 satoya iva toyadaþ; II.16.46 meghalekheva 
bhàskaram ; II.17.7 hutàhutir ivànalaþ; II.17.15 ÷alabhà iva pàvakam; II.17.13-14 
girer iva nadãrayàþ, jyotiùàm iva bhaskaraþ; II.17.16 varùàsv ivoddhatajalà nadãr  
nadadãpatiþ; II.17.17 ÷ubhà÷ubham iva sphãtà sarvasasyadharà dharà.
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46, connected in a sequence water-cloud+water-cloud: a sort of associative idea 
process seems to influence the choice of upamànas in this short sequence. The sun 
and the fire appear again, to describe the king of Magadha. The last two similes 
provide an interesting case in this chapter: they work together as a cause-effect rather 
than on a thematic basis. The simile in II.17.7 displays the image of the rainy season 
(vital element in Indian agriculture), and then in II.17.15 the image of the opulent 
crops that rise as a consequence of the monsoon.  
The analysis of comparisons occurring within the Mantraparvan clearly 
shows that two different sections co-existing within the same parvan, dealing with 
different subject-matters, display similes which appear to have different functions 
and structures. Comparisons within these two sections feature different ranges of 
upamànas and various patterns in length. It is also important to mention that these 
similes are featured by a narrative digression whose secondary nature is apparent. 
Narrative digressions introduce a secondary narrative plane: similes in general have, 
within the text, a very similar function, e.g. they provide a parallel narrative, which 
draws the audience's attention towards a specific feature of the upameya. 
As shown in the next section, similes within narrative digressions tend to 
fulfil very specific functions, which can be understood only with the contextual 
analysis of all similes within the secondary tale in which they are encountered.
1.3- The Nalopakhyàna within the âraõyakaparvan.
The âraõyakaparvan is the third book of the Mahàbhàrata. It is traditionally 
divided into two main sections: the Vanaparvan, narrating the vicissitudes of the five 
Pàõóava heroes, and the âraõyakaparvan, the section that lends its name to the entire 
book, displaying a large number of narrative digressions. Although one of the major-
sized books of the entire epic,  there is very little action: the main narrative path 
covers only half the total of 299 adhyàyas, the second half being a mere succession 
of  short  stories  of  different  contents  and  purposes.  Although  the  two  sections 
interrelate throughout the whole  parvan, they fulfil different functions, and vary in 
style. The narrative path of the Vanaparvan, which originally gave the name to the 
book, has been gradually enriched by a large number of short  stories of didactic 
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content within narrative frame of 'embedded stories'.44 This corpus of short stories, 
traditionally  called  âraõyakaparvan,  the  section  of  the  forest  teachings,  can  be 
divided into the following sections: the story of Nala; the accounts of pilgrimages to 
the  sacred  places  that  inspires  many  episodes  related  to  it;  the  battle  with  the 
Nivàtakavacas; the session with Màrkaõóeya. This last section contains a number of 
tales, including the story of Ràma.
Despite  the  length  of  the  book,  very  little  happens  in  the  Vanaparvan. 
Amongst the events narrated, only a few are relevant to the main plot: others seem to 
have a marginal importance, showing features of short stories, whose isolation in the 
narrative plot unveils similar features to the didactic short tales in the minor section 
of book III. 
Although very little action occurs, no one can doubt the importance of Book 
III. In the introduction to his translation of the âraõyakaparvan, van Buitenen points 
out the meaning of the forest in ancient India:45 the ambivalent nature of the image, 
both demoniac and idyllic. The theme of the heroes dwelling in the wilderness was a 
popular one: Ràma, forced into the exile in the forest, shares the same fate as the 
Pàõóavas; the forest  also occurs in the story of Nala,  and even in the episode of 
Sàvitrã. The ambivalent nature of the wilderness is also analysed by Parkhill,46 who 
interprets  this  aspect  as  an essential  test  for  the  transition  between boyhood and 
adulthood.  Within  the  Mahàbhàrata,  the  forest  has,  according  to  Parkhill,  an 
ÔempoweringÕ function: the maturation of the characters is an essential part of it in 
both Epics, as the main protagonists gain depth so as to be fit for kingship. In his 
introduction,  van  Buitenen  first  indicated  how  the  character  of  Yudhiùñhira  in 
particular  seems  to  gain  a  major  perspective.47 Also  the  relationship  among  the 
Pàõóavas  seems  to  grow stronger  during  the  time  spent  in  the  wilderness:  they 
behave as limbs of one single body and although the dwelling in the forest is the 
consequence of Yudhiùñhira's inconsiderate behaviour, the matter of splitting up, of 
leaving him alone to face the consequences of his own misdeeds, is never raised. The 
44 Minkowski, C. 1989: Janamejaya's sattra and ritual structure. Journal of the American Oriental  
Society, 109.3: 401-420. 
45 van Buitenen, J. A. B. 1975: The Mahàbhàrata, Vol. II- 2 The Book of theAssembly Hall; 3 the 
Book of the Forest. Translated and edited by J. A. B. van Buitenen. Chicago: Chicago University 
Press. 176.
46 Parkhill 1995.
47 Van Buitenen 1975: 177.
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Kauravas  also appear  to  gain more depth:  their  behaviour  confirms  their  lack  of 
honesty and determination to slay their cousins before the thirteenth year, as shown 
by the episode of the cattle  expedition (MBh III.224-244).  The passage not only 
enlightens as to their evil attitude, but also contrasts with the Pàõóavas' truthfulness 
and loyalty to members of their own family.
There are also a few episodes that are relevant to the plot at a later stage. Two 
in particular are very interesting, both related to the weapons the heroes employ in 
the battle that occurs later on: Arjuna's journey to the world of Indra (MBh III.43-79) 
and the robbing of the earrings (MBh III.287-94). Both episodes relate to the strategy 
of the weapons, but while in the latter Karõa is tricked into giving his armour to 
Indra disguised as a brahmin, the former is accomplished by Arjuna in order to gain 
the weapons that leads him and his brothers to victory against the Kauravas. 
The  Vanaparvan-âraõyakaparvan  plays  a  very  important  role  within  the 
Mahàbhàrata.48 It is, in fact, the book of evolution: the main characters undergo a 
phase of maturation, the relationship among them gains strength, but also the main 
narrative is enriched with several elements which, although marking a pause in the 
plot, also provide the characters with the chance to elaborate further on their actions. 
Past  events  are  fully  analysed,  often  with  the  guidance  of  seers  who  join  the 
Pàõóavas in their exile. The evolution of the characters takes place through a number 
of tests, but also through the teachings they receive while in the wilderness: at this 
stage, in which the main characters seem to gain more depth and learn from their 
own mistakes,  the short  stories  play a  major  role  in this  process.  Each narrative 
digression grants a moment of reflection to the main characters. The episodes all 
have different settings: most of them have a didactic content, some others are told to 
cheer up the brothers, such as the story of Ràma (MBh III.257-75), related in order to 
uplift the mood of Yudhiùñhira after the abduction of Draupadã. Each story fulfils a 
specific purpose, provides a teaching that the characters treasure and from which 
they learn an important lesson. It has been shown how this rich episodic material is 
largely Puràõic: many of the episodes are to be found in the Skanda, Padma and 
Brahma Puràõas. The entire story of Skanda (III.213-221), for instance, reoccurs in 
almost identical form in the Skanda Puràõa. The story of the princess Sukanyà and 
48 Van Buitenen 1975: 177.
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part of the Ràmopàkhyàna are also repeated entirely in the Skanda.49 Other episodes 
or  sections  are  to  be  found in  others,  such  as  the  Kårma,  Varàha,  Vàyu,  Viùõu, 
Viùõudharmottara, and in the Harivaü÷a. Although it can be easily inferred that the 
Mahàbhàrata is the original source from which the Puràõas draw their material, it can 
be argued that, in a few cases, the Epic and the Puràõas may have independently 
drawn the material from a third source. The most striking instance is the episode of 
Sàvitrã (MBh III.277-83), also occurring in the Matsya Puràõa, where the content of 
the story is  essentially the same,  but  with a different format and no evidence of 
mutual relationship. 
The choice of the compilers to enrich the section of the forest with narrative 
digressions has a specific purpose within the story, because the forest is the place 
where  the  main  characters  find  their  way to  maturity.  Considering  such  didactic 
purpose  of  the  narrative  digressions,  the  analysis  of  similes  featured  in  the 
digressions might reveal a few surprises. As suggested in this chapter, sequences of 
similes within narrative digressions often show a more individual type of structure, 
which varies according to the nature of the embedded story itself. Unlike sequences 
within the main narrative, which tend to vary according to the subject-matter of the 
passage in which they occur, the similes within narrative digressions often display a 
homogeneous range of  upamànas:  this  display of thematic  unity often reveals  an 
important  function  fulfilled  by  similes  within  the  main  plot.  The  Nalopàkhyàna 
(III.50-78)  provides  a  perfect  example  of  sequences  of  similes  occurring  within 
narrative digressions. 
The  story  of  Nala  and  Damayantã  is  one  of  the  most  popular  narrative 
digressions within the Mahàbhàrata. The earliest version of the story appears in the 
Mahàbhàrata, narrated by the wise Bçhada÷va, in an attempt to console a distressed 
Yudhiùñhira. Several other versions became popular over the centuries, making the 
tale one of the most popular in Indian Literature.50 The role played by this narrative 
digression within the Epic has been widely discussed by Biardeau,51 who sees the 
49 Mahàbhàrata- Vol. III, The âraõyakaparvan, Critical edited by Vishnu S. Sukthankar, Poona: 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1941. 14-15.  
50 Among the most famous version are Nannaya's 11th century Telugu version; the Naiùadhãyacharita 
by the medieval poet ørãharùa; the 14th century Naëav›õpà, by the Tamil poet Pukaëentippulavar; an 
18th century Kathakali script from Kerala, the Naëacarita, by the poet Unnàyi Vàriyàr and the 
Naëaccakkiravartti katai.
51 Biardeau, M. 1984-85: Nala et Damayanti, les heroes Epiques. Indo-Iranian Journal 27: 247-74; 
28:1-34.
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central role of Damayantã in the tale as indicative of a more central role of Draupadã 
within the Mahàbhàrata (and also a more intriguing connection to Kçùõa). The role of 
this narrative digression is not discussed here, but a few remarks on similes occurring 
within the section might be useful in our understanding of the tale as a unit within the 
context in which it occurs. As Biardeau points out, the section shares some important 
themes  with  the  main  story:  elements  such  as  the  dicing  game,  the  loss  of  the 
kingdom are among the number of similarities between the Nalopàkhyàna and the 
Mahàbhàrata. But she still regards the narrative digression as a separate unit from the 
Epic.52 
David Shulman, in his article “The riddle of Nala”, also appears to agree with 
Biardeau, considering the short story as a single digression within a separate frame.53 
Considering the digression and its  frame as two separate  tales,  which have been 
ÔencapsulatedÕ54 one within the other, is an interesting issue. Alf Hiltebeitel partially 
disagrees with Biardeau's and Shulman's view on the role of this famous narrative 
digression within the  Mahàbhàrata: in his opinion, there is much more in common 
between the tale and the frame than the eye can see.55 Hiltebeitel stresses a number of 
similarities between Nala and  Damayantã and the five Pàõóavas and Draupadã. He 
also reads between the lines to point out a series of messages addressed to some of 
the characters of the Mahàbhàrata, to Yudhiùñhira and Draupadã in particular.56 The 
series of messages intended for the king and the queen are meant to encourage them 
to forgive and learn from their mistakes. In order to fulfil its didactic purpose, the 
tale has to deliver its teaching, to both the characters of the narrative frame and to the 
audience, although in a cryptic way: the embedded message in the story of Nala and 
Damayantã  is  the  interaction  between  Nala  and  Damayantã,  their  yearning  and 
looking for each other. 
According to Shulman, three aspects of the story of Nala and Damayantã are 
important in our understanding of this narrative digression within its literary context: 
the  three  aspects  concern  the  boundaries  of  the  self,  the  issue  of  faith  (and 
52Biardeau 1985: 4.
53Shulman, D. 1994: The Riddle of Nala, Journal of Indian Philosophy. Netherlands: Kluwer 
Accademic Publisher 22: 1-29.
54Shulman 1994: 2.
55Hiltebeitel, A. 2001: Rethinking the Mahàbhàrata, A Reader's Guide to the Education of the Dharma 
King. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 215-239.
56 Hiltebeitel 2001: 230-31.
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consequently  of  the  characterÕs  autonomy),  and  of  the  implications  of  real  self-
knowledge.57 All three aspects are analysed through a close investigation of several 
versions of the story, later South-Indian texts. The representation of the self and its 
boundaries, are the storyÕs mainstay: according to Shulman, the most fascinating of 
the three aspects (which is also the one that is more apparent within the Mahàbhàrata 
version of the story), is the definition of the self that becomes apparent in NalaÕs 
behaviour towards Damayantã. In particular, the way Nala perceives himself appears 
to be one of the main themes of this narrative digression. Since the  svayaüvara is 
held at the court of Bhãma, Damayantã plays a more decisive role within the story: 
she has to recognise Nala from the other gods (disguised as other Nalas), also in the 
final stage of the tale, she is the one who recognises him, after putting him through a 
series of trials. In both episodes, along with other clues that the author lists in his 
article,58 it appears clearly that the character of Nala is defined through the ability of 
Damayantã to recognise him: it is obvious, in Shulman's opinion, how the image of 
Nala becomes a sort of mirror-image of Damayantã. Both characters long for each 
other during the years of separation, they comunicate from afar through a series of 
verses recited to intermediaries. Rather than a lack of autonomy, Nala's behaviour is 
described by Shulman, as a Ômore individualized and critical inability to speak for 
oneselfÕ.59
The idea of Nala as a mirror image of Damayantã is a fascinating one, but to 
better  understand the  relationship  between the  two characters,  we should  have  a 
closer look at the way the story defines them. Similes, in this respect, offer an easy 
tool  to  investigate  the Ôboundaries  of  the selfÕ  concerning each character:  upamà 
establish a similarity between two elements, thus defining the elements themselves. 
Upamàs provide an important clue to the concept of the mirror image in the story of 
Nala and Damayantã.
1.3a Similes within the story of Nala and Damayantã
The  Nalopakhyàna  is  a  triumph  of  descriptive  similes.  As  shown  in  the 
previous section of this thesis, narrative digressions tend to display homogeneous 
57 Shulman 1994: 7.
58 Shulman 1994: 15-16. 
59 Shulman 1994: 17.
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sequences of similes. This homogeneity, due to the fundamental unitary character of 
narrative digressions in general, often provides important elements to the description 
and as in this particular case, fulfils a well-defined function that bears an important 
message to the listeners. 
In the case of the Nalopakhyàna, similes display a much more varied range of 
upamànas: this is due to the length of the digression, in which the protagonists of the 
story face many different situations. The story itself does not display unity of action, 
but despite the variety of upamànas employed, it is still possible to identify a number 
of similes fulfilling a similar function within the text.  This analysis highlights two 
important aspects of similes in narrative digressions: how sequences are organised 
within  the  passage,  and  the  functions  fulfilled  by  comparisons  in  relation  to  the 
literary frame in which the Nalopakhyàna occurs. 
The Nalopàkhyàna is  narrated  in  adhyàyas 50-78 of  the âraõyakaparvan. 
This is a much larger parvan than the Mantraparvan, embedded with a considerable 
number of descriptive passages, several of which are embellished by a large number 
of similes of different type. As within the Mantraparvan, the choice of  upamànas 
tends  to  vary  according to  the  subject-matter  of  the passage.  In  the  introductory 
sequence, a description of the encounter between Nala and Damayantã is enriched by 
the  portrayal  of  their  physical  appearance.  Several  mythological  similes  are 
employed in order to  emphasize their beauty: 
III.50.2
atiùñhan manujendràõàü mårdhni devapatir yathà /
uparyupari sarveùàm àditya iva tejasà //
ÔHe stood at the head of the kings of men, like the Lord of the Gods, above them all, 
like the sun with his splendor.Õ
Nala's description is then followed by DamayantãÕs portrayal:
III.50.11-12
atha tàü vayasi pràpte dàsãnàü samalaükçtam /
÷ataü sakhãnàü ca tathà paryupàste ÷acãm iva //
tatra sma bhràjate bhaimã sarvàbharaõabhåùità /
sakhãmadhye' navadyàïgã vidyut saudàmanã yathà /
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atãva råpasaüpannà ÷rãr ivàyatalocanà //
ÔOn  reaching  her  prime  of  life,  a  hundred  well-decked  servant-girls  and  friends 
waited on her as on øacã. There, the daughter of Bhãma shone, adorned with all types 
of  ornament,  in  the  midst  of  her  friends,  with  her  flawless  limbs,  shining  like 
lightning, extremely beautiful like ørã, with long eyes .Õ  
Two more comparisons describing Nala close the sequence:
III.50.14
nala÷ ca nara÷àrdålo råpeõàpratimo bhuvi /
kandarpa iva råpeõa mårtimàn abhavat svayam //
ÔAnd Nala, tiger among men, was peerless on Earth in beauty, like Kandarpa himself 
embodied, in his appearance.Õ 
III.50.26
damayanti nalo nàma niùadheùu mahãpatiþ /
a÷vinoþ sadç÷o råpe na samàs tasya mànuùàþ //
ÔDamayantã, there is a king in Niùadha, named Nala; he is similar to the A÷vins in 
beauty, no men are equal to him.Õ 
Adhyàyas 51  and  52  display  a  small  number  of  comparisons.  The  first 
instance in III.51.3 compares Damayantã,  confused because of her infatuation for 
Nala, to a madwoman: 
III.51.3
årdhvadçùñir dhyànaparà babhåvonmattadar÷anà /
na ÷ayyàsanabhogeùu ratiü vindati karhicit //
ÔLooking up (at the sky?) and lost in meditation, similar to a madwoman, she never 
finds any pleasure in lying in bed, sitting, or eating.Õ   
A short sequence describes the encounter between Nala and the Gods, on their way 
to Damayantã's  svayaüvara.  Surprised by the prince's beauty,  the deities stand in 
admiration. Two comparisons liken him to the sun and to the god of love:
III.51.26-7
atha devàþ pathi nalaü dadç÷ur bhåtale sthitam /
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sàkùàd iva sthitaü mårtyà manmathaü råpasaüpadà //
taü dçùñvà lokapàlàs te bhràjamànaü yathà ravim /
tasthur vigatasaükalpà vismità råpasaüpadà //
ÔThen the Gods saw Nala on the path, treading on the Earth, before their eyes, like 
the embodied Manmatha in beauty. Seeing him, shining like the sun, the Guardians 
of the World stopped, abandoning their purpose, surprised by his beauty.Õ
Adhyàya 52 displays  only one simile  in  the  sequence in  which Nala and 
Damayantã meet for the first time, once again comparing him to a god:
III.52.19
kas tvaü sarvànavadyàïga mama hçcchayavardhana /
pràpto 'sy amaravad vãra j¤àtum icchàmi te 'nagha //
ÔWho are you, flawless beauty, increasing my love? You arrived like an immortal; oh 
faultless hero, I desire to know who you are.Õ  
As the plot evolves gradually, the attention switches from the interaction between the 
two  lovers  to  the  action  surrounding  the  svayaüvara.  A  sequence  of  similes  in 
adhyàya 54 describes some among the protagonists of the event:
III.54.3
kanakastambharuciraü toraõena viràjitam /
vivi÷us te mahàraïgaü nçpàþ siühà ivàcalam //
ÔThe kings entered the arena, adorned by golden columns and illuminated by the 
(decorated) arched doorway, like lions enter a mountain.Õ
III.54.5-7
tàü ràjasamitiü pårõàü nàgair bhogavatãm iva /
saüpårõàü puruùavyàghrair vyàghrair giriguhàm iva //
tatra sma pãnà dç÷yante bàhavaþ parighopamàþ /
àkàravantaþ su÷lakùõàþ pa¤ca÷ãrùà ivoragàþ //
suke÷àntàni càråõi sunàsàni ÷ubhàni ca /
mukhàni ràj¤àü ÷obhante nakùatràõi yathà divi //
ÔThat assembly of kings was filled, like Bhogavati by snakes, crowded by tigerlike 
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men, like the cave of a mountain by tigers. There stout arms were visible, similar to 
clubs,  well  shaped  (àkàravantaþ)  and  very  smooth  (su÷lakùõàþ),  similar  to  five-
headed snakes. With fine tufts of hair, fine noses, and eyes and brows the faces of the 
kings shone like stars in the sky.Õ
 
The terrifying image of the kings gathering before the competition features the first 
instance of sequence of comparisons whose  upameyas  are not Nala or Damayantã. 
The  kings  are  mainly  compared  to  wild  animals,  in  order  to  emphasize  their 
masculinity and vigor in battle. A final sequence concludes the passage, with the 
final  reconciliation  between  the  two  lovers,  granted  by  the  Gods  who  finally 
renounce  the  contest  for  Damayantã.  As  the  focus  switches  to  the  two  main 
characters, similes employ mythological upamànas once again:
III.54.34-7
avàpya nàrãratnaü tat puõya÷loko'pi pàrthivaþ /
reme saha tayà ràjà ÷acyeva balavçtrahà //
atãva mudito ràjà bhràjamàno 'ü÷umàn iva /
ara¤jayat prajà vãro dharmeõa paripàlayan //
ãje càpy a÷vamedhena yayàtir iva nàhuùaþ /
anyai÷ ca kratubhir dhãmàn bahubhi÷ càptadakùiõaiþ //
puna÷ ca ramaõãyeùu vaneùåpavaneùu ca /
damayantyà saha nalo vijahàràmaropamaþ //
ÔKing Puõya÷loka, having obtained that jewel of a woman, made love to her like the 
killer of Bala and Vçtra with øacã. Extremely happy, the king, shining like the sun, 
pleased his people by reigning according to the Dharma, and also offered the horse 
sacrifice,  like the son of Nàhuùa,  Yayàti,  and the wise one (offered) many other 
sacrifices furnished with abundant gifts.  And again in lovely woods and gardens, 
Nala disported himself with Damayantã like an immortal.
After a positive ending of the events that took place at the svayaüvara, only a 
few  similes  occur  in  the  section  between  adhyàyas 55  and  60.  A  very  short 




damayantã tato dçùñvà puõya÷lokaü naràdhipam /
unmattavad anunmattà devane gatacetasam //
ÔWhen Damayantã saw that the king Puõya÷loka was bereft of his senses in the dicing 
like  a  madman,  she  (who  was)  not  a  mad  woman  <was  overcome by  fear  and 
sorrow>.Õ 
The only instance of short mythological comparison occurs in  adhyàya 58, where 
Damayantã addresses Nala by calling him Ôequal to the immortalsÕ (amaraprabha)
III.58.32
panthànaü hi mamàbhãkùõam àkhyàsi narasattama /
atonimittaü ÷okaü me vardhayasy amaraprabha //
ÔBest  of  men,  you  are  repeatedly  telling  me  the  way,  and  this  is  the  reason 
(atonimittaü) you make my sorrow increase, oh equal to an immortal.Õ
Then in adhyàya 59 a descriptive simile occurs:
III.59.23
dvidheva hçdayaü tasya duþkhitasyàbhavat tadà /
doleva muhur àyàti yàti caiva sabhàü muhuþ //
ÔThen his heart was split in two by grief, like a swing, coming and going constantly 
to the hut.Õ
 
After the forced separation from her husband Nala, Damayantã wanders about 
the forest where she meets a hunter, who soon tries to seduce her. She then casts a 
curse upon him, resulting in his death. The similes occurring in this passage describe 
her emotive and physical state: 
III.60.18-19
unmattavad bhãmasutà vilapantã tatas tataþ /
hà hà ràjann iti muhur ita÷ ceta÷ ca dhàvati //
tàü ÷uùyamàõàm atyarthaü kurarãm iva và÷atãm /
karuõaü bahu ÷ocantãü vilapantãü muhur muhuþ //
ÔSimilar  to  a  madwoman,  the  daughter  of  Bhãma,  lamenting  “oh,  oh,  king!” 
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continuously, was running back and forth.Õ
ÔDrying up excessively, like a female osprey, lamenting very much and piteously and 
complaining again and again.Õ
III.60.31
tàm ardhavastrasaüvãtàü pãna÷roõipayodharàm /
sukumàrànavadyàïgãü pårõacandranibhànanàm //
ÔClothed in half a garment (ardhavastrasaüvãtàü), having swelling hips and breasts 
(pãna÷roõipayodharàm), with delicate and flawless limbs and a face similar to the full 
moon.Õ 
The concluding comparison describes the death of the malicious hunter:
III.60.38
uktamàtre tu vacane tayà sa mçgajãvanaþ /
vyasuþ papàta medinyàm agnidagdha iva drumaþ //
ÔAs soon as she spoke these words, the hunter fell lifeless to the ground like a tree 
burnt by fire.Õ 
Her perils continue in adhyàya 61, where, after wandering alone for three days, she 
finally  joins  a  group  of  ascetics,  performing  meditation  in  the  forest.  The  first 




asyàraõyasya mahataþ ketubhåtam ivocchritam //
ÔCovered  with  many  minerals  and  adorned  with  various  stones,  rising  like  the 
flagpole (becoming the banner) of this great forest.Õ 
In the second simile, again she talks about Nala:
III.61.54
kadà nu snigdhagambhãràü jãmåtasvanasaünibhàm /
÷roùyàmi naiùadhasyàhaü vàcaü tàm amçtopamàm //
ÔWhen shall I hear the voice of the king of Niùadha, similar to the amçta, deep and 
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dark like a thundercloud.Õ 
III.61.57
sà gatvà trãn ahoràtràn dadar÷a paramàïganà /
tàpasàraõyam atulaü divyakànanadar÷anam //
ÔHaving  walked  for  three  days  and  three  nights,  the  beautiful  woman,  saw  an 
unequalled forest of  ascetics, similar to the garden of heaven.Õ 
Once  she  reaches  the  hermit,  she  questions  the  forest  trees,  describing  her  lost 
husband. Two similes occur, likening Nala to Indra and to heavenly bodies:
III.61.76-7
nalo nàma nçpa÷reùñho devaràjasamadyutiþ /
mama bhartà vi÷àlàkùaþ pårõenduvadano 'rihà //
àhartà kratumukhyànàü vedavedàïgapàragaþ /
sapatnànàü mçdhe hantà ravisomasamaprabhaþ //
ÔHis name is Nala, best of kings, equal to the king of gods in lustre, my moon-faced, 
wide-eyed husband, slayer of his enemies.
The offerer of the principal sacrifices, expert in the Vedas and the Vedàïgas and 
killer of his enemies in battle, shining like the sun and the moon.Õ
One unusual simile follows next:
III.61.98
aho batàyam agamaþ ÷rãmàn asmin vanàntare /
àpãóair bahubhir bhàti ÷rãmàn dramióaràó iva //
ÔOh, poor me! This tree, firm, in the depths of the forest, beautiful with abundant 
chaplets is resplendent, similar to the beautiful king of Dramióa.Õ 
This is indeed a very unusual comparison: Dramióa, an ancient word for Tamilnad, it 
is not sufficient to identify the king.60 
The last instance portrays Damayantã when encountering a caravan by a river. 
Her aspect is described in the way it appears to the members of the caravan:
III.61.110
60 Van Buitenen 1973: 823. The author also points out the impossibility of saying what motivates this 
simile. 
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unmattaråpà ÷okàrtà tathà vastràrdhasaüvçtà /
kç÷à vivarõà malinà pàüsudhvasta÷iroruhà //
ÔSimilar to a madwoman, she was oppressed by grief, dressed in half a garment, thin, 
pale, dirty, her hair soiled with dust.Õ
Her description continues in adhyàya 62:
III.62.19
tàü vivarõàü kç÷àü dãnàü muktake÷ãm amàrjanàm /
unmattàm iva gacchantãü dadç÷uþ puravàsinaþ //
ÔPale, caked in dirt, miserable, having her hair dishevelled, unwashed, the inhabitants 
of the city saw her going similar to a madwoman.Õ
Adhyàya 62  also  features  a  dialogue  between  Damayantã  and  the  queen 
mother of the city of Cedis: after travelling several days with the caravan, she finally 
reaches the city of Cedis, where she is engaged as a chambermaid by the queen 
mother. The Queen perceives Damayantã's high status, but is puzzled by her being 
unaccompanied:
III.62.23
evam apy asukhàviùñà bibharùi paramaü vapuþ /
bhàsi vidyud ivàbhreùu ÷aüsa me kàsi kasya và //
ÔEven  though  visited  by  misfortune,  you  carry  a  beautiful  body,  you  shine  like 
lightning among the clouds. Tell me, who are you, or to whom do you belong?Õ
In her speech, the queen compares her to lightning, but, by contrast,  Damayantã's 
reply employs a non-decorative comparison to define herself: 
III.62.27
asaükhyeyaguõo bhartà màü nityam anuvrataþ /
bhartàram api taü vãraü chàyevànapagà sadà //
ÔMy husband is a man of countless virtues, always devoted to me, and I have always 
been inseparable from my brave husband like a shadow.Õ  
Also her description of Nala, previously described as similar to an immortal, now 
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compares him to a madman:
III.62.29
tam ekavasanaü vãram unmattam iva vihvalam /
à÷vàsayantã bhartàram aham anvagamaü vanam //
ÔWearing only one garment, the hero was distressed like a madman, I consoled my 
husband and followed him to the forest.Õ
In  the  final  speech,  the  queen  once  again  uses  a  simile  to  describe  Damayantã, 
comparing her to a goddess:
III.62.43
sairandhrãm abhijànãùva sunande devaråpiõãm /
etayà saha modasva nirudvignamanàþ svayam //
ÔSunandà!  Accept  this  woman  of  high  birth  who  looks  like  a  goddess  as  your 
chambermaid, enjoy yourself with her, without care.Õ
Unlike previous  adhyàyas where only a few short sequences usually occur, 
adhyàya 65 features one long sequence accompanied by similes in pairs. The first 
simile describes Damayantã during her time spent at the court of the Cedis, where she 
manages to disguise her beauty:
III.65.7
mandaprakhyàyamànena råpeõàpratimena tàm /
pinaddhàü dhåmajàlena prabhàm iva vibhàvasoþ //
ÔShe, (standing with Sunandà) with her uncomparable beauty which weakly sparkled, 
was disguised like the light of the sun by mass of clouds.Õ 
Despite her attempt to hide her stunning allure, the brahmin Sudeva,  engaged by 
Damayantã's father in order to find her and bring her home, recognises the princess. 
As he notices a resemblance to Damayantã, the brahmin meditates for a while before 
concluding that the beautiful chambermaid has to be the princess Damayantã:
III.65.9-16
yatheyaü me purà dçùñà  tathàråpeyam aïganà /
kçtàrtho 'smy adya dçùñvemàü lokakàntàm iva ÷riyam //
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pårõacandrànanàü ÷yàmàü càruvçttapayodharàm /
kurvantãü prabhayà devãü sarvà vitimirà di÷aþ //
càrupadmapalà÷àkùãü manmathasya ratãm iva /
iùñàü sarvasya jagataþ pårõacandraprabhàm iva //
vidarbhasarasas tasmàd daivadoùàd ivoddhçtàm /
malapaïkànuliptàïgãü mçõàlãm iva tàü bhç÷am /
paurõamàsãm iva ni÷àü ràhugrastani÷àkaràm /
pati÷okàkulàü dãnàü ÷uùkasrotàü nadãm iva //
vidhvastaparõakamalàü vitràsitavihaügamàm /
hastihastaparikliùñàü vyàkulàm iva padminãm //
sukumàrãü sujàtàïgãü ratnagarbhagçhocitàm /
dahyamànàm ivoùõena mçõàlãm aciroddhçtàm //
råpaudàryaguõopetàü maõóanàrhàm amaõóitàm /
candralekhàm iva navàü vyomni nãlàbhrasaüvçtàm //
ÔThis woman is like the one I saw before, she has the same appearance, today I have 
achieved my task by seeing her, similar to ørã, the darling of the world.Õ
ÔHer face is like the full moon, she is dark, with beautifully round breasts, a goddess 
who lights up the sky (all the directions) with her light.Õ
ÔWith beautiful eyes, like the lotus or the petals of the palà÷a, similar to Love's Lust, 
desired by all the world, like the light of the full moon.Õ 
ÔLike a lotus stalk pulled from the lake of Vidarbha as if by a fault of fate, her limbs 
are covered by dust and mud.Õ
ÔLike the night of full moon when the moon has been swallowed by Ràhu, like a 
dried up river, wretched and bemused by the anguish for her husband.Õ
ÔOr a lotus pond with withered flowers, with birds frightened away, perturbed by 
elephant trunks and turbid.Õ 
ÔThis fine woman, delicate, with highbred limbs, used to houses filled with jewels, 
scorched by the heat like a lotus plucked too soon.Õ
ÔBeautiful and noble, without ornaments, though worthy of them, like a sliver of the 
new moon in heaven, covered by dark clouds.Õ
III.65.20-21 
imàm asitake÷àntàü ÷atapatràyatekùaõàm /
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sukhàrhàü duþkhitàü dçùñvà mamàpi vyathate manaþ //
kadà nu khalu duþkhasya pàraü yàsyati vai ÷ubhà /
bhartuþ samàgamàt sàdhvã rohiõã ÷a÷ino yathà //
ÔThere she is, an unhappy woman who deserves happiness, with long eyes like the 
hundred- petal lotus, black locks in her hair, seeing her my mind wonders.Õ
ÔWhen indeed will the shining woman reach the further shore of her unhappiness, by 
meeting her husband, like Rohiõã meets the moon?Õ
III.65.25
ayam à÷vàsayàmy enàü pårõacandranibhànanàm /
adçùñapårvàü duþkhasya duþkhàrtàü dhyànatatparàm //
ÔI will comfort her, her face similar to the full moon, who has never before been a 
witness to sorrow, now struck by grief and given to brooding.Õ 
As the brahmin Sudeva's doubts gradually fade, he decides to confront Damayantã. 
He approaches and greets her, but the Queen mother, noticing the brahmin's interest 
towards the chambermaid, makes inquiries about Damayantã: 
III.65.36
etad icchàmy ahaü tvatto j¤àtuü sarvam a÷eùataþ /
tattvena hi mamàcakùva pçcchantyà devaråpiõãm //
ÔI wish to know all the truth from you completely. Tell me the truth, I ask about a 
woman who looks like a goddess.Õ  
As the identity  of Damayantã  is  revealed,  the brahmin introduces  her true 
identity to the queen mother, in adhyàya 66:
III.66.5-8
asyà råpeõa sadç÷ã mànuùã neha vidyate /
asyà÷ caiva bhruvor madhye sahajaþ piplur uttamaþ /
÷yàmàyàþ padmasaükà÷o lakùito 'ntarhito mayà //
malena saüvçto hy asyàs tanvabhreõeva candramàþ /
cihnabhåto vibhåtyartham ayaü dhàtrà vinirmitaþ //
pratipatkaluùevendor lekhà nàti viràjate /
na càsyà na÷yate råpaü vapur malasamàcitam /
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asaüskçtam api vyaktaü bhàti kà¤canasaünibham //
anena vapuùà bàlà piplunànena caiva ha /
lakùiteyaü mayà devã pihito 'gnir ivoùmaõà //
ÔThere is no woman here with a beauty similar to this one, and indeed, in the middle 
of the eyebrows of the dark woman, there is her excellent mole, similar to a lotus, 
disguised, hidden to me, covered by dust like the moon by light clouds, created by 
her Creator, as a sign of wealth and prosperity. Like a sliver of moon on a cloudy 
new moon-day, it shines faintly, and yet her beauty has not been lost. Her body is 
covered with dirt but, even unadorned, shines like gold. This girl has been identified 
by me as the queen, by her beauty and by her mole, like covered fire (identified) by 
its heat!Õ   
After being praised by the brahmin, with the description of Damayantã's beauty, she 
appears in all her splendour: 
III.66.10
sa malenàpakçùñena piplus tasyà vyarocata /
damantyàs tadà vyabhre nabhasãva ni÷àkaraþ //
ÔSo, with the dirt wiped off, then Damayantã's mole shone forth, like the moon in a 
cloudless sky.Õ
Similes occur with less frequency in the final part of the narrative digression: only 15 
similes  occur  within  13  adhyàyas.  Adhyàyas 67,  68,  69,  72  and  76,  display  no 
comparisons. 
Damayantã, recognised by the queen mother as her niece, asks to return home 
and the Queen grants her permission. As she reaches home, Damayantã dispaches 
brahmins all over the country to find Nala. One of the brahmins finds a såta called 
Bàhuka, suspected to be Nala in disguise, and refers to Damayantã about his findings. 
Trying to  find  out  more about  Bàhuka's  identity,  she sends  the  brahmin back to 
Ayodhyà with the message of a second bridegroom choice ordered for Damayantã. 
The prince of Ayodhyà, hearing about the new svayaüvara decides to take part and 
orders Bàhuka to go with him. Reluctantly, Bàhuka, who is in fact Nala in disguise, 
obeys the king's order. They cross several countries and the travel is then described 
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by two similes employing the same upamàna:
III.70.1
sa nadãþ parvatàü÷ caiva vanàni ca saràüsi ca /
acireõàticakràma khecaraþ khe carann iva //
ÔSo he crossed, without stopping, rivers, mountains, forests, lakes like a bird flying 
up high in the sky.Õ
III.70.38
hayottamàn utpatato dvijàn iva punaþ punaþ /
nalaþ saücodayàmàsa prahçùñenàntaràtmanà //
ÔIn the highest spirit Nala urged on his fine horses again and again, like birds flying 
high.Õ
During the journey to the svayaüvara, the king teaches Nala the gift of counting, a 
talent possessed by good dice players, causing Kali to leave Nala's body. As Nala 
and the king reach the palace, Damayantã, on hearing the sound of the chariot driven 
by  Nala,  starts  hoping  that  her  husband  might  come.  Adhyàya 71  displays  the 
sequence of similes describing the train of her thoughts: 
III.71.4
damayantã ÷u÷ràva rathaghoùaü nalasya tam /
yathà meghasya nadato gambhãraü jaladàgame //
ÔDamayantã heard the noise of Nala's chariot, similar to a thundering, deep monsoon 
cloud at the onset of the rainy season.Õ 
III.71.9
adya candràbhavaktraü taü na pa÷yàmi nalaü yadi /
asaükhyeguõaü vãraü vina÷iùyàmy asaü÷ayam //
ÔIf today I cannot see Nala, the hero with the moonlike face, of countless virtues, 
without any doubt I shall perish.Õ
III.71.11-12
yadi màü meghanirghoùo nopagacchati naiùadhaþ /
adya càmãkaraprakhyo vina÷iùyàmy asaü÷ayam //
yadi màü siühavikrànto mattavàraõavàraõaþ/
nàbhigacchati ràjendro vina÷iùyàmy asaü÷ayam //
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ÔIf the Naiùadha, does not come to me today, thunderous like a cloud, shining like 
gold, without any doubt I shall perish.Õ
ÔIf the Indra of kings, valiant like a lion, who is the best elephant among rutting 
elephants, does not come to me today, without any doubt I shall perish.Õ
The sequence links a series of  upamànas, which can be broadly divided into two 
categories: the image of Nala arriving on his chariot, the description of Nala himself 
and his virtues. In the simile at III.71.4 the noise of Nala's chariot is likened to a 
monsoon cloud at the onset of the rainy season (yathà meghasya nadato gambhãraü 
jaladàgame), but in III.71.11 Damayantã hopes to see him coming Ôthunderous like a 
cloudÕ (meghanirghoùo) and Ôshining like goldÕ (càmãkaraprakhyo).  While the first 
instance explicitly mentions the chariot, the second suggests an image of Nala on his 
chariot.  Both  similes  recall  upamànas portraying  atmospheric  events.  One  short 
comparison  defines  Nala  as  Ômoonlike-facedÕ  (candràbhavaktraü).  The  second 
category,  relating  about  Nala's  virtues,  displays  animals  as  upamànas.  Two 
comparisons, both occurring in III.71.12 liken Nala to a lion (siühavikrànto) and to 
an elephant (mattavàraõavàraõaþ). 
Adhyàya 73 features only one instance, where Nala, finally reunited with his 
children, cries for relief: 
III.73.25
bàhukas tu samàsàdya sutau surasutopamau /
bhç÷aü duþkhaparãtàtmà sasvaraü praruroda ha //
ÔBàhuka, having found his children, similar to children of the gods, was wrapped in 
great grief and started to cry loudly.Õ
The  concluding  part  of  the  section  describes  the  events  following  the  reunion 
between Nala and Damayantã,  displaying a few similes. In explaining to his wife 
how he was tricked into gambling by Kali, Nala says:
III.74.18.
sa maccharãre tvacchàpàd dahyamàno 'vasat kaliþ /
tvacchàpadagdhaþ satataü so 'gnàv iva samàhitaþ //
ÔKali dwelled in my body, burning with your curse, always ablaze with your curse, 
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like kindling piled on a fire.Õ 
The description of Damayantã, fully recovered, also is featured here:
III.75.26-7
damayanty api bhartàram avàpyàpyàyità bhç÷am /
ardhasaüjàtasasyeva toyaü pràpya vasuüdharà //
saivaü sametya vyapanãtatandrã 
÷àntajvarà harùavivçddhasattvà /
raràja bhaimã samavàptakàmà
÷ãtàü÷unà ràtrir ivoditena //
ÔAlso Damayantã,  having obtained her husband, was also refreshed fully,  like the 
earth with half grown crops obtaining rain.Õ 
ÔBhãma's daughter indeed, rejoined (with her husband), her weariness removed, her 
fever appeased, her heart swelling with joy, with her desires fulfilled, shone like the 
night with a rising moon.Õ
 
The descriptions of their changes and of the transitional physical state they undergo, 
employ two proverbial similes: Nala's inconsiderate behaviour was caused by Kali, 
and his body was burning Ôlike kindling piled on a fireÕ (agnàv iva samàhitaþ), while 
Damayantã, undergoing several changes because of the reunion with her husband, is 
likened to  Ôthe  earth  with  half-grown crops  obtaining rainÕ  (ardhasaüjàtasasyeva 
toyaü  pràpya  vasuüdharà).  Descriptions  involving  their  non-transitional  state, 
employ,  as  usual,  heavenly  bodies  as  upamànas,  as  in  III.75.27,  where  she  is 
compared to the Ônight with the rising moonÕ  (÷ãtàü÷unà ràtrir ivoditena). 
Three concluding comparisons confirm the general tendency to compare the 
two main characters to heavenly bodies and to deities. Of the three instances, two 
occur in two different speech acts (III.77.13- Nala speaking and III.77.28- Puùkara) 
and one in the main narrative, as a close to the section:
III.77.13
dhanenànena vaidarbhã jitena samalaükçtà /
màm upasthàsyati vyaktaü divi ÷akram ivàpsaràþ //
ÔDecked by the wealth that has been won the princess of Vidarbha will serve me 
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clearly, like an Apsaras øakra in heaven.Õ
III.77.28
mahatyà senayà ràjan vinãtaiþ paricàrakaiþ /
bhràjamàna ivàdityo vapuùà puruùarùabha //
ÔWith his  large host  and his  well-mannered servants,  he shone like the sun with 
beauty, oh bull among men.Õ
III.78.3
àgatàyàü tu vaidarbhyàü saputràyàü nalo nçpaþ /
vartayàmàsa mudito devaràó iva nandane //
ÔSo king Nala, after the arrival of the princess of Vidarbha and his sons, spent his 
time happily like the king of the Gods in the Nandana Park.Õ     
1.3b Similes in a mirror-image
The Nalopakhyàna features  70  similes;  among these,  21 are  employed to 
describe Nala, 27 to describe Damayantã and 3 similes portray them together. There 
are  also  similes  which  describe  details  of  the  characters:  3  similes  decribe 
Damayantã's birthmark, 3 similes portray Nala's noise/voice, one instance describes 
Damayantã's  heart.61 Five  similes  describe  the  kings  gathering  for  the  first 
svayaüvara,62 seven describing various characters, such as the hunter dying in the 
forest.63 Other similes referring to other minor characters do not appear to be relevant 
to this analysis, partly because of the low number in which they occur, and partly 
because they are not organised in sequences.64 
Similes  occurring  within  this  narrative  digression  primarily  fulfil  a 
descriptive function: they aim to describe physical appearance or the emotional state 
of  Nala  and  Damayantã.  The  physical  description  of  the  two  characters  appears 
almost redundant in its repetitiveness, displaying a similar range of  upamànas: 10 
similes compare Nala to gods and immortals,65 5 compare Damayantã to a goddess.66 




64 The only exception is the short sequence describing the kings attending Damayantã's svayaüvara 
(III.54.3-7), but this short sequence is not relevant to the objective of this research.
65 III.50.2,14,26; III.51,26,19; III.54,37; III.58.32; III.61.54,76; III.78.3.
66 III.50.11-12; III.63.43; III.65.9,36
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atmospheric events are also employed: 8 similes compare Damayantã  to moon or 
lightning,67 4 similes liken Nala to the sun, the clouds or to the moon.68 In II.75.27 
Nala and Damayantã are compared, respectively, to the rising moon and to the night. 
Descriptions  of  their  emotive  state  are  also  frequent,  generally  associated  with 
madness: Damayantã is compared to a madwoman69 5 times, Nala is described as 
similar to a madman twice.70 
Comparisons indirectly describe Nala and Damayantã, by portraying personal 
details of the two characters: Damayantã's birthmark and Nala's voice/noise. I will 
start  from the  latter,  since  it  occurs  earlier  in  the  digression.  When  Damayantã, 
abandoned in the forest, cries thinking about Nala, she wonders when she will hear 
the  voice  of  Nala  Ôsimilar  to  the  amçta,  deep  and  dark  like  a  thundercloudÕ 
(III.61.54).71 A similar upamàna is employed to describe the noise of Nala's chariot 
(rathaghoùam, III.71.4), Ôsimilar to a thundering, deep monsoon cloud at the onset of 
the rainy seasonÕ. In hearing the noise, Damayantã swears that if she does not see 
Nala Ôthunderous like a cloudÕ, she will perish (III.71.11). The image of a thundering 
cloud appears to be connected to the voice/noise made by Nala: this personal detail 
allows Damayantã to recognise her husband when she hears the noise of the chariot. 
In III.61.54 the princess yearns to hear the voice of her husband, in III.71.4 she hears 
the noise of the chariot and recognises it, and she is expecting to finally meet her 
husband, thinking that she will die if not, in III.71.11. As we know, Nala is disguised 
as the charioteer Bàhuka and, although suspecting that the charioteer is indeed Nala, 
Damayantã will send her chambermaid to pose a series of trials to him, to force him 
to reveal his real identity. 
Nala is not the only one who has been in disguise: Damayantã herself, during 
her  year  at  the  court  of  Cedi,  has  disguised  herself  as  a  hairdresser,  serving  as 
Sunandà's chambermaid. King Bhãma, Damayantã's father, sends the brahmin Sudeva 
to search for her and when the brahmin arrives at the court of the king of Cedi, he 
immediately notices Damayantã (III.65.7), then, knowing that she bears a birthmark, 
he looks at her carefully. When he spots the birthmark under the dirt that covers it, he 
67 III.60.31; III.62.23; III.65.11,16,25; III.66.7,10; III.75.27.
68 III.51.27; III.61.77; III.71.9,11; III.77.28
69 III.51.3; III.60.18; III.III.61.110; III.62.19. 
70 III.57.1; III.62.29.
71 jãmåtasvanasaünibhàm / ÷roùyàmi naiùadhasyàhaü vàcaü tàm amçtopamàm.
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recognises her. A series of similes mark this discovery: in III.66.5 her birthmark is 
compared to a lotus. In my opinion this particular simile is describing the shape of 
the birthmark itself, it is not idealising the mole, as in the case of similes in verse 6, 
where the disguised birthmark is compared to a Ômoon covered by cloudsÕ, and to 
verse 7 to a Ôsliver of moon on a cloudy new-moon dayÕ. In verse 10, after the dirt 
covering Damayantã's mole has been wiped off, her birthmark shines Ôlike the moon 
in a cloudless skyÕ. 
Both Nala and Damayantã hide, in disguise, but they are both recognisable 
because of personal details: the voice/noise, in the case of Nala, the mole in the case 
of Damayantã. The important moment in which the two characters are recognised is 
marked  by  comparisons.  In  the  case  of  Nala,  his  voice  is  compared  to  an 
athmospheric event, while in the case of Damayantã's mole, her birthmark is likened 
to a celestial body Ôsimilar to the moon covered by cloudsÕ. 
The analysis so far allows us to make a few remarks about similes within the 
episode of Nala and Damayantã:
1- The overwhelming majority of comparisons occurring within the section are
employed to describe the two main characters.
2- There are two types of descriptions: their physical state and their mental state
3- The range of upamànas employed to describe the two characters are similar 
4- They are both recognised through a characteristic, which is compared to a celestial 
body or to an atmospheric event. 
The two characters share similar physical descriptions and a similar state of mind. It 
can be easily inferred that Nala and Damayantã are two characters whose bodies and 
minds appear to be similar, almost mirroring each other: the Ômirror effectÕ described 
by Shulman, is achieved also through the display of similes.
Similes within this section are employed in order to re-inforce the idea of the 
two  characters  as  mirroring  each  other's  actions.  If  the  fact  that  their  physical 
appearance is similarly divine seems to be obvious (they are embodied perfection), 
the similar manner in which their mental and emotional state is described is much 
more powerful: the two characters really yearn for each other and suffer in the same, 
intense way. The analysis of similes witin the Nalopakhyàna shows how upamàs in 
narrative digressions tend to be employed in a specific way: comparisons describing 
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their physical and mental state, hide an embedded message of unity between the two 
characters. 
What is the message delivered by this particular narrative digression, hidden 
in the image of two characters acting, suffering and yearning for each other in the 
same way, then? The message becomes apparent if  we consider,  as suggested by 
Hiltebeitel,72 the  audience  in  the  literary  frame in  which  the  narrative  digression 
occurs: the story appears to be a warning to the listeners of the tale, in this case 
Draupadã and Yudhiùñhira. The story of Nala and Damayantã occurs at a crucial point 
during the life in the wilderness: Yudhiùñhira expresses his anguish at the loss of his 
kingdom and banishment to the forest; the wise Bçhada÷va tries to convince him that 
his situation is better than he thinks it is and tells the story of king Nala. The aim of 
the story is to show that separation from one's own relatives and kinsmen is much 
worse  than  losing  a  kingdom.  The  story  of  Nala  and  Damayantã  is  a  story  of 
separation, loss and reunion, but, as the story unravels, what becomes apparent is that 
the two main characters, although separated by the events, behave, yearn and suffer 
in the same way. They search for each other, using riddles to communicate: the story 
of Nala and Damayantã teaches the listeners about communication, family bounds 
and  respect  (Nala  refusing  to  bet  his  own  wife  is  another  clear  message  to 
Yudhiùñhira).  But  the  importance  of  the  relationship  between  husband  and  wife 
appears to be central in the story: they are one single body, they act, move and suffer 
in  an  identical  way.  The  upamàs displayed  within  the  Nalopakhyàna  stress 
throughout the digression the similarities in the characters'  behaviour and intense, 
synchronized, acting and suffering.
Similes, whose main function in the immediate context in which they appear 
is  merely  descriptive,  reveal  a  secondary  function  when  considered  within  other 
sequences of similes occurring within the whole narrative digression and considering 
the  function  of  the  Nalopakhyàna  within  the  moment  in  the  plot  in  which  the 
digression is encountered. 
72 Hiltebeitel 2000: 238.
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1.4 Mythological similes within the Karõaparvan:
identifying similes within the final combat between Arjuna and Karõa 
In  his  paper,  Vassilkov,  analyses  the  mythological  similes  within  the 
Karõaparvan.  He  defines  them  as  Ôidealising  simileÕ,  already  mentioned  in  the 
introduction  to  this  thesis.73 The  author  points  out  that  in  the  battlebooks  of  the 
Mahàbhàrata,  any  upameya can  be  compared  to  Indra  or  Namuci,  depending  on 
whether the character is  victorious or not:  Karõa is occasionally likened to Indra 
when  victorious  at  that  particular  stage  of  the  battle.  Vassilkov  describes  this 
tendency  as  ÔsituationalÕ.74 Among those  comparisons,  there  are  upamàs that  the 
author  calls  ÔidentifyingÕ75 similes:  comparisons  that  constantly  link  a  particular 
character with a particular God. 
The objective of this section is not a close examination of the ÔidentifyingÕ 
similes, already provided by Vassilkov's investigation of the relationship between the 
upameya and the  upamàna within the passage, but the analysis of  the final combat 
between the two warriors in relation to the literary frame in  which it  occurs the 
Mahàbhàrata war. 
In  his  paper,  Vassilkov lists  the ÔidentifyingÕ  similes  occurring within the 
final combat between Arjuna and Karõa, in adhyàyas  63-68:
VIII.63.5
tau dçùñvà vismaya§ jagmuþ sarvabhåtàni màriùa /
trailokyavijaye yattàv indravairocanàv iva //
ÔHaving seen the two similar to Indra and to Vairocana carefully preparing for the 
battle of the conquest of the three worlds, all the creatures became astonished.Õ
VIII.63.16
indravçtràv iva kruddhau såryàcandramasaprabhau /
mahàgrahàv iva krårau yugànte samupasthitau //
ÔEnraged like Indra and Vçtra, shining like the sun and the moon, they were filled 
with wrath like two large planets risen for the destruction of the world at the end of a 
yuga.Õ 
VIII.63.19
73 Vassilkov 2001: 18.
74 Vassilkov 2001: 17.
75 Vassilkov 2001: 24.
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ubhau vi÷rutakarmàõau pauruùeõa balena ca /
ubhau ca sadç÷au yuddhe ÷ambaràmararàjayoþ //
ÔBoth were endued with great celebrity for their prowess and might, both resembling 
in battle the asura øambara and the king of the celestials.Õ
VIII.63.29
tàv ubhau prajihãrùetàm indravçtràv ivàbhitaþ /
bhãmaråpadharàv àstà§ mahàdhåmàv iva grahau //
ÔBoth of them desirous to take (each otherÕs) life like Indra and Vçtra, they were 
similar to two large planets of terrible forms facing each other.Õ
VIII.63.63
tad bhãrusa§tràsakara§ yuddha§ samabhavat tadà /
anyonyaspardhinor vãrye ÷akra÷ambarayor iva //
ÔThen, that battle between the two warriors occurred, overwhelming timid people 
with fear, fiercely challenging each other similar to øakra and øambara in prowess.Õ
VIII.64.08-9
na càbhimantavyam iti pracoditàþ
 pare tvadãyà÷ ca tadàvatasthire /
mahàrathau tau parivàrya sarvataþ
 suràsurà vàsava÷ambaràv iva //
ÔThus instructed not to underestimate, the enemies as well as your own warriors then 
stood still, surrounding the two great car-warriors from every side like the gods and 
the asuras (surrounding) Vàsava and øambara.Õ
VII.64.10-11
ubhàv ajeyàv ahitàntakàv ubhau
 jighà§satus tau kçtinau parasparam /
mahàhave vãravarau samãyatur
 yathendrajambhàv iva karõapàõóavau //
ÔBoth invincible, both capable of exterminating foes, both desiring to slay each other, 
each displaying his skills upon the other, the two best of warriors (Karõa and the 




sa sa§nipàtas tu tayor mahàn abhåt
 sure÷avairocanayor yathà purà /
÷arair vibhugnàïganiyantçvàhanaþ
 suduþsaho 'nyaiþ pañu÷oõitodakaþ //
ÔBut the encounter between the two of them was fierce like the one between the chief 
of the Celestials and Vairocana in the battle of old. The limbs of the two heroes, 
unbearable for others, and marked by a river whose water was blood, as well as their 
drivers and animals, became mangled.Õ
VIII.65.7
ubhau mahendrasya samànavikramàv
 ubhau mahendrapratimau mahàrathau /
mahendravajrapratimai÷ ca sàyakair
 mahendravçtràv iva sa§prajahratuþ //
ÔBoth equal to the great Indra in prowess, both car-warriors similar to the Great 
Indra, as they struck each other with shafts resembling the great IndraÕs thunder, they 
were similar to the Great Indra and Vçtra.Õ
VIII.65.19
anena vàsya kùuraneminàdya
 sa§chinddhi mårdhànam areþ prasahya /
mayà nisçùñena sudar÷anena
 vajreõa ÷akro namucer ivàreþ //
ÔNow, putting forth your might, cut off the head of your foe with this Sudar÷ana, 
whose edge is keen as a razor, that I give to you, like øakra (striking the head) of his 
foe, Namuci with his thunderbolt.Õ
VIII.65.37
tatas tribhi÷ ca trida÷àdhipopama§
 ÷arair bibhedàdhirathir dhana§jayam /
÷arà§s tu pa¤ca jvalitàn ivoragàn
 pravãrayàm àsa jighà§sur acyute //
ÔThen, AdhirathaÕs son pierced Dhana§jaya, who resembled the chief of the thirty 
gods, with three arrows, but (he) set forth five shafts similar to five snakes, desiring 
to strike the body of Acyuta.Õ
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VIII.66.30
tam asya harùa§ mamçùe na pàõóavo
 bibheda marmàõi tato 'sya marmavit /
para§ ÷araiþ patribhir indravikramas
 tathà yathendro balam ojasàhanat //
ÔThe Pàõóava did not endure his joy: he, conversant with the vital parts, then pierced 
his vital parts. The one with the prowess of Indra struck the enemy with feathered 
arrows just like Indra(struck) Bala with great energy.Õ
VIII.68.52-4
sa devagandharvamanuùyapåjita§
 nihatya karõa§ ripum àhave 'rjunaþ /
raràja pàrthaþ parameõa tejasà








 udàhitàv agnidivàkaropamau /
raõàjire vãtabhayau virejatuþ
 samànayànàv iva viùõuvàsavau //
ÔAs Arjuna had killed his enemy, Karõa, worshipped by gods, men and gandharvas, 
in that battle, Pàrtha shone with extreme energy, like the deity of a thousand eyes 
killing Vçtra.Õ
ÔThen, riding on that car whose rattle resembled the roar of the clouds and whose 
splendour was like the meridian sun of the autumnal sky, adorned with banners and 
equipped with a standard incessantly producing an awful noise, whose effulgence 
resembled that of the snow or the moon, the conch or the crystal, endued with 
incomparable swiftness, golden ornaments, amulets and corals.Õ 
ÔThose two best of men, the Pàõóava and the crusher of Ke÷in who were like the fire, 
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or the sun in splendour, fearlessly careering in the battlefield they shone like Viùõu 
and Vàsava on the same chariot.Õ
VIII.68.62
vihàya tàn bàõagaõàn athàgatau
 suhçdvçtàv apratimànavikramau /
sukha§ praviùñau ÷ibira§ svam ã÷varau
 sadasyahåtàv iva vàsavàcyutau //
ÔCasting off those arrows, those two mighty warriors, endued with unrivalled 
prowess, happily entered their own acampment surrounded by their friends, like 
Vàsava and Acyuta invoked by the sacrificial priests.Õ
In the similes listed by Vassilkov, Arjuna and Karõa are likened to Indra and 
Vairocana (63.5,  65.5),  to  Indra and Vçtra  (63.16;  29,  65.7,  68.52),  to  Indra and 
øambara (63.19; 63, 64.8), to Indra and Jambha (64.11), to Indra and Bala (66.30) 
and to Indra and Namuci (65.19); Arjuna is compared to Indra (65.37) and Arjuna 
and Kçùõa are compared to Indra and Viùõu (68.53-54; 62).76 
The occurrence of ÔidentifyingÕ similes within the Mahàbhàrata poses a series 
of questions.  As Vassilkov points  out in his article,  this type of simile is  widely 
employed within the Karõaparvan in order to coordinate a real plane of narrative and 
the mythological one. The supposed mythological identity of the hero and the deity is 
somehow implied throughout the narrative, but then only revealed during the final 
combat between the two characters.77 We should then expect the Ràmàyaõa, whose 
main character Ràma is the alleged reincarnation of Viùõu, to use a similar display of 
ÔidentifyingÕ similes. But this is not the case: this type of simile never occurs in the 
battle book of the Ràmàyaõa. This particular function fulfilled by similes is typical of 
the  Mahàbhàrata:  within the  Ràmàyaõa mythological similes  are rarely employed 
within single combats, with a few exceptions of mythological comparisons whose 
function,  as  suggested in  the third chapter  of  this  thesis,  is  completely  different: 
when mythological similes occur within the  Ràmàyaõa's battlebook, they mark the 
transition  between  stages  in  fighting  scenes.  This  particular  type  of  similes  is 
common to both the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyaõa.
76 Vassilkov 2001: 19-20.
77 Vassilkov 2001: 23-24.
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It  would be logical  to  argue that the status of the  Mahàbhàrata as  itihàsa 
suggests that the audience was well aware of the supposed historicity of the events 
narrated within the Mahàbhàrata, therefore the need to employ ÔidentifyingÕ similes 
in order to stress the characters' alleged semi-divine nature. Yet it would be difficult 
to say whether the audience was aware or not of this distinction between the fictional 
events of the  Ràmàyaõa or historical events narrated within the  Mahàbhàrata. The 
fact that the tradition remembers the Mahàbhàrata as the itihàsa and the Ràmàyaõa as 
the àdikàvya does not imply that an audience was aware of this scholarly distinction 
between the two texts. What compelled the composers of the Mahàbhàrata to employ 
similes  which  would  constantly  remind  the  audience  about  the  supposed  divine 
nature of the characters within the Mahàbhàrata? In my opinion, it is the fact that the 
main characters of the story do not behave like divine beings at all. Despite their 
heroic feats, Arjuna and the other Pàõóavas appear to be incredibly human.
 According to Oscar Botto, the Sanskrit Epics evolve in a different fashion 
from  the  way  the  Homeric  Poems  did:  the  heroes  of  the  Mahàbhàrata and  the 
Ràmàyaõa are  essentially  human  and  only  later  do  they  become  sons  and 
incarnations of gods.78 This process of evolution appears to be exactly the opposite of 
that of the Iliad and the Odyssey,  whose heroes are humans,  but originally were 
deities. It is important to mention that also the two Sanskrit Epics show differences 
in this respect: according to Brockington, in the case of the Ràmàyaõa, some of the 
most  human features of Ràma were gradually  erased,  although the story retained 
some of his ambiguous feats.79 The  Mahàbhàrata, on the other hand, maintains the 
human behaviour of its characters, especially of Arjuna: this human dimension of the 
Pàõóavas becomes apparent especially during the war against the Kauravas. 
The  Mahàbhàrata war,  unlike  that  in  the  Ràmàyaõa,  is  permeated  with 
ambiguities: the battle between the Pàõóavas and the Kauravas is a fratricidal war, 
fought  for  the  sake  of  a  kingdom.  This  morally  ambiguous  situation  generates 
confusion in Arjuna, who, at the beginning of the Bhãùmaparvan, gives voice to his 
doubts, the moment culminating in his refusal to fight against the Kauravas' army. 
Kçùõa then unfolds the teachings  of the Bhagavadgãtà,  explaining the concept  of 
78 Botto, O. 1970: Origini e Sviluppo dell'Epica Indiana. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Quaderno 
19: 655-677.
79 Brockington 1984: 323-327.
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kùatradharma: according to Kçùõa's teachings, a war against kinsmen can be fought, 
because fighting is part of the dharma of a  kùatriya.80 The Bhagavadgãtà supplies a 
moral background that the fratricidal war appears to lack, also providing those means 
that will help doubtful Arjuna not to hesitate in battle. But, if the ambiguities that lie 
at the very foundation of the Mahàbhàrata war can be clarified by KçùõaÕs teachings, 
the equivocal behaviour of some of the main characters of the Epic, of Yudhiùñhira 
and Arjuna in particular, permeate the Epic with conflicting emotions, often leaving 
the audience to  wonder  about  the morality  of  its  main characters.  Moreover,  the 
name of  dharmayuddha, which occurs within the text, makes this ambiguity more 
obvious.81 
In  his  Reflections  on  the  Mahàbhàrata  war,82 Mehendale  investigates  the 
concept of  dharmayuddha, as applied to the conflict between the Pàõóavas and the 
Kauravas. In the first chapter of his book, the author argues that the term can be 
interpreted in two different ways: the first one relates to the idea of  dharma of a 
kùatriya; the second to the notion of dharma as a set of rules, in this case, mutually 
agreed-upon rules, which the combatants are due to respect throughout the conflict. 
Of the two possible interpretations, Mehendale agrees that the latter looks the more 
suitable to the text. The author investigates this second option further, analysing this 
collection  of  rules,  mentioned on  several  occasions  before  and during  the  war.83 
Mehendale also looks at the general behaviour of the combatants during the fight, 
extrapolating a further set of rules, apparent in their conduct in single combats within 
the  Epic.84 Do  the  characters  respect  this  war  canon?  As  the  author  points  out, 
warriors on both sides break the ruling on several occasions. Although a partisan 
audience would expect the Kauravas to be responsible for most of the breaches of 
rules, the Pàõóavas are responsible for transgressing the code of conduct as well: 
Arjuna,  senàpati of the Pàõóava army and son of Indra, breaks the rules on several 
occasions  during  his  numerous  single  combats,  such  as  in  the  killing  of 
Bhåri÷ravas.85 
Another important episode within the final battle between Karõa and Arjuna 
80 MBh, VI.24.31
81 MBh, VII.164.10, dharmayuddham ayudhyanta.
82 Mehendale 1995.
83 The code of war is reported in the Bhãùmaparvan, VI.1.27-32. 
84 For more general rules of war conduct, see Mehendale 1995: 8-11.  
85 Arjuna attacks Bhåri÷ravas from behind (MBh VII.118.4-10).
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is worth considering in regard to Arjuna's heroic deeds in battle. At the final stage of 
the fight against Karõa, the senàpati of the Kuru army finds himself facing Arjuna, 
with one of his chariot's wheels stuck in the ground. Karõa excuses himself, calling 
upon one of the supposed agreed-upon rules before the battle, which states that a 
warrior should not attack another warrior when the latter is in an obvious position of 
disadvantage. As Mehendale points out, there is no such rule among those mentioned 
in  the  Epic  therefore  Karõa  has  no  excuses  to  leave  the  battlefield.  Arjuna  also 
reminds him that in the past Karõa never respected such a rule himself. But there is a 
more  important  detail  within  this  episode,  whose  importance  is,  in  my  opinion, 
underestimated: although in a position of obvious disadvantage, Karõa manages to 
fight back against Arjuna, and almost kill him- not quite what we would expect with 
regard to the son of Indra. In a clear position of advantage, Arjuna fails to kill Karõa, 
whose chariot is stuck in the ground.
Arjuna's behaviour during the war also shows his inability to understand the 
teachings of the Bhagavadgãtà:  if  we take into account other  episodes within the 
battle  books  of  the  Mahàbhàrata,  we  realise  how  Arjuna  still  finds  morally 
unacceptable most of the tricks Kçùõa suggests to Yudhiùñhira when plotting against 
the enemy (VI.103.24-51). In the Bhãùmaparvan, when Yudhiùñhira plots the killing 
of Bhãùma,86 Arjuna refuses to carry out the task (VI.103.84), considering it an act of 
cowardice  to  stand behind  somebody's  back  in  combat.87 This  contrasts  with  his 
behaviour  during Karõa's  generalship,  when Arjuna not  only violates  the agreed-
upon rules on several occasions, but, even abandons the battlefield when hearing that 
his brother Yudhiùñhira has been wounded in battle (adhyàyas 46-47). The visit he 
makes to his elder brother is not welcomed by Yudhiùñhira, who harshly reproaches 
him for leaving the battlefield. Arjuna's display of brotherly affection is not well 
received  and  prompts  Arjuna's  reaction,  threatening  to  kill  Yudhiùñhira  and only 
Kçùõa's intervention prevents a fight between the two brothers.
The ambiguities of the conduct of war gain a deeper perspective by analysing 
Yudhiùñhira's behaviour. It is well known that the eldest Pàõóava brother, advised by 
86Hiltebeitel, A. 1976: The Ritual of Battle, Krishna in the Mahàbhàrata. Cornell University Press: 
Ithaca and London. 
87Arjuna does not refuse to kill Bhãùma, but to kill him in a way that is against the rules. But in 
refusing to take up the task assigned by his elder brother and that had been suggested by Bhãùma 
himself, he once again breaks the rules of the kùatradharma, as they are expressed in the teachings of 
the Bhagavadgãtà.   
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Kçùõa,  orchestrates  the  death  of  three  senàpatis of  the  Kauravas'  army.  Alf 
Hiltebeitel,  in  The  Ritual  of  Battle,88 analyses  the  deaths  of  Bhãùma,  Droõa  and 
Karõa.89 As  highlighted  by  his  investigation,  the  ambiguous  moral  conduct  of 
Yudhiùñhira the Dharmaràja, and ultimately of Kçùõa, is apparent in his strategy to 
kill  the three marshals.  In  the episode  of  the  killing of  Bhãùma,  he  obtains  vital 
information on how to kill him in battle from Bhãùma himself, through a series of 
riddles. In the case of DroõaÕs death, he causes the senàpatiÕs death through a misuse 
of truth.90 But while,  in the case of the death of Bhãùma and Droõa,  Yudhiùñhira 
abuses his position of Dharmaràja, in the case of Karõa his strategy is, if possible, 
even more subtle:  in  his  case Yudhiùñhira  exploits  øalya,  his  maternal  uncle and 
Karõa's charioteer in battle , who helps Arjuna during the fight against Karõa.91 
According to Mehendale, the  Ràmayàõa, unlike the  Mahàbhàrata, shows a 
great  respect  for  the  warfare  rules  on  behalf  of  its  characters.92 Unlike  the 
Mahàbhàrata war, for which a set of rules was decided, the  Ràmayàõa war simply 
follows the rules common in those days.  During the war,  Ràma lists  these rules, 
when talking to Lakùmaõa.93 These rules are indeed similar to the ones occurring 
within the Mahàbhàrata, but the behaviour of Ràma is different from the Pàõóavas': 
Ràma,94a champion of dharma, strictly follows them and passively accepts the enemy 
cheating in combat. The Pàõóava heroes, caught in an ambiguous, fratricidal war, 
often decide to break these rules. As explained before, the Mahàbhàrata war displays 
ambiguities that the Ràmayàõa lacks almost completely: the war between Ràma and 
Ràvaõa is  a  war  between good and evil,  the war  between the  Pàõóavas  and the 
Kauravas  is  a  confusing  war,  in  which  the  main  combatants  display  a  morally 
ambiguous behaviour. 
Such morally  ambiguous behaviour  appears to  contrast  with the supposed 
88 Hiltebeitel 1976: 244-250.
89 The death of øalya is not taken into account here, because he is lawfully slain by Yuóhiùñhira in 
battle 
90 Hiltebeitel 1976: 244-54.
91 This episode, which will be thoroughly analysed in the third chapter of this thesis, displays a 
sequence of abusive similes.
92 Mehendale 1995: 58-65.
93 Rm VI.6.38
94 This section considers the behaviour of the characters during the war: Ràma's behaviour prior to the 
war often can be considered as morally questionable, such as in the episode in which he kills Valin, 
striking him from behind, clearly against any war rule. See also: Scharf: P.M 2003: Ràmopakhyàna, 
The Story of Ràma in the Mahàbhàrata, An Independent-study Reader in Sanskrit . Routledge 
Courzon: London : 9.
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status of the five Pàõóava brothers as semi-gods: the display of similes in the combat 
between Karõa and Arjuna,  reminds the audience of Arjuna's alleged semi-divine 
nature. 
In my opinion, the need to constantly remind the audience of the semi-divine 
nature  of  its  characters  arises  from  the  lack  of  divine  dimension  in  the  main 
characters'  behaviour.  Arjuna  appears  to  be,  among  the  characters  of  the 
Mahàbhàrata, the one whose behaviour is predominantly human. From the outset of 
the war, Arjuna appears to doubt the purpose of the war itself, shaking before the 
enemy line, at the idea of killing his own relatives. This moving reaction,  which 
reveals the pietas of the honest hero, is a reaction to the absurd, but necessary war 
against the Kauravas. Kçùõa instructs him with the teachings of the Bhagavadgãtà, in 
order to make him overcome his fears and doubts about the war, but Arjuna fails to 
learn the lesson. 
As  observed  by  Vassilkov,  the  ÔidentifyingÕ  similes  in  the  final  combat 
between Karõa and Arjuna supply a mythical background to the Epic, but it is not 
hazardous to say that such mythological display is needed by the extreme human 
nature of its characters. The same cannot be said about the Ràmayaõa: Ràma's feats 
and behaviour during the war speak for him. The similes supply something that the 
narrative  lacks:  the  Mahàbhàrata war,  with  its  contradictions,  the  fear  of  its 
combatants, the continuous breach of rules on both sides, reveals a war between men, 
who have been branded by tradition as the sons of gods and whose human nature 
compelled the composers of the epic to remind the audience of their alleged divine 
nature, providing a mythological background to the dharmayuddha.
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2 Similes within the Ràmàyaõa
In  her  paper  “Remarques  sur  la  function  des  figures  de  style  dans  le 
Ràmàyaõa”,  Marie-Claude  Porcher  analyses  the  functions  of  figures  of  speech, 
particularly similes, in that Epic.95 In her research she points out a basic difference 
between the function of figures of style occurring in the main narrative and within 
speeches/dialogues.  Upamàs are  employed,  according  to  Porcher,  in  order  to 
Ôreinforce antitheses, condemnations, denunciations etc.Õ in the former, whereas in 
the latter, comparisons are employed in order to Ôunderline the different speech-actsÕ. 
According to Porcher, the analysis of comparisons within these two types of style 
sheds  light  on  the  double  function  of  alaükàras within  the  text:  didactical  and 
aesthetic. In the author's opinion, this double function mirrors the main function of 
the Ràmàyaõa.96
In her analysis of similes occurring within the main narrative, Porcher takes 
three main episodes into account: the kidnapping of Sãtà (III.52), the description of 
Ràvaõa's  gynaeceum (V.10)  and the burning of the city  of  Laïkà (V.54).  In  her 
investigation of similes within dialogues, she provides a general view on dialogues 
within the Ràmàyaõa.
In  her  analysis  concerning  similes  in  the  descriptive  passages,  the  author 
considers the  upamà as a poetic means through which the composers of the Epic 
stressed  antitheses  between  characters  opposing  each  other.  In  the  case  of  Sãtà's 
abduction, for instance, the author points out how comparisons are employed in order 
to emphasize the main differences between Sãtà and Ràvaõa.97 
Porcher's examination of the description of Ràvaõa's gynaeceum sheds light 
on the function fulfilled by comparisons in  passages where long descriptions are 
encountered. According to the author, similes can be employed in order to suggest an 
idea throughout the passage. The long portrayal of Ràvaõa's wives sleeping in the 
gynaeceum conveys an idea of chaotic sensuality and the past brutalities that the 
women  in  the  gynaeceum experienced.  According  to  Porcher,  in  the  voluptuous 
95 Porcher 1996. The author considers upamàs and utprekùàs occurring in narrative/descriptive 
passages and upamàs, nidar÷anàs and råpakas in discourses.
96 Porcher 1996: 431. 
97 Porcher 1996: 432. The idea expressed in the passage is an opposition between the fragile Vaidehã 
and the powerful and monstrous image of the king of Laïkà.
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description  of  the  extremely  beautiful  women,  lying  asleep,  intoxicated  by  their 
sensual lust for Ràvaõa, similes stress the latent violence of the ràkùasas' world.98
The upamàs within the episode of the burning of Laïkà display a number of 
mythological  upamànas.  Porcher  observes  that  such  similes  accomplish  two 
functions within this passage: on the one hand, they anticipate the destruction of 
Laïkà,  on  the  other  hand,  the  mythological  upamàs supply  the  episode  with  a 
mythological background recalling the end of a cosmic era.99
 As observed by Porcher,  the main difference between the  kàvya and the 
Epics lies in the predominant role of dialogues in the latter.100 Within the Ràmàyaõa, 
a  number  of  important  word-exchanges  take  place.  Porcher  considers  several 
instances  of  speeches  condemning  Ràvaõa's  behaviour,  which  appear  to  be  very 
numerous, especially within the Araõyakàõóa.101 Comparisons within these speeches 
appear  to  be,  in  the  overwhelming  majority,  stereotyped  expressions  which  Ôre-
inforce the expressivity of the discourseÕ. In Porcher's opinion, the Ôechoing from one 
sarga to the otherÕ of these upamàs, provides a key for the interpretation of the text: 
for,  instance,  the author sees  a connection between similes in  discourses and the 
occurrence of mythological similes in the final battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa.102 
Although concluding that her research is not at all exhaustive, according to 
Porcher, similes are used to emphasise antitheses in the descriptive/narrative style, 
whereas  in  the  dialogues,  comparisons  appear  to  underline  the  different  speech-
acts.103
In my opinion, the main limit in Porcher's classification of figures of speech 
(of  upamàs  in  particular)  in  the Ràmàyaõa lies  in  the  different  methodology 
employed in order to analyse the similes occurring within the two different narrative 
styles. In her analysis of similes in narrative/descriptive passages, Porcher considers 
the role of similes within the passage, taking into account all comparisons; she then 
considers the role of similes in relation to the main plot: this allows her to see the 
98 Porcher 1996: 435.
99 Porcher 1996: 437.
100 Porcher 1996: 438. See also Renou & L, Filliozat, J. 1985. L'Inde Classique, Manuel des etudes  
Indienne; avec le concours de P. Demieville et O. Lacombe, P. Meile, Vol I. Paris: Payot. 400.
101 Porcher 1996: 440.
102 Porcher 1996: 442.
103 Porcher 1996: 447.
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anticipative role of upamàs within the main story.104 In the case of dialogues, on the 
other hand, her analysis on figures of speech is restricted to various speech-acts from 
characters  who rebuke  Ràvaõa  for  his  behaviour.105 Each  instance  appears  to  be 
singled out from the context in which it occurs. 
The  objective  of  the  present  research  is  the  contextual  analysis  of 
comparisons occurring within passages displaying speech acts and similes occurring 
within the main narrative.  In the case of similes occurring within dialogues,  this 
thesis employs a different approach from Porcher's: the analysis of the context in 
which  similes  occur  implies  the  examination  of  comparisons  occurring  ÔaroundÕ 
speech-acts as well. The contextual analysis of similes within the Ràmàyaõa partly 
confirms Porcher's classification of similes, but also sheds light on the multiplicity of 
function accomplished by similes within the two different styles.
This chapter is divided into two sections: in section 2.1 the analysis looks at the 
function fulfilled by similes within passages featuring dialogues. The Ayodhyàkàõóa 
is  a  book  rich  in  dialogues  important  to  the  main  plot  of  the  story  and  among 
instances  of  dialogues  within  the  text,  two instances  are  taken  into  account:  the 
dialogue  between  Mantharà  and  Kaikeyã  (Rm  II.7-9)  and  the  instance  between 
Da÷aratha and Kaikeyã (Rm II.10-11). 
Section  2.2  examines  the  descriptive  similes  in  narrative  passages.  The 
Ràmàyaõa displays several instances of descriptive similes acting as a guide to the 
audience in the evolution of the episode, underlying important passages, emphasising 
single speech-acts and the thoughts of the characters. Examples from all three books 
are considered: the introductory part of the Ayodhàkàõóa (Rm II.1-3), is analysed in 
order to provide a first example of similes that guide the audience; the mutilation of 
øårpaõakhà (Rm III.16-17) is taken into account in order to describe both similes 
that  guide  the  audience  and  similes  emphasising  speech-acts;  and  the  divine 
intervention of the bird Garuóa (Rm VI.40) is examined to provide an instance of 
similes that point to important moments within the passage. 
2.1 Dialogues in the Ayodhàkàõóa: similes within speech-acts 
and similes that precede/follow speech-acts
104 Porcher 1996: 437.
105 Porcher 1996: 437-438.
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This  section  considers  similes  occurring  in  passages  where  speeches  are 
encountered.  The  present  analysis  takes  into  account  two  types  of  comparison 
occurring  within  passages  featuring  dialogues:  comparisons  that  occur  within 
speech-acts and similes that precede or follow speech-acts. 
As for the comparisons occurring in speech-acts, one important episode will be 
taken  into  account:  the  dialogue  between  Mantharà  and  Kaikeyã.  This  famous 
instance will reveal patterns of similes within dialogues. Then similes preceding or 
following speech-acts will  be considered, in the analysis  of the dialogue between 
Da÷aratha and Kaikeyã. 
As shown by the present  analysis,  these two types of comparison often fulfil 
similar purposes within the passage in which they occur.
2.1a Dialogue between Mantharà and Kaikeyã
The dialogue between Mantharà and Kaikeyã is one of the key events within 
the Ayodhàkàõóa. The news of RàmaÕs consecration triggers the anger of Mantharà, 
the  evil  hunchback,  who advises  Kaikeyã,  Da÷arathaÕs  second  wife,  to  force  her 
husband to fulfil two boons he previously granted to her: to consecrate Bharata and 
to banish Ràma to the forest. The dialogue between Mantharà and Kaikeyã displays a 
number of similes: the analysis of these comparisons and the way they are employed 
within the dialogue reveals an important function of similes within the Ràmàyaõa.
Sarga 7 begins with the news reaching Mantharà, the evil hunchback, who 
happens to be walking towards the terrace where she meets one of the maids, who 
tells her the news of RàmaÕs consecration. The angry hunchback leaves the terrace in 
a hurry. The ascending and descending of the terrace are emphasized by two similes: 
II.7.1
j¤àtidàsã yato jàtà kaikeyyàs tu sahoùità /
pràsàdaü candrasaükà÷am àruroha yadçcchayà //
ÔBut the female slave, who had lived with KaikeyãÕs family (since she) was born, by 
chance ascended the terrace which resembled the moon.Õ
II.7.8
dhàtryàs tu vacanaü ÷rutvà kubjà kùipram amarùità /
kailàsa÷ikharàkàràt pràsàdàd avarohata //
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ÔHaving heard the nursemaidÕs words, the hunchback became very angry, quickly 
descended from the terrace which resembled mount Kailàsa.Õ
Having reached KaikeyãÕs  chamber,  the hunchback angrily  approaches  the 
queen (v 10), warning her about the imminent threat of the princeÕs consecration.
II.7.11
aniùñe subhagàkàre saubhàgyena vikatthase /
calaü hi tava saubhàgyaü nadyaþ srota ivoùõage //
ÔBecause the beauty of your face is not desirable (anymore), you boast about your 
beauty, indeed your beauty is fleeting, like the current of a river in the hot season.Õ
The hunchback expresses her opinion about the kingÕs decision to consecrate Ràma 
as prince regent in II.7.23-4:
÷atruþ patipravàdena màtreva hitakàmyayà /
à÷ãviùa ivàïkena bàle paridhçtas tvayà //
yathà hi kuryàt sarpo và ÷atrur và pratyupekùitaþ /
ràj¤à da÷arathenàdya saputrà tvaü tathà kçtà //
ÔHe is an enemy passing for a husband, o child, (he is) like a poisonous snake hidden 
in your bosom as if with maternal affection.
In the same way a snake or an enemy would act if ignored, so king Da÷aratha acts 
today towards you and your son.Õ
Sarga  8  features  the  whole  dialogue  between  Mantharà  and  Kaikeyã.  Trying  to 
convince  the  queen  to  act  to  prevent  the  princeÕs  consecration,  the  hunchback 
describes the probable future after Ràma becomes prince regent:
II.8.4
pràptàü sumahatãü prãtiü pratãtàü tàü hatadviùam /
upasthàsyasi kausalyàü dàsãva tvaü kçtà¤jaliþ //
ÔHaving obtained the object of great joy and having killed her enemies, you will have 
to wait on Kausalyà like a slave, with your hands cupped in reverence.Õ 
But MantharàÕs attempts are checked by the queenÕs respect for Ràma:
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II.8.8
bhràtén bhçtyàü÷ ca dãrghàyuþ pitçvat pàlayiùyati /
saütapyase kathaü kubje ÷rutvà ràmàbhiùecanam //
ÔThe long-lived one (Ràma) will protect his brothers and his dependents like a father. 
How can you be upset, o hunchback, having heard about RàmaÕs consecration?Õ
But the hunchback replies, angrily accusing Kaikeyã of being a bad mother:
II.8.16
asàv atyantanirbhagnas tava putro bhaviùyati /
anàthavat sukhebhya÷ ca ràjavaü÷àc ca vatsale //
ÔThat son of yours will be excluded irremediably from kingship and from happiness, 
like a poor child, o loving mother!Õ
Again, the queen refuses to believe what the hunchback says:
II.8.20
goptà hi ràmaü saumitrir lakùmaõaü càpi ràghavaþ /
a÷vinor iva saubhràtraü tayor lokeùu vi÷rutam //
ÔIndeed Saumitri will protect Ràma like Ràghava will protect Lakùmaõa, as their 
friendship is celebrated in the Worlds like the A÷vinsÕ.Õ
The  sarga concludes  with  MantharàÕs  idea  of  the  imminent  threat  posed  by  the 
consecration:
II.8.25
abhidrutam ivàraõye siühena gajayåthapam /
pracchàdyamànaü ràmeõa bharataü tràtum arhasi //
ÔLike the leader of an elephant herd is attacked by a lion in the forest, so Bharata will 
be attacked by Ràma, and you must protect him.Õ
In  sarga 9, the queen capitulates and admits her worries about the sudden turn of 
events. Having heard the hunchback's idea of forcing the king to grant her two boons 
previously promised, she begins her praise of Mantharà:
II.9.33-4
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tvam àyatàbhyàü sakthibhyàü manthare kùaumavàsini /
agrato mama gacchantã ràjahaüsãva ràjase //
tavedaü sthagu yad dãrghaü rathaghoõam ivàyatam /
matayaþ kùatravidyà÷ ca màyà÷ càtra vasanti te //
ÔO Manthara, with your extended thighs, wearing linen garments, going before me, 
you shine like a royal goose.Õ
ÔThat hump of yours is similar to the long and stretched beak of a chariot! There your 
ideas, your magic powers and your political knowledge must be stored.Õ
The flattered hunchback speaks to Kaikeyã. Her words are emphasized by a simile, 
where the image of the queen lying on the bed is described. The simile also marks 
the beginning of the last  of KaikeyãÕs actions in this  section,  in which she strips 
herself of all her jewellery.
II.9.40
iti pra÷asyamànà sà kaikeyãm idam abravãt /
÷ayànàü ÷ayane ÷ubhre vedyàm agni÷ikhàm iva //
ÔThus flattered, she spoke to Kaikeyã, who lay on her beautiful couch like the flame 
of fire on an altar.Õ
After  removing all  her gems and necklaces,  the queen demands to  see the king: 
another simile describes the queen lying on the floor. This image contrasts with the 
previous comparisons, which provided a sumptuous image of Kaikeyã:
II.9.46-7
athaitad uktvà vacanaü sudàruõaü
 nidhàya sarvàbharaõàni bhàminã /
asaüvçtàm àstaraõena medinãü
 tadàdhi÷i÷ye patiteva kinnarã //
udãrõasaürambhatamovçtànanà
tathàvamuktottamamàlyabhåùaõà /
narendrapatnã vimanà babhåva sà
tamovçtà dyaur iva magnatàrakà //
ÔHaving thus spoken those harsh words and having laid aside all her jewels, then the 
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angry woman lay down on the ground bare of any spread, like a fallen Kiünara 
woman.Õ
ÔWith her face surrounded by the darkness of her swollen rage, her fine garlands and 
ornaments stripped off, the wife of the Lord of men was dejected like the sky 
surrounded by darkness when the stars have plunged.Õ
2.1b- Dialogue between Da÷aratha and Kaikeyã (Rm II.10-12)
Along with similes  occurring in  speeches,  which are usually  employed in 
order to enrich different speech-acts, there is a second kind of comparison occurring 
in passages featuring dialogues: similes emphasizing something that has just been 
said or that is about to be pronounced by a character.106  This particular type of simile 
is indeed very common within the Ràmàyaõa, which widely employs it, but there is a 
passage within the Ayodhyàkàõóa where comparisons fulfil exclusively this purpose.
 The dialogue between Da÷aratha and Kaikeyã is  a central  one within the 
Epic. Intoxicated by the words of Mantharà, the evil hunchback, Kaikeyã demands 
that the king fulfil her boons, previously granted to her when the queen saved the 
kingÕs  life.  The  passage  portrays  Da÷arathaÕs  reaction  to  the  queenÕs  dreadful 
requests.
In sarga 10, the king, happily enters his wifeÕs chambers, in order to bring her 
the good news of RàmaÕs consecration, only to find her lying on the floor, stripped of 
all  her  jewellery.  Shortly  before  speaking  to  her,  the  king  is  portrayed  by  a 
comparison that clearly depicts the affection he feels towards his wife:
II.10.4
kareõum iva digdhena viddhàü mçgayuõà vane /
mahàgaja ivàraõye snehàt parimamar÷a tàm //
ÔLike a great elephant in the wilderness, the king affectionately caressed her, similar 
to a female elephant pierced by a hunter with a poisoned arrow in the forest.Õ
The  king  questions  the  queen,  worried  at  the  sight  of  her  being  so  distressed, 
demanding the reasons for her sorrow. The queen first asks the king to grant her the 
106 Similes that precede or follow a speech are often stereotyped expressions. See Brockington J. L 
2000: Stereotyped expressions in the Ràmàyaõa. In: Epic Threads- John Brockington on the Sanskrit  
Epics. New Delhi: Oxford University Press. 109; 112.
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boon he previously promised to  her,  then she reveals  the nature of her  requests. 
Again, before her demands are spelled out, a simile anticipates the evil nature of the 
queenÕs wishes:
II.10.20
tena vàkyena saühçùñà tam abhipràyam àtmanaþ /
vyàjahàra mahàghoram abhyàgatam ivàntakam //
Ôdelighted with those words, she uttered her dreadful purpose that was like a 
visitation of Death.Õ 
The queen requests BharataÕs consecration and the banishment of Ràma. After the 
woman utters her dreadful words, another comparison marks the end of her speech, 
describing the kingÕs reaction to his wifeÕs demands:
II.10.30
tataþ ÷rutvà aja aja kaikeyyà dàruõaü vacaþ /
vyathito vilava÷ caiva vyàghrãü dçùñvà yathà mçgaþ //
Ôhaving thus heard the ruthless words from Kaikeyã, the Great King was shaken and 
unnerved, like a deer seeing a tigress.Õ
Da÷aratha attempts to make his  wife change her mind, by declaring his affection 
towards  her  son.  The  display  of  fatherly  love  does  not  move  the  woman,  who 
remains  firm in  her  decision.  In  the final  verse  of  the  sarga,  the king collapses, 
stricken by sorrow, at the end of his speech:
II.10.41
sa bhåmipàlo vilapann anàthavat
striyà gçhãto hçdaye' timàtrayà /
papàta devyà÷ caraõau prasàritàv
ubhàv asaüspç÷ya yathàturas tathà //
ÔSeized in his heart by a woman without bounds, the protector of the Earth began to 
cry as if hopeless. Trying to touch the queen's outstretched feet, he fell like a sick 
man.Õ
 
In sarga 11 only one simile describes Da÷arathaÕs grief:
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II.11.1
atadarhaü mahàràjaü ÷ayànam atathocitam /
yayàtim iva puõyànte devalokàt paricyutam //
Ôthe great King lay down, not accustomed to this, ill-befitting his dignity, miserable 
like Yayàti (falling) from the Worlds of the gods when his merit was exhausted.Õ
But  the  discussion  continues  in  sarga 12,  when  the  queen  shows  her  complete 
indifference to the king's grief. Her cold and shameless words are marked by a pair 
of similes in which the king, forced by his wife into banishing Ràma, is described as 
being left without choice:
II.12.08-9
evaü pracodito aja kaikeyyà nirvi÷aïkayà /
nà÷akat pà÷am unmoktuü balir indrakçtaü yathà //
udbhràntahçdaya÷ càpi vivarõavadano' bhavat /
sa dhuryo vai parispandan yugacakràntaraü yathà //
Ôthe King, thus pressured by the shameless Kaikeyã, was unable to free himself from 
her trap, like Bali from IndraÕs.Õ
Ôwith his heart distressed, the King was pale-faced, like a beast of burden moving 
between the yoke and the wheels.Õ
In  a  final  attempt  to  convince  her,  the  king  makes  his  last  plea,  his  words  are 
anticipated by a comparison:
II.12.15
sa nunna iva tãkùeõa pratodena hayottamaþ /
ràjà pracodito' bhãkùõaü kaikeyãm idam abravãt //
Ô Subjected to pressure like a fine horse urged with a sharp goad, the king spoke 
these words to the implacable Kaikeyã.Õ
2.1c Function of similes in passages displaying dialogues
Similes in passages featuring dialogues can fulfil different functions. They 
can be employed in  order  to  emphasize different  opinions or  they can stress  the 
words of the different speakers, by anticipating or following speech-acts. 
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Within the passage displaying the dialogue between Kaikeyã and Mantharà 
the  most  prominent  function  of  similes  is  the  stressing  of  the  initial  differences 
between Kaikeyã and Mantharà. In  sarga 7, the hunchback harshly approaches the 
queen, insulting her. The upamànas employed within the sarga depict the beauty of 
the queen as being fleeting Ôlike the current of a riverÕ and the king as being a traitor, 
comparing him to a snake. In sarga 8 the hunchback foresees the future of the queen 
as being that of a slave. To the harsh words of Mantharà, the queen replies using 
similes portraying the sweet-mannered nature of Ràma: similes in KaikeyãÕs speech-
acts display fathers and the A÷vins as upamànas. The contrasting ideas between the 
two women are stressed by the  upamànas displayed by the comparisons. When the 
queen finally acknowledges that the hunchback might be right, she praises Mantharà, 
comparing her to a royal goose and to the beak of a chariot. 
Within the section, two similes anticipating/following speech-acts also occur: 
in verse 40 before the hunchback gives her final advice to the queen, and in verse 
46-47, when the queen, having proclaimed her purpose to have Bharata consecrated 
instead of Ràma, strips herself of all her jewellery.
Simile in 9.40 describes Kaikeyã lying on the couch, lending a sumptuous 
image of the queen, similar to Ôsacrificial fireÕ. When the queen strips herself of all 
her  jewelry,  she  appears  to  be  similar  to  a  fallen  Kiünara  (9.46).  These  two 
contrasting images mark the moment in which Kaikeyã, having acknowledged that 
the hunchback is right, acts: the moment in which the Queen throws her jewelry on 
the ground is marked by these two comparisons, marking the ÔbeforeÕ and the ÔafterÕ 
(also stressing the ÔbeforeÕ and ÔafterÕ Mantharà's words). The use of two contrasting 
images within the passage marks the importance of a key-event within the narrative. 
Upamàs within this passage apparently fulfil two basic purposes: they are employed 
in order to emphasise the different speech-acts and to stress the differences between 
the two characters.
The  analysis  the  passage  featuring  the  dialogue  between  Da÷aràtha  and 
Kaikeyã reveals a very important characteristic of comparisons within the text. As 
shown by the investigation of upamàs occurring in sargas 7-9 of the Ayodhyàkàõóa, 
comparisons  are  often  employed  in  order  to  stress  differences  between  the  two 
speakers. If we take into account all similes occurring within the passage, the images 
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portraying the king and the queen differ greatly: the queen appears to be the evil 
torturer whereas the king appears to be the victim of her wife's evil machinations. 
The range of  upamànas employed to  describe  the  king  varies,  depending on  the 
moment  in  which  the  simile  occurs:  Da÷aràtha  is  Ôlike  a  great  elephant  in  the 
wildernessÕ (II.10.4), when consoling his wife; in his reaction the king is similar to a 
sick man (II.10.41); miserable Ôlike YayàtiÕ (II.11.1); and similar to a beast of burden 
(II.12.09) and Ôlike a fine horse pressured with a sharp goadÕ (II.12.15). 
Similes portraying Kaikeyã, on the other hand, describe the torturer in this 
relationship: consoled by her husband, Kaikeyã is like a female elephant pierced by a 
hunter with a poisoned arrow (before expressing her requests, II.10.4), similar to a 
tigress (II.10.30). Her words are like a visitation of death (II.10.20): this particular 
case is a clear example of anticipative function of similes: Da÷aràtha dies as a result 
of the evil deeds of his wife.
The  relationship  between  the  king  and  the  queen  is  emphasized  by  two 
similes:  the  king  is  similar  to  Ôa  deer  seeing  a  tigressÕ  when  hearing  Kaikeyã's 
requests (II.10.30) and like Bali trapped by Indra (II.12.8).
Two  similes  precede  speech-acts:  in  II.10.20  (Kaikeyã's  words,  before 
announcing her dreadful requests) and in II.12.15. Two instances follow speech-acts 
within  the  passage:  in  II.10.30  (the  king's  reaction  to  the  queen's  words)  and in 
II.10.41 (the king collapsing at the end of his speech).
In the passage featuring the dialogue between Da÷aràtha and Kaikeyã, similes 
preceding/following speech-acts are employed, similarly to comparisons occurring 
within  speech-acts,  in  order  to  reinforce  the  idea  expressed  in  the  speech,  by 
anticipating or emphasizing the words of the speaker. The anticipative function is 
quite  apparent  when  similes  occur  before  the  character  speaks,  while  similes 
employed to stress words are often placed after. This idea is also reinforced by the 
use of descriptive similes within the passage: the relationship between the king and 
the queen is highlighted with a number of descriptive comparisons, which constitute 
the frame to the various speech-acts. 
Both dialogues analysed in this chapter are key-moments to the main plot: on 
the events narrated within these two episodes depends the fate of Ràma as regent 
prince, and his consequent banishment.  
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The  contextual  analysis  of  similes  occurring  within  passages  displaying 
dialogues reveals that:
2- Two types of simile occur in passages displaying dialogues: comparisons 
occurring  within  the  speech-acts  and  similes  preceding/following  the 
speech-acts.
3- Both types  of comparison are employed in order to  reinforce the idea 
expressed by the speech-acts and to stress differences between the two 
speakers.
4- In both cases, similes are employed to stress important moments within 
the narrative.
5- The contextual analysis of these two types of simile reveals that upamàs 
within dialogue can accomplish more than one purpose at a time. The 
second function becomes apparent when considering other upamàs within 
the passage in relation to the event within the main plot.
2.2 Similes in narrative passages
As previously mentioned, similes within the narrative can be employed with 
different purposes within the Ràmàyaõa. The overwhelming majority of comparisons 
appear to fulfil a descriptive function. But there are two important secondary aspects 
of this descriptive function, which is apparent within the Ràmàyaõa: on the one hand, 
the  marking  of  important  moments  within  the  passages,  on  the  other  hand,  the 
guiding by the similes into the progression of the story.
Each step in the progression of the story is marked, in a very distinctive way, 
as shown by the analysis  of the  sargas 1-3 of the Ayodhyàkàõóa.  The first three 
sargas of the book, which constituted the original beginning of the text, feature an 
introductory section, where few of the main characters of the story are introduced by 
the author, providing a perfect example of descriptive similes.
The main function of similes to be analysed within this section is the marking 
of important events in the plot. Within the Ràmàyaõa comparisons are often arranged 
within  passages  to  emphasize  important  moments,  such  as  a  crucial  decision,  a 
sudden turn of events in the development of the story or the character's insights on a 
particular decision. 
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This is also the case within the analysis of the mutilation of øårpaõakhà: this 
famous passage  is  also taken into  account  because  of  the  coexistence  of  similes 
within dialogues and within narrative. The short conversation between Ràma and the 
demoness features, in fact, instances of similes fulfilling functions similar to those 
found in the dialogues occurring within the Ayodhyàkàõóa. 
The  final  section  of  this  chapter  considers  similes  that  mark  important 
moments  within  the  narrative.  The episode  taken into  account,  in  which  Garuóa 
appears  in  order  to  save  the  life  of  Ràma  and  Làkùmaõa,  provides  interesting 
examples of such similes.  The peculiarity of the instances found in this  episode, 
though, is the extent to which these specific functions of similes are employed within 
the narrative.
2.2a Similes that guide the audience, sargas 1-3 of the Ayodhyàkàõóa
Da÷aratha, King of Ayodhyà, finally decides to consecrate his son as prince 
regent.  He calls  for  a  sabhà to  be held in  order  to  announce his  decision to  the 
assembly of the noblemen. Along with the main characters, the section also features 
a detailed description of the palace of Ayodhyà.
Sarga 1 features the departure of Bharata and øatrughna,  RàmaÕs younger 
brothers, to the city of Kekayà, where their maternal grandfather is waiting for them. 
Lost in thought, the king considers his own affection towards his sons. This passage, 
revealing the kingÕs preferences among his sons, features a short sequence:
 II.1.8-11
ràjàpi tau mahàtejàþ sasmàra proùitau sutau /
ubhau bharata÷atrughnau mahendravaruõopamau //
sarva eva tu tasyeùñà÷ catvàraþ puruùarùabhàþ /
sva÷arãràd vinirvçttà÷ catvàra iva bàhavaþ //
teùàm api mahàtejà ràmo ratikaraþ pituþ /
svayambhår iva bhåtànàü babhåva guõavattaraþ //
gate ca bharate ràmo lakùmaõa÷ ca mahàbalaþ /
pitaraü devasaükà÷aü påjayàm àsatus tadà //
ÔAlso the Great King often thought of his two sons, both absent, Bharata and 
øatrughna, similar to Great Indra and to Varuõa.Õ
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ÔBut he cherished indeed all of the four bulls among men, like four arms extending 
from his body.Õ
ÔBut, among all of them, it was the Mighty Ràma who brought the father most 
pleasure, as he was the most virtuous, like the Self-existent Brahmà among the other 
beings.Õ
ÔThen, as Bharata was away, the mighty Ràma and Lakùmaõa showed reverence to 
their god-like father.Õ
In his brothersÕ absence, Ràma fulfils his duties as prince, taking care of the 
kingdom. Sarga 1 features a long description of RàmaÕs good-natured personality, 
concluding with the kingÕs decision to consecrate him as prince regent.
II.1.26-8
evaü ÷reùñhair guõair yuktaþ prajànàü pàrthivàtmajaþ /
saümatas triùu lokeùu vasudhàyàþ kùamàguõaiþ /
buddhyà bçhaspates tulyo vãryeõàpi ÷acãpateþ //
tathà sarvaprajàkàntaiþ prãtisaüjananaiþ pituþ /
guõair viruruce ràmo dãptaþ sårya ivàü÷ubhiþ //
tam evaüvçttasaüpannam apradhçùyaparàkramam /
lokapàlopamaü nàtham akàmayata medinã //
ÔThus the prince, endued with the best of qualities, he was celebrated by the people 
of the three worlds, as he was similar to the earth in patience, wise like Bçhaspati and 
mighty like øaciÕs Lord (Indra).Õ
ÔThen Ràma, with all those virtues, prized by all people and a source of joy for his 
father, shone like the sun with his rays.Õ
ÔSuch was his mature conduct and invincible valour that he was like a guardian of 
the world, that the earth desired to have him as a master.Õ
II.1.31-2
vçddhikàmo hi lokasya sarvabhåtànukampanaþ /
mattaþ priyataro loke parjanya iva vçùñimàn //
yama÷akrasamo vãrye bçhaspatisamo matau /
mahãdharasamo dhçtyàü matta÷ ca guõavattaraþ //
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ÔIndeed his first desire is the prosperity of the world and he has compassion to all the 
creatures. He is loved in the world more than I am, like a cloud full of rain.Õ
ÔHe is similar to Yama and øakra in valour, to Bçhaspati in wisdom, steady as a 
mountain and richer in virtues than I am.Õ
II.1.37
sa labdhamànair vinayànvitair nçpaiþ
puràlayair jànapadai÷ ca mànavaiþ /
upopaviùñair nçpatir vçto babhau
sahasracakùur bhagavàn ivàmaraiþ //
ÔThe king appeared surrounded by honoured and humble kings, by men from the 
cities and provinces, sitting respectfully, he resembled the blessed god of thousand 
eyes (Indra) (surrounded) by the immortals.Õ
  
In  sarga 2,  the king calls  the assembly in order  to deliver  the news of his  sonÕs 
consecration:
II.2.1-2
tataþ pariùadaü sarvàm àmantrya vasudhàdhipaþ /
hitam uddharùaõaü cedam uvàcàpratimaü vacaþ //
dundubhisvanakalpena gambhãreõànunàdinà /
svareõa mahatà ràjà jãmåta iva nàdayan //
ÔThen the Lord of the Earth (Da÷aratha) called the whole assembly to order with his 
voice similar to the noise of a kettledrum and resonant like a storm-cloud, the king, 
with a huge roar, made the incomparable and well-suited speech.Õ
II.2.9-10
anujàto hi me sarvair guõair jyeùñho mamàtmajaþ /
puraüdarasamo vãrye ràmaþ parapuraüjayaþ //
taü candram iva puùyeõa yuktaü dharmabhçtàü varam /
yauvaràjyena yoktàsmi prãtaþ puruùapuügavam //
ÔIndeed my eldest son was born with all virtues (resembling) me, Ràma is a 
conqueror of enemy fortresses, similar to the conqueror of fortresses in prowess.Õ
ÔI will joyfully invest Ràma, champion of righteousness and bull among men, as the 
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prince regent, a union propitious like the (union) between the constellation Puùya and 
the moon.Õ
At the news of RàmaÕs installation as new prince regent, the assembly rejoice:
II.2.13
iti bruvantaü muditàþ pratyanandan nçpà nçpam /
vçùñimantaü mahàmeghaü nardantam iva barhiõaþ //
As the king spoke, the kings rejoiced at his words like peacocks at the rumble of a 
cloud full of rain.
II.2.19
divyair guõaiþ ÷akrasamo ràmaþ satyaparàkramaþ /
ikùvàkubhyo hi sarvebhyo 'py atirikto vi÷àmpate //
ÔWith these divine virtues, Ràma, whose prowess is truth, is equal to øakra, exceeds 
indeed all the other Ikùvàkus, Lord of the Earth!Õ
After Da÷arathaÕs description of RàmaÕs duties, the assembly also sing the princeÕs 
praise, listing his virtues and well-suited behaviour:
II.2.25-6
saügràmàt punar àgamya ku¤jareõa rathena và /
pauràn svajanavan nityaü ku÷alaü paripçcchati //
putreùv agniùu dàreùu preùya÷iùyagaõeùu ca /
nikhilenànupårvyà ca pità putràn ivaurasàn //
ÔComing back from a battle, with his elephant or chariot, he always asks about the 
welfare of the citizens as if his own kinsmen, about their sons, fires, wives, servants 
and pupils, without omission and in the right order, like a father with his own 
children.Õ
II.2.28-9
vyasaneùu manuùyàõàü bhç÷aü bhavati duþkhitaþ /
utsaveùu ca sarveùu piteva parituùyati //
satyavàdã maheùvàso vçddhasevã jitendriyaþ /
vatsaþ ÷reyasi jàtas te diùñyàsau tava ràghavaþ /
diùñyà putraguõair yukto màrãca iva ka÷yapaþ //
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ÔWhen accidents (occur) to the men (of the city) he becomes extremely sad and he 
enjoys all their celebrations like a father.Õ
ÔHe is a great archer, a man who tells the truth, who seeks the counsel of the aged 
men and a man in control of his senses. You are blessed with a son like yours, 
Ràghava, born to good fortune, endued with the favourable virtues of a son like 
Màrãca Ka÷yapa.Õ
II.2.34
taü devadevopamam àtmajaü te
sarvasya lokasya hite niviùñam /
hitàya naþ kùipram udàrajuùñaü
mudàbhiùektuü varada tvam arhasi //
Ô(O Lord!) Your son is similar to the Lord of the gods, committed to the welfare of 
the entire World. For our good welfare, o Granter of boons, you should quickly 
consecrate the exhalted prince joyfully.Õ
In sarga 3, the king finally communicates his decision to his son. Da÷aratha demands 
that his son go to visit him on the roof-top terrace of the palace:
II.3.8-10
atha tatra samàsãnàs tadà da÷arathaü nçpam /
pràcyodãcyàþ pratãcyà÷ ca dàkùiõàtyà÷ ca bhåmipàþ //
mlecchà÷ càryà÷ ca ye cànye vana÷ailàntavàsinaþ /
upàsàü cakrire sarve taü devà iva vàsavam //
teùàü madhye sa ràjarùir marutàm iva vàsavaþ /
pràsàdastho rathagataü dadar÷àyàntam àtmajam //
ÔThen, the Kings who were sitting there, the eastern, western, northern and southern 
kings, the Mlecchas and the Aryan and all the others who lived in the forests and on 
the mountains, all paid homage to King Da÷aratha, like the Gods to Vàsava.Õ
ÔThe royal seer, standing on a terrace among them like Vàsava among the Maruts, 
looked at his son approaching on his chariot.Õ
As the king observes the chariot that brings the prince approaching, he looks at his 




gandharvaràjapratimaü loke vikhyàtapauruùam /
dãrghabàhuü mahàsattvaü mattamàtaïgagàminam //
candrakàntànanaü ràmam atãva priyadar÷anam /
råpaudàryaguõaiþ puüsàü dçùñicittàpahàriõam //
gharmàbhitaptàþ parjanyaü hlàdayantam iva prajàþ /
na tatarpa samàyàntaü pa÷yamàno naràdhipaþ //
Ô(Ràma) was similar to the king of the Gandharvas, known in the entire world for his 
prowess, having very long arms, endued with enormous strength and having the gait 
of an elephant in rut.Õ
ÔRàma was extremely handsome and with a face (glowing) like the moon. With the 
beauty and with the qualities of nobility he captivated the eyes and the minds of 
men.Õ
ÔAs he approached, the King could not have enough of the sight of him, like 
creatures parched by the heat of the summer refreshed by the rain.Õ
II.3.15
sa taü kailàsa÷çïgàbhaü pràsàdaü narapuügavaþ /
àruroha nçpaü draùñuü saha såtena ràghavaþ //
ÔRàghava, bull among men, went to see the king accompanied by his charioteer, 
ascending the lofty terrace similar to the peak of Mount Kailàsa.Õ
II.3.19-20
tad àsanavaraü pràpya vyadãpayata ràghavaþ /
svayeva prabhayà merum udaye vimalo raviþ //
tena vibhràjità tatra sà sabhàbhivyarocata /
vimalagrahanakùatrà ÷àradã dyaur ivendunà //
ÔRàghava reached the throne and he illuminated it with his own glow, like Mount 
Meru when the bright sun rises.Õ
ÔThere the assembly was lit up by him like the autumn sky with all its bright stars 
and planets by the moon.Õ
II.3.22
sa taü sasmitam àbhàùya putraü putravatàü varaþ /
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uvàcedaü vaco ràjà devendram iva ka÷yapaþ //
ÔThe King best of fathers, speaking to his son with a smile, said these words, like 
Ka÷yapa (speaking) to the Lord Indra.Õ
The encounter between father and son concludes with the advice of the king to the 
prince:
II.3.28
tuùñànuraktaprakçtir yaþ pàlayati medinãm /
tasya nandanti mitràõi labdhvàmçtam ivàmaràþ /
tasmàt putra tvam àtmànaü niyamyaiva samàcara //
ÔThe one who protects the Earth keeping the people happy will please his allies like 
the immortals obtaining the nectar. For this reason, oh son, hold yourself in check 
and behave appropriately.Õ
This section features 31 similes organised into three main descriptions: the 
first  instance  occurs  in  sarga 1,  when  the  narrator  describes  the  kingÕs  feelings 
towards his sons, the second occurs in sarga 2, in the speech made by the king in the 
assembly, the third instance is the visual description of Ràma, occurring within the 
main narrative, but describing what the king sees. 
The  way  comparisons  are  arranged  within  this  passage  reveals  another 
important function of similes within the narrative: upamàs can in fact be employed in 
order  to  mark  important  moments  within  the  main  narrative,  or  emphasize  the 
perspective  expressed  by  a  character.  In  sarga 1,  the  description  of  the  KingÕs 
feelings towards his sons, is described through a short sequence of similes. The Epic 
begins with the departure of Bharata and øatrughna. This event is a crucial one to the 
main narrative: the presence of Bharata, devoted to his elder brother Ràma, would 
prevent his motherÕs plans to banish his elder brother from Ayodhyà. The absence of 
KaikeyãÕs son is therefore an important coincidence in the plot. The importance of 
this moment is emphasized by a simile, describing the kingÕs pride in his sons. The 
first  upamà compares Bharata and øatrughna to Indra and Varuna and the second 
instance in verse 9 refers to all four princes, who are like Ôfour limbs to their father's 
bodyÕ. But the short sequence reveals a preference of the king among his offspring: 
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Ràma is the favourite prince, because of his endless virtues. In verse 10 the eldest 
son of Da÷aratha is compared to Brahmà. Verse 11 describes how, during Bharata 
and  øatrughnaÕs  absence,  Ràma and  Lakùmaõa  serve  their  god-like  father.  Each 
character  occurring  within  this  first  passage  is  described  through  the  use  of  a 
comparison.  The  sequence  fulfils  an  introductory  function  to  the  following 
description of Ràma (vv12-28), which displays four upamàs, in verses 26-28, where 
Ràma is compared to Indra, Bçhaspati, to the sun and to the world guardians. Similes 
mark an important moment in Da÷arathaÕs thoughts, as  we can deduce by verses 
29-30, where the king, having observed all the virtues of his son, asks himself when 
he will be consecrated.107 Having assembled all the chiefs of the provinces, the king 
sits in the assembly like ÔIndra surrounded by the godsÕ. The simile emphasizes the 
image of power and authority evoked by the king surrounded by the assembly of 
noblemen. 
Similes in sarga 1 clearly show a pattern which follows the chain of thoughts 
of Da÷aratha,  marking the moment in which one thought consequently leads into 
another. The logical structure in the sequence of similes, which follows the path of 
the thoughts and actions of the king, can be summed up as follows:
The departure of Bharata and øatrughna (simile praising them),  makes him think 
about the love for all his sons (simile praising all of them), to his favourite son, Ràma 
(simile), who is is very virtuous (long description of Ràma's virtues, concluding with 
two  similes),  having  considered  all  of  his  sonÕs  virtues  he  thinks  about  the 
consecration (followed by a simile justifying his decision), he calls the assembly and 
sits among the noblemen (simile portraying the king). 
Sarga 2 begins with another simile,  in  this  instance the voice of the king 
speaking at the assembly is emphasized with a comparison: the voice of Da÷aratha is 
likened to the noise of kettledrum or clouds. The comparison marks the beginning of 
the speech made by the king to the  sabhà: as shown in section 2.2b, similes often 
mark the beginning or the end of a speech. After talking about the role of the dynasty 
of  the  Ikùvàkus,  the  king  begins  the  praise  of  his  son,  culminating  in  the 
announcement of his  imminent  consecration in  verse.  Two similes  underline this 
107 Etais tu bahubhir yuktaü guõair anupamaiþ sutam/
  dçùñvà da÷aratho raja cakre cintàü paraü tapaþ //
  eùà hy asya parà prãtir hçdi saüparivartate /
  kadà nàma sutaü drakùyàmy abhiùiktaü ahaü priyam //
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special moment, comparing Ràma to Indra and the consecration to the conjunction of 
Puùya and the moon. The end of Da÷arathaÕs speech is marked by the noblemenÕs 
reaction to the news: they rejoice like Ôpeacocks at the rumble of a cloud full of rainÕ, 
in verse 13. Noticeably, the kingÕs voice has been previously compared to a cloud 
full of rain (II.2.2). Questioned by the king on account of their vivid reaction, the 
noblemen  enumerate  RàmaÕs  endless  virtues,  emphasizing  his  righteous  conduct 
towards the citizens of Ayodhyà. This second portrayal of the prince also displays 
several similes, most of which underline several aspects of RàmaÕs personality: he is 
compared to Indra (v 19 and v 34) to a father twice (vv 26 and 28) and to Màrãca 
Ka÷yapa (v 29). The description clearly evokes the figure of a powerful but sweet-
mannered prince, which will be suitable for kingship.
Sarga 3 opens with a visual description of the assembly, portraying, in verses 
8-10, the noblemen surrounding the king. The portrayal of Ràma occurs when the 
king observes the approaching chariot bringing his son to the terrace. The eyes of the 
king follow his sonÕs movements: a sequence of various types of similes, such as 
animal,  mythological  similes  and  comparisons  displaying  celestial  bodies  as 
upamànas are employed within this passage.
Similes are arranged to express one single idea: that the time for Ràma to be 
consecrated as prince regent has arrived. The king is compared to Indra in II.3.8-10, 
in II.2.28-29 the assembly referred to Ràma as Ka÷yapa, but in II.3.22 the king is 
Ka÷yapa, and Ràma is Indra. The description of the lofty rooftop terrace also re-
inforces this  idea within the passage: the rooftop is  described in verse II.3.15 as 
being Ôlike mount KailàsaÕ and similar to Mount Meru, but Ràma, with his glowing 
face  and  the  brilliancy  of  his  figure,  illuminates  the  throne  and  the  whole  lofty 
terrace (v19). The physical features and virtues of Ràma make the throne shine. 
The  contextual  analysis  of  similes  within  this  passage  clearly  shows that 
similes within this narrative passage accomplish two main functions: the marking of 
important moments, and the expression of the character's point of view 
2.2b- The mutilation of øårpaõakhà (Rm III.16-17)
Another important role is fulfilled by the ràkùasas the hero meets in the forest. 
Parkhill calls them the Ôthreshold guardiansÕ, pointing out that: ÔIn the Hindu epics 
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the ràkùasas at the edge of a forest represent the watchful powers on the edge of the 
unknown against  whom the  heroes  repeatedly  demonstrate  their  competence  and 
courageÕ.108 Several demons reveal themselves to be positive characters, showing the 
heroes the way, or as in the case of the Mahàbhàrata, even giving birth to children 
fathered by the hero (as in the case of Bhãma and Hióimbà). This positive attitude is 
often revealed after a struggle or after the defeat of the demon, which is sometimes 
revealed to be a demon because of a curse, as in the case of Viràdha. The case of the 
øårpaõakhà is different though, since the  ràkùasã plays a different role within the 
main plot: the encounter with the demoness triggers a series of events that will lead 
to the war between Ràma and Ràvaõa.
The mutilation of øårpaõakhà, one of the most famous episodes within the 
Ràmàyaõa, is one of the many encounters with  ràkùasas during Ràma's stay in the 
forest. While in Pà¤cavatã, Ràma, Sãtà and Lakùmaõa meet the ràkùasã øårpaõakhà. 
The  demoness  starts  making  sexual  advances  to  Ràma,  who  flatters  her  with 
compliments. Mistakenly considering Sãtà the only obstacle to her wedding to Ràma, 
the demoness tries to attack Ràma's wife, prompting Lakùmaõa's reaction, who badly 
mutilates her. The episode, central to the main narrative, triggers another encounter 
between  Ràma  and  the  ràkùasas:  having  been  badly  mutilated  by  Lakùmaõa, 
øårpaõakhà  goes  to  her  brother  Khara,  asking  for  help.  After  Khara's  defeat, 
øårpaõakhà resorts to her elder brother Ràvaõa. Although the ràkùasã does not fulfil 
the role of Ôguardian of the thresholdÕ,  the encounter  with her  will  lead to  more 
fights, and consequently to the war against the ràkùasas. 
The  account  of  the  event  begins  with  a  description  of  Ràma,  Sãtà  and 
Lakùmaõa, talking in their leaf-hut. A simile is employed to describe Ràma and Sãtà 
sitting next to each other:
III.16.3
sa ràmaþ parõa÷àlàyàm àsãnaþ saha sãtayà /
viraràja mahàbàhu÷ citrayà candramà iva /
lakùmaõena saha bhràtrà cakàra vividhàþ kathàþ //
ÔThe great-armed Ràma, sitting in the leaf hut with Sãtà, shone like the moon beside 
Citrà. He began to talk to his brother Lakùmaõa about many things.Õ
108 Parkhill 1995: 136
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øårpaõakhà approaches them, with her eyes on Ràma:
III.16.6-7
siühoraskaü mahàbàhuü padmapatranibhekùaõam /
sukumàraü mahàsattvaü pàrthivavya¤janànvitam //
ràmam indãvara÷yàmaü kandarpasadç÷aprabham /
babhåvendropamaü dçùñvà ràkùasã kàmamohità //
ÔWith the chest of a lion, great-armed, with eyes like lotus petals, a fine youth very 
strong and bearing all the signs of royalty, Ràma , dark like the blue lotus, radiant 
like the god of love, was similar to Indra, and when the ràkùasã saw him, she grew 
wild with desire.Õ
Questioned by the demoness, the prince introduces himself:
II.16.13
àsãd da÷aratho nàma ràjà trida÷avikramaþ /
tasyàham agrajaþ putro ràmo nàma janaiþ ÷rutaþ //
ÔThere was a king named Da÷aratha, valorous like the thirty gods, and I am his eldest 
son, called Ràma, famed among the people.Õ
Having  declared  her  love  for  Ràma,  the  demoness  asks  him to  be  her  husband. 
Ràma's reply is a humorous one:
III.17.5
enaü bhaja vi÷àlàkùi bhartàraü bhràtaraü mama /
asapatnà varàrohe merum arkaprabhà yathà //
ÔLarge-eyed woman, serve this brother of mine, as a wife. As without a co-wife, o 
elegant woman, you will be shining like the sun on mount Meru.Õ
Lakùmaõa, imitating his brother, also mocks øårpaõakhà, inviting her to become the 
junior wife of his brother. Angry at the mockery she has to endure, the demoness 
tries to attack Sãtà:
III.17.17-8
ity uktvà mçga÷àvàkùãm alàtasadç÷ekùaõà /
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abhyadhàvat susaükruddhà maholkà rohiõãm iva //
tàü mçtyupà÷apratimàm àpatantãü mahàbalaþ /
nigçhya ràmaþ kupitas tato lakùmaõam abravãt //
ÔHaving spoken thus, she became enraged, and with eyes flashing like firebrands she 
rushed towards the fawn-eyed (princess) like a giant meteor towards Rohiõã.Õ
ÔAs she was about to fall upon her, similar to the noose of death, mighty Ràma, 
having restrained her, angrily told Lakùmaõa.Õ
Ràma asks  his  brother  to  mutilate  øårpaõakhà.  Lakùmaõa  obeys  his  brother  and 
brutally disfigures the ràkùasã:
III.17.23
sà viråpà mahàghorà ràkùasã ÷oõitokùità /
nanàda vividhàn nàdàn yathà pràvçùi toyadaþ //
ÔThe ràkùasã, mutilated and extremely dreadful and spattered with blood, roared 
several times, like a storm cloud in the rainy season.Õ
Wounded and disfigured, øårpaõakhà reaches the settlement where her brother 
Khara lives and asks for revenge:
III.17.25
tatas tu sà ràkùasasaüghasaüvçtaü
kharaü janasthànagataü viråpità /
upetya taü bhràtaram ugratejasaü
papàta bhåmau gaganàd yathà÷aniþ //
ÔBut then, mutilated, she made her way to her brother Khara, endowed with terrible 
energy, who was staying in Janasthàna surrounded by a group of ràkùasas, and fell 
before him on the ground like a thunderbolt from the sky.Õ
The sequence of  upamàs employed within the whole passage shows a well 
defined  structure.  Similes  employed  within  this  famous  passage  can  be  divided 
according to  the function they fulfil  within the immediate  context  in  which they 
occur: several decorative similes are employed along with comparisons emphasising 
a speech-act. 
The idyllic portrait of the three main characters conversing at the leaf-hut is 
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emphasised  by  a  comparison,  comparing  Ràma  and  Sãtà  to  the  moon  and  the 
constellation Citrà (III.16.3). This simile highlights the superior status of the two 
characters to the demoness and underlines the special bond between husband and 
wife. øårpaõakhà, with her lustful attempt to court Ràma first,  and later with the 
request for help from her brother Ràvaõa, will try and partially succeed to break the 
bond between them. 
The second instance, occurring in verses III.16.6-7, describes Ràma and his 
physical beauty. This is not just an ordinary description of the prince: this is how the 
demoness  sees  him.  The  description  of  his  beauty  is  indeed  an  insight  into  the 
ràkùasã's  feelings  and  thoughts.  This  simile  plays  an  important  role  within  the 
passage:  it  underlines  an  important  event  within  the  episodes,  that  is  to  say  the 
ràkùasã's lustful attraction towards the prince. A third simile occurs in verse III.16.13: 
Ràma introduces himself to øårpaõakhà. The comparison praises the valour of king 
Da÷aratha. The mention of his lineage is not casual: Ràma states his superior status 
to the demoness. 
A simile is employed by Ràma to tease the ràkùasã: encouraging her to marry 
his brother, the prince tells the demoness that, having married Lakùmaõa, she will 
shine  Ôlike  the  sunÕ  (III.17.5).  This  simile  clearly  mocks  the  demoness,  whose 
appearance we know to be dreadful. Porcher points out how, within this episode, 
descriptive similes are employed in order to stress the physical differences between 
Ràma and øårpaõakhà.109
øårpaõakhà becomes increasingly angry at Sãtà: the demoness threatens to 
slay the princess and her  threats  are  emphasised by a simile (III.17.17).  Another 
upamà follows, stressing Ràma's orders to kill the demoness (III.17.18). In this case 
two comparisons are employed in order to underline the importance of words that are 
about to be said: the words spoken by Ràma order the mutilation of øårpaõakhà. 
Lakùmaõa  obeys  his  brother  and  carries  out  his  orders.  The  demoness,  badly 
mutilated,  leaves.  Two  similes  close  the  episode,  both  likening  the  ràkùasã to 
atmospheric events. In III.17.23 she is compared to a storm cloud, in verse 25 she is 
described as being similar to a thunderbolt falling from the sky. The two similes 
fulfil  also  an  anticipative  function:  they  convey  a  sense  of  a  threat  and 
109 Porcher 1996: 433.
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inauspiciousness. 
The analysis of this famous passage highlights several functions fulfilled by 
comparisons:  similes  tend to  mark important  moments  within the passage.  When 
Ràma speaks his orders to Lakùmaõa, a simile emphasizes this moment, as we know, 
her mutilation causes Sãtà's abduction and the consequent war between Ràvaõa and 
Ràma..
Similes  at  the  beginning  of  important  passages  often  are  particularly 
important to the main plot, because they provide a frame-image: the initial simile 
portraying Ràma and Sãtà provides a perfect incipit to the episode, whose central 
theme is the bond between husband and wife, whose relationship will be severely 
tested by the events that will follow their encounter with the demoness. 
Similes within this section are arranged so that, guided by the comparisons, 
the audience is allowed to foresee events that will happen and focus on important 
actions that occur within the passage. 
2.2c- Similes that mark important moments within the narrative: 
Garuóa's healing power (Rm VI.40)
In  the  Yuddhakàõóa  several  instances  of  similes  emphasising  important 
moments occur. One of the most noticeable episodes is the struggle between Indrajit, 
Ràvaõa's son, and Ràma and Làkùmaõa, which results in the temporary defeat of the 
two princes, who are eventually saved by the healing power of Garuóa. Comparisons 
appear to be placed to mark the important passages within the episode. 
At the beginning of the siege of Laïkà, the battle ensues between the two 
opposing armies. In the initial phases of the war Indrajit takes part. When fighting 
against  Ràma  and  Làkùmaõa,  Indrajit,  who  has  the  power  to  become  invisible 
whenever he wants, uses the trick to assail the two princes. When invisible to the 
eyes  of  Ràma  and  Làkùmaõa,  he  discharges  a  huge  number  of  arrows,  which 
seriously wound the two brothers. At this stage the army panics, believing the two 
brothers to be dead. Sugrãva, the Vànara king, unaware of what happened to the two 
brothers, wonders why the army flees:
VI.40.1 
athovàca mahàtejà hariràjo mahàbalaþ /
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kim iyaü vyathità senà måóhavàteva naur jale //
ÔThen the glorious and mighty king of apes said: why is the army agitated like a boat 
on the water, by a fickle wind.Õ
The second image portrays Ràma and Làkùmaõa lying on the ground, wounded by 
the arrows, as described by Vibhãùaõa, who approached them in order to assist them:
VI.40.17
÷arair imàv alaü viddhau rudhireõa samukùitau /
vasudhàyàm imau suptau dç÷yete ÷alyakàv iva //
ÔThose two, pierced by abundant arrows and spattered in blood, resembled two 
porcupines asleep on the ground.Õ
Believing the two princes to  be too seriously wounded to  continue in  the battle, 
Sugrãva takes responsibility for Sãtà's rescue:
VI.40.25
ahaü tu ràvaõaü hatvà saputraü sahabàndhavam /
maithilãm ànayiùyàmi ÷akro naùñàm iva ÷riyam //
ÔBut I, having killed Ràvaõa along with his son and his family, shall rescue Maithilã 
like øakra (saving) his lost ørã.Õ
Before the king of Monkeys decides to send Hanumàn to fetch the magical herb to 
heal Ràma and Làkùmaõa, Garuóa appears. The moment in which the divine bird 
appears, is marked by a simile:
VI.40.36
tato muhårtad garuóaü vainateyaü mahàbalam /
vànarà dadç÷uþ sarve jvalantam iva pàvakam //
ÔThen a moment later all the vànaras saw the mighty Garuóa, the son of Vinata, 
blazing like fire.Õ




tataþ suparõaþ kàkutsthau dçùñvà pratyabhinandya ca /
vimamar÷a ca pàõibhyàü mukhe candrasamaprabhe //
ÔThen Suparõa, having seen and saluted the two Kàkutsthas, with his wings stroked 
their faces whose radiance was similar to the full moonÕs.Õ
After healing the Ràghavas, Suparõa leaves:
VI.40.59
pradakùiõaü tataþ kçtvà pariùvajya ca vãryavàn /
jagàmàkà÷am àvi÷ya suparõaþ pavano yathà //
ÔHaving gone around him and having embraced him, the heroic Suparõa similar to 
the wind left reaching the sky.Õ
As Ràma and Làkùmaõa appear to have been completely healed by the divine birds, 
the army rejoice:
VI.40.60
virujau ràghavau dçùñvà tato vànarayåthapàþ /
siühanàdàüs tadà nedur làïgålaü dudhuvu÷ ca te //
ÔThen, having seen the two Ràghavas healed, the vànara leaders with a lion-like roar, 
then roared and shook their tails.Õ
A second simile, very similar to the previous instance in verse 60, appears in verse  
VI.40.64:
tatas tu bhãmas tumulo ninàdo
babhåva ÷àkhàmçgayåthapànàm /
kùaye nidàghasya yathà ghanànàü
nàdaþ subhãmo nadatàü ni÷ãthe //
ÔThen, a terrible roar was released from the leaders of the monkey troops, like a 
terrible noise of a mass of clouds resounding in the night, at the end of the summer.Õ
Within the short section analysed, a number of comparisons occurring in key 
moments  of  the passage can  be identified.  The arrival  of  Garuóa and his  divine 
intervention  are  the  most  relevant  events  within  this  episode,  although  other 
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important moments also occur. At the very beginning of the section, we see the army 
panicking  as  a  result  of  the  sight  of  the  two brothers  seriously  wounded on the 
battlefield.110 The army flees, compared, by Sugrãva, to Ôa boat being blown away by 
the windÕ.  The second simile  occurs in  verse 17,  when Vibhãùaõa reports  seeing 
Ràma and  Làkùmaõa  Ôlying  like  two  porcupines  asleep  on  the  earthÕ.  The  third 
instance occurs in verse 25 where Sugrãva resolves to save Sãtà, despite the defeat of 
Ràma and Làkùmaõa in  battle:  the resolution  to  continue  the war  is  also a  very 
important  moment  within  the  passage,  establishing  the  loyalty  of  the  king  of 
monkeys and compelling Sugrãva's counsellors to advise the king to ask Hanåman to 
go and fetch the ambrosia that will heal the two brothers. The advice certainly is a 
consequence of the apparent will of the king to carry on with the war. But the task 
will not be accomplished, because of Garuóa's prompt intervention. Three similes 
mark this important appearance: the instance in verse 36 describes the arrival of the 
divine bird, that in verse 38 marks the moment in which the bird heals Ràma and 
Làkùmaõa, and the simile in verse 59 marks the moment in which the bird leaves. 
The three similes employ the following upamànas: celestial bodies, (the sun in verse 
36, the moon in verse 38) and athmospheric events (the wind in verse 59).
After the bird finally leaves, the army, realising that Ràma and Làkùmaõa are 
again ready for battle, rejoice. Simile in verse 60, portraying the army celebrating, 
closes a ring: the episode opens with the army fleeing in terror (Rm VI.40.1) and 
closes with the rejoicing army (Rm VI.40.60). That this is the main purpose of the 
simile is quite apparent in the occurrence of a second simile in verse 64, very similar 
in content to the instance in verse 60, where, again the army celebrates. 
That similes in this section clearly are employed in order to mark important 
moments is apparent if we single out each event marked by the simile:
v. 40: the army flee
v. 17: the two brothers lying wounded on the battlefield
v. 25: Sugrãva's resolution to save Sãtà
v. 36: Garuóa arrives
v. 38: Garuóa heals the brothers
110 The army also flees at the sight of Vibhãùaõa, believing him to be Indrajit. In order to clarify the 
mistake, Sugrãva asks the king of bears, Jàmbavàn, to tell the army that the ràkùasa standing next to 
the brothers is indeed Vibhãùaõa.
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v. 59: Garuóa leaves
v. 60: the army celebrates
v. 64: the army celebrates
The structure of the episode is similar to a ring: the upameya of the first and the last 
similes  are  the  same.  The  passage  employs  similes  in  order  to  mark  important 
moments,  but  this  emphasis  also provides a frame within which the main events 
unfold.
2.3 Similes in passages displaying dialogues versus similes in narrative passages
Similes  occurring  within  the  Ràmàyaõa can  be  broadly  divided  (as  first 
suggested by Porcher) into similes occurring within dialogues and similes featured in 
narrative  passages.  This  division  is  not  purely  based  on the  classification  of  the 
passages in which the comparisons occur, but rather on the function fulfilled by the 
simile in that passage.
The present analysis partly confirms Porcher's; similes in narrative passages 
tend  to  stress  antitheses  between  characters.  As  the  contextual  analysis  of 
comparisons in this thesis shows, similes in descriptive/narrative passages are also 
employed in order to stress important moments within the narrative, by guiding the 
audience in the evolution of the episode. 
The contextual analysis of similes occurring within dialogues demonstrates 
that  upamàs are often employed, within the  Ràmàyaõa, in order to stress an idea 
expressed by the speech-acts. Similes preceding/following speech-acts often fulfil a 
very similar function. In both cases the idea expressed in the speech-act becomes 
more apparent when considering other similes (often descriptive similes) occurring 
within the passage. 
The analysis of the passages taken into account reveals a deliberate intent by 
the authors of the Epic, who were employing similes as literary devices with the 
intent  of  drawing the audience's  attention  towards  important  moments  within the 
narrative or towards antitheses 
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3. Similarit ies between the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyaõa
The work carried out during my research on similes within the Epics, reveals 
that  there  are  groups  of  comparisons  which  occur  in  relation  to  specific  themes 
within the main narrative. 
The Sanskrit Epics share two types of comparisons: the abusive similes and 
the  mythological  similes  in  battle  scenes.  In  the  case  of  the  abusive  similes, 
comparisons  occurring  in  both  Epics  are  considered  the  structure  of  similes  is 
considered, as well as range of upamànas employed within the similes. In the case of 
the mythological comparisons,  two characteristics will  be taken into account:  the 
range  of  upamànas and  the  moment  in  which  the  comparisons  occur  within  the 
narrative. 
3.1 Abusive similes
The investigation takes into account the Dyåtaparvan of the Mahàbhàrata, a 
dialogue form the Karõaparvan and a passage occurring within the  Ràmàyaõa, the 
abduction of Sãtà. The analysis of this famous episode of Ràma's story highlights the 
similarities  between  similes  featured  within  the  Dyåtaparvan  and  comparisons 
occurring in  that  passage,  followed by the analysis  of a third instance: the harsh 
exchange between Karõa and øalya. This particular case shows features common to 
both  previous  instances:  the  Karõaparvan,  in  fact,  employs  more  sophisticated 
abusive  similes,  displaying  similarities  with  both  instances  occurring  in  the 
Dyåtaparvan and instances  in  the  Ràmàyaõa.  The analysis  of  upamàs within the 
Dyåtaparvan is first taken into account, to show how similes are employed within 
discourses,  then,  the present  research focuses on the abusive similes,  in  order  to 
highlight the different types featured elsewhere by the Mahàbhàrata and Ràmàyaõa.
The aim of this  analysis  is to show how, within the Sabhàparvan and the 
Karõaparvan of the  Mahàbhàrata, a specific type of comparison repeatedly occurs 
within dialogues, a set group of abusive111 upamàs within the traditional stock-in-
trade comparisons.
111 By the word “abusive”, I imply, similes employed in order to insult somebody; therefore, 




The Sabhàparvan is considered the key book of the Mahàbharata, in which 
the events in the main narration lead to the loss of the kingdom and the consequent 
fratricidal war between the Kauravas and the Pàõóavas. Within the second book sub-
sections, the Dyåtaparvan features the intense chain of events that will lead to the 
exile of the five protagonists of the Mahàbhàrata. 
According to Edgerton112 the number of inconsistencies shown by the 
DyåtaparvanÕs plot is consistent with the hypothesis of two parallel versions 
amalgamated into one. As later shown by Renate Söhnen-Thieme,113 a careful 
analysis of the sub-section reveals that the triùñubh verses only duplicate the contents 
of the anuùñubh verses. This inclines the author to consider the former later than the 
latter. 
The Dyåtaparvan features a number of discourses and conversations among 
different characters, mainly between Vidura and Duryodhana, displaying a 
considerable number of similes. A number of upamàs within the section occur in 
descriptive passages. Duryodhana, during his conversation with his uncle, profusely 
describes the Pàõóavas and their riches. Talking to øakuni, he tells him that the 
sacrifice held by the Pàõóavas was similar to the one Indra held among the Gods 
(II.43.20, yathà ÷akrasya deveùu tathàbhåtaü mahàdyute). He also says that his 
enviousness is burning him day and night, drying him like a small pond (II.43.21, 
÷uùye toyam ivàlpakam). He also describes the kings waiting at the gates of the Hall 
like vai÷yas paying taxes (II.43.25, vai÷yà iva karapradàþ). Then Duryodhana talks 
about the previous attempts to kill the Pàõóavas, all miserably failed, while 
Yudhiùñhira prospers like a lotus on the water (II.43.33, vçddho`psv iva païkajam). 
Similes appear again in adhyàya 46, after two chapters where no comparison 
is employed. The first instances found are employed in the conversation between 
King Dhçtaràùñra and his son Duryodhana. The King tries to convince his son to give 
112 Preface to the Sabhàparvan, Critical Edition II, xxxiii.  
113 See Söhnen-Thieme, R.1999: ÔOn the Composition of the Dyåtaparvan in the MahàbhàrataÕ, in 
Composing a Tradition: Concepts, Techniques and their relationships. Proceedings of the First  
Dubrovnik International Conference on the Sanskrit Epics and Puràõas. Croatian Academy of Science 
and Arts. Zagreb. 139-154. 
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up his envy and the decision to hold a dicing game to take revenge on the Pàõóavas. 
The king lists all DuryodhanaÕs possessions that make him shine like the lord of the 
gods in Heaven (II.46.16, divi deve÷varo yathà). But the prince replies that his 
fortunes are not even comparable to YudhiùñhiraÕs: the Kauravas resemble servants if 
compared to him (II.46.21, àvarjità ivàbhànti nighnà÷).
In adhyàya 47 Duryodhana tells about the riches amassed by the Pàõóavas at 
the consecration, describing the horses they received as homage as having the 
swiftness of the wind (II.47.13, anilaraühasaþ). He also relates how some of the 
ambassadors of other countries have been refused at the gates of the Hall, although 
bringing many riches as gifts:
II.47.16-18:
ekapàdàü÷ ca tatràham apa÷yaü dvàri vàritàn /
balyarthaü dadatas tasmai hiraõyaü rajataü bahu //
indragopakavarõàbhà¤ ÷ukavarõàn manojavàn /
athaivendràyuddhanibhàn saüdhyàbhrasadç÷àn api //
anekavarõàn àraõyàn gçhãtvà÷vàn manojavàn /
jàtarupam anarghyaü ca dadus tasyaikapàdakàþ //
 ÔI myself saw the One-footers excluded at the gate, after they arrived with large 
tributes in gold and silver. They brought horses, some of the colour of rain mites, of 
parrot-colours, fast as thought and some resembling the rainbow, others the clouds at 
twilight. They seized many-coloured wild horses as fast as thought, and the One-
footers presented him with priceless gold. Õ 
The description continues in adhyàya 48, with more details about the tribute. In 
II.48.5 Duryodhana tells about the honey and the yak-plumes, glittering like the 
moon (÷a÷iprabhàn). In II.48.19 he relates about the elephants, as big as mountains 
(÷ailàbhàn). In the next adhyàya the description concludes with the assembled kings 
and seers that resemble the seven seers in heaven who came to the great Indra, the 
king of Gods (II.49.12, mahendram iva devendraü divi saptarùayo yathà). The last 
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instance in this chapter is in the lament of Duryodhana, who tells his father that, like 
a yoke tied by a blind man (II.49.24, andheneva yugaü naddhaü), all has come 
loose: the junior branch prospers and the senior one declines. This kind of proverbial 
simile occurs several times across the section, particularly in the speeches made by 
the men in the assembly during the dicing game. 
In adhyàya 50 comparisons are non-decorative and quite short. Here the 
similes add more emphasis to DuryodhanaÕs speech, in order to convince his father 
to hold the dicing game. All similes seem to be proverbial, such as for instance in 
II.50.21, where Duryodhana says that the king who does not contend is eaten up by 
the earth, like a snake eats up mice (sarpo bila÷ayàn iva). In II.50.23, he expresses 
the concern caused by the flourishing of the Pàõóavas, by saying how they will, one 
day, cut the KauravasÕ roots, like a swelling disease (vyàdhir àpyàyita iva). A similar 
comparison is employed in II.18.13 by Yudhiùñhira, before the departure of his 
brothers for the conquest of Jaràsaüdha. But while the former is talking about the 
cousins and the danger they represent for himself, the latter expresses his concerns 
about the expedition: Yudhiùñhira without his brothers feels miserable like a disease. 
The third instance is in II.50.24, where a more articulated comparison is employed to 
describe the danger the Pàõóavas represent:
II.50.24:
alpo`pi hy arir atyantaü vardhamànaparàkramaþ/
valmãko målaja iva grasate vçkùam antikàt //
ÔThough small, an enemy whose strength grows in an excessive way swallows you 
up, like an anthill swallows up the tree near whose root it was born. Õ
This simile, a longer one, is neither formulaic nor decorative. It is rather similar to a 
short story set up in order to explain DuryodhanaÕs point of view. 
Only one instace occurs in adhyàya 51: trying to convince his father to hold 
the game, Duryodhana tells him that the indulgent person who avoids risks and 
protects himself, perishes as if he were standing like straw that putrefies in the rainy 
season (II.51.8, varùàsu klinnakañavat). 
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In adhyàya 52 Vidura is sent to invite the Pàõóavas. At his meeting with 
Yudhiùñhira the latter asks the former about his uncle, King Dhçtaràùñra. Vidura 
replies telling him that the old king is healthy and he sits in the midst of his kinsmen 
similar to Indra (II.52.6, Indrakalpaiþ). After inviting him to the dicing game, Vidura 
tries to discourage Yudhiùñhira from accepting the challenge, but the king of 
Indraprastha replies that he is obliged to accept because he has to follow his destiny:
II.52.18
daivaü praj¤àü tu muùõàti teja÷ cakùur ivàpatat /
dhàtu÷ ca va÷am anveti pà÷air iva naraþ sitaþ //
ÔFate steals oneÕs reason like glare blinds the eyes.
 A man follows the will of the Placer as if tied with fetters. Õ
This sentence reflects all YudhiùñhiraÕs awareness of the events to come. Both simile 
and utprekùà are proverbial rather than decorative. The last simile is in II.52.27: the 
queen Gàndhàrã surrounded by all her sisters-in-law resembles the constellation 
Rohinã surrounded by the stars (tàràbhir iva rohiõãm). The constellation of Rohinã 
does not shine at all: the simile probably refers to the voluntary blindness of 
Gàndhàrã.
Two similes employing the gods and the sun occur in adhyàya 53:
II.53.20-21
÷u÷ubhe sà sabhà ràjan ràjabhis taiþ samàgataiþ /
devair iva mahàbhàgaiþ samavetais triviùñapam //
sarve vedavidaþ ÷åràþ sarve bhàsvaramårtayaþ /
pràvartata mahàràja suhçddyåtam anantaram //
ÔThe Hall, oh king, shone with the assembled kings as heaven with the lordly 
assembled gods. With all these veda-wise champions, all like the sun incarnate, then, 
great King, the family game began at once. Õ 
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The close symbolism between the sun and the gods in general has been already 
analysed in my previous paper.114 It is a very common parallel within the 
Mahàbhàrata.115 
Two interesting similes are in adhyàya 54, when the game has already started 
and Yudhiùñhira is staking all his possessions. In the first case he bets his chariot, that 
is victorious and holy, resounding like the clouds or the sea (II.54.5, 
meghasàgaranisvanaþ). In the second instance he stakes his elephants, resembling 
clouds or mountains (II.54.10, nagameghanibhà), both similes employ the clouds as 
upamànas.
In adhyàya 55 we find another kind of simile. The mood in the narration has 
changed: Vidura asks Dhçtaràùñra to stop Yudhiùñhira from betting his riches. He tries 
to do so, although he knows that his words will not please him, more than a medicine 
for a moribund man (II.55.1, mumårùor auùadham iva). It is at this stage that the 
insults towards Duryodhana start. Vidura, trying to make him change his mind, tells 
Dhçtaràùñra that the evil-minded Duryodhana was destined to be the killer of the 
lineage of the Bhàratas since his birth, when he appeared shrieking like a jackal:
II.55.02
yad vai purà jàtamàtro ruràva
 gomàyuvad visvara§ pàpacetàþ /
duryodhano bhàratànà§ kulaghnaþ
 so 'ya§ yukto bhavità kàlahetuþ //
ÔAs soon as he was born he was shrieking like a jackal, the evil-minded Duryodhana, 
the slayer of the lineage of the Bhàratas, he will be the future cause for (our) Death Õ
 This short simile is an anticipation of the list of insults with which Vidura will 
address Duryodhana. 
Other instances of very short similes appear in this chapter: some of them are 
small comparisons added to a short story, such as in II.55.4-5, a short tale about a 
114 Antonella Cosi, ÔThe importance of contextual analysis in studies of similes: the case of the 
øi÷upàla episode in the MahàbhàrataÕ presented at the 4th Dubrovnik International Conference on the 
Sanskrit Epics and Puràõas (Dubrovnik 2005).
115 Sharma 1964: 33.
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mead-drinker, who, drunk, does not care about his kinsmen and loses everything; the 
comparison follows the story in II.55.5 (madhuvat). A sequence of short similes is in 
II.55.14-16. The first of them recalls a short story told in II.55.13, where a man 
strangled his own birds, later repenting. Vidura tells Yudhiùñhira not to betray the 
Pàõóavas, as the man did with the birds (II.55.14, pakùihà puruùo yathà). He also 
encourages the eldest Pàõóava to care about his brothers and not to pluck them, like a 
garland maker (II.55.15, màlàkàra iva). He also exhorts him not to burn them, like 
the charcoal burner with the tree (II.55.16, vçkùàïgakarãva). 
In adhyàya 56 there is the final exhortation, telling him about DuryodhanaÕs 
plot to take away from Yudhiùñhira his possessions:
II.56.3
duryodhàno madenaiva kùemaü ràùñràdapohati /
viùàõaü gaur iva madàt svayam àrujate balàt //
ÔDuryodhana, in folly, robs the kingdom of its safety, like a bull, because of its 
sexual excitement, breaks his own horn with strength. Õ 
 
The insult addressed to Duryodhana again displays an animal as an upamàna. The 
insults continue in the next adhyàya, where Duryodhana replies to ViduraÕs abuse:
II.57.3
utsaïgena vyàla ivàhçto 'si
 màrjàravat poùaka§ copaha§si /
bhartçghnatvàn na hi pàpãya àhus
 tasmàt kùattaþ ki§ na bibheùi pàpàt //
ÔLike a snake sitting on oneÕs lap, like a cat who hurts the one who feeds it, they say 
that fratricide is the worst thing, so why Steward, are you not afraid of (such an) evil 
act? Õ
Verse II.57.15 features ViduraÕs reply: 
na ÷reyase nãyate mandabuddhiþ
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 strã ÷rotriyasyeva gçhe praduùñà /
dhruva§ na roced bharatarùabhasya
 patiþ kumàryà iva ùaùñivarùaþ //
ÔA stupid man leads to no good, like a corrupt woman in the house of a scholar. He 
does not suit the bull of the Bharatas like a sexagenarian does not suit a girl. Õ
Adhyàya 58 contains mostly very short similes, several of them in triùñubh 
verses. The similes are not decorative: in II.58.14, Yudhiùñhira staking Sahadeva tells 
øakuni to play against him like an enemy (apriyavat). In II.58.17, sure of being the 
victim of adharma deeds, he argues with his opponent, who wants to pluck them like 
flowers (sumanasàü). 
Then øakuni tells Yudhiùñhira that he prattles like mad-men (II.58.19, utkañà 
iva). When the PàõóavasÕ elder brother stakes Arjuna, he compares him to a boat that 
carried everyone in battle (II.58.20, naur iva).
The first longer comparison of adhyàya 58 occurs in II.58.23, when 
Yudhiùñhira stakes Bhãmasena, comparing him to the thunderbolt-wielder, DànavaÕs 
foe (yathà vajrã dànava÷atrur ekaþ). 
A sequence of short comparisons refers to Draupadã when Yudhiùñhira bets 
her: in II.58.33 she is compared to the goddess ørã (ørãsamànayà), in II.58.36 she is 
described as having a lotus-like face (padmavat) that shines like the jasmine 
(mallikeva). When Yudhiùñhira stakes Draupadã, the assembly raises its voice, and in 
the midst of the general confusion, Vidura, fearing bad consequences, seizes his face 
in despair, annihilated, hissing like a snake (II.58.40, niþ÷vasan pannago yathà). 
After the final stake, in which Draupadã has been lost, Vidura warns 
Duryodhana of the dangerousness of his misdeeds. He tells him that he is like a 
bamboo that comes into flower only to kill itself (II.59.5, veõur ivàtmaghàtã). He also 
adds that the ones who speak neither good nor bad of the householder, speak ill of 
the wiser ascetic, barking like dogs (II.59.9, ÷vanaràþ sadaiva).  
Within the Dyåtaparvan, two types of abusive similes can be identifed. The 
first type employs animals as upamànas. The insults perpetrated towards Duryodhana 
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very often compare him to animals, such as cats, snakes116 and bulls.117 Generally, 
animals as upamànas are a common feature of similes within the Epics, although 
they can be employed in different ways: the bull, for instance, within the Epic 
literature is generally a symbol of strength and power, but the image of a Ôbull that 
because of its sexual excitement, breaks his own horn with strengthÕ118 obviously 
conveys a completely different meaning. 
A second type, curiously occurring in longer verses, employs a range of 
upamànas including gurus, old men, and improbable situations in general. 
The range of upamànas employed within the set of similes expressing 
contempt within the Dyåtaparvan is very important: as the examination of similes 
within the abduction of Sãtà and in the dialogue between Karõa and øalya suggests, 
abusive similes tend to employ these two types of upamànas.
3.2b The Abduction of Sãtà
The abduction of Sãtà is one of the most famous episodes within the 
Ràmàyaõa, the crucial moment in which the fate of Ràvaõa as a victim of Ràma's 
wrath, is decided. 
In the Araõyakàõóa, Sãtà, Ràma and Lakùmaõa reach Pa¤cavañã, where they 
establish an ashram. After the encounter with the ràkùasã øårpaõakhà (III.16-17), 
whom Lakùmaõa badly mutilates and the fight against Khara, the ràkùasã's brother 
(III.21-29), Ràvaõa, the king of Laïkà and brother of the ràkùasã, decides to seek 
revenge against Ràma. In order to abduct Sãtà, he draws the two princes away from 
the ashram: with the help of the reluctant ràkùasa Màrãca, disguised as a golden deer, 
he manages to make the two princes leave Sãtà alone in the ashram. Disguised 
himself as a beggar, Ràvaõa approaches Sãtà, only to reveal himself a few moments 
later and seize her. As the king of Laïkà tries to leave on his chariot Sãtà rebukes 
him. Her words, basically a series of insults, feature a number of similes:
III.45.40-44
116 Rm, II.57a-b.
117 Rm, II.56.3 
118 Rm, II.56.3
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yad antaraü siüha÷çgàlayor vane
 yad antaraü syandanikàsamudrayoþ /
suràgryasauvãrakayor yad antaraü
 tad antaraü dà÷arathes tavaiva ca //
yad antaraü kà¤canasãsalohayor
 yad antaraü candanavàripaïkayoþ /
yad antaraü hastibióàlayor vane
 tad antaraü da÷arathes tavaiva ca //
yad antaraü vàyasavainateyayor
 yad antaraü madgumayårayor api /
yad antaraü sàrasagçdhrayor vane
 tad antaraü dà÷arathes tavaiva ca //
'The same difference between a lion and a jackal in the forest, the difference between 
the ocean and a small pond, the difference between good wine and vinegar, such is 
the difference between the son of Dà÷aratha and you.'
Ô The same difference between gold and lead, the difference between sandal paste 
and mud, the difference between an elephant and a cat in the forest, such is the 
difference between the son of Dà÷aratha and you.Õ
ÔThe same difference between a crow and Garuóa, the difference between a sea-gull 
and a peacock, the difference between a crane and a vulture, such is the difference 
between the son of Dà÷aratha and you.Õ
In this type of simile, which we could define as 'simile of difference', the insult is 
expressed in a basic comparison between two upameyas, stating in the inferiority of 
one of the upameyas. 
The most interesting element of this type of simile is its structure: it is the 
difference between the two upamànas which makes the comparison possible. As will 
be shown, this peculiar structure occurs also in the Mahàbhàrata, where the structure 
of the similes occurring within the kidnapping of Sãtà and the range of upamànas of 
abusive similes occurring within dialogues in the Dyåtaparvan are combined, 
marking a step in the evolution of the abusive simile.
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3.1c The dialogue between Karõa and øalya
The Karõaparvan features one of the most famous word-exchanges of the 
Epics: the verbal fight between Karõa and øalya. Similes occurring in the passage 
employ similar upamànas, such as animals, but in far more elaborated images. The 
first instance occurs when øalya begins his attempt to destroy KarõaÕs energy,119 and 
employs a mythological image:
VIII.27.19
bàlyàd iva tva§ tyajasi vasu vai÷ravaõo yathà /
ayatnenaiva ràdheya draùñàsy adya dhana§jayam //
ÔFrom foolishness you are giving away wealth like Vai÷ravaõa, without any effort, 
oh son of Ràdha, you will behold Dhanaüjaya today.Õ
The absurdity of the situation is emphasized with two more images, one of which 
occurs in a longer verse: 
VIII.27.25
samudrataraõa§ dorbhyà§ kaõñhe baddhvà yathà ÷ilàm /
giryagràd và nipatana§ tàdçk tava cikãrùitam //
Ô Your purpose is like someone wishing to cross the ocean with his arms after 
attaching a stone to his neck, or to someone leaping from a mountain summit.Õ
VIII.27.33
bàla÷ candra§ màtur aïke ÷ayàno
 yathà ka÷ cit pràrthayate 'pahartum /
tadvan mohàd yatamàno rathasthas
 tva§ pràrthayasy arjunam adya jetum //
ÔSimilar to a child trying to seize the moon while sitting on his motherÕs lap, in the 
same way, out of folly, fighting from your chariot, you seek to vanquish Arjuna 
today.Õ
The animal upamàna reappears a few verses later, but, unlike most similes occurring 
in the Dyåtaparvan, displays a double  upamàna in order to emphasise differences 
between two characters:
119 Hiltebeitel 1976: 242.
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VIII.27.35-6
siddha§ si§ha§ kesariõa§ bçhanta§
 bàlo måóhaþ kùudramçgas tarasvã /
samàhvayet tadvad etat tavàdya
 samàhvàna§ såtaputràrjunasya //
mà såtaputràhvaya ràjaputra§
 mahàvãrya§ kesariõa§ yathaiva /
vane sçgàlaþ pi÷itasya tçpto
 mà pàrtham àsàdya vinaïkùyasi tvam // 
ÔYour challenge of Arjuna today, oh såtaÕs son, is like a young, foolish little deer 
would challenge a huge maned lion excited with wrath.Õ
ÔDo not challenge that great hero of a prince, oh såtaÕs son, like the jackal gratified 
by meat in the forest challenging the lion. Do not be destroyed encountering Pàrtha.Õ
Again, the lion and the jackal appear, along with the snake and Garuóa:
VIII.27.39-40
si§ha§ kesariõa§ kruddham atikramyàbhinardasi /
sçgàla iva måóhatvàn nçsi§ha§ karõa pàõóavam //
suparõa§ pataga÷reùñha§ vainateya§ tarasvinam /
lañvevàhvayase pàte karõa pàrtha§ dhana§jayam //
ÔKarõa going too far, you yell at that lion-man of a Pàõóava like a jackal, out of 
foolishness, yells at the angry maned lion.Õ
ÔKarõa, like a snake for its own destruction challenges that best of birds, Suparõa, 
VinatàÕs son, possessed of beautiful plumage and great activity, so you do with 
Dhanaüjaya Pàrtha.Õ 
Another short sequence shows a similar wider range of animal upamànas:
VIII.27.42-4
çùabha§ dundubhigrãva§ tãkùõa÷çïga§ prahàriõam /
vatsa àhvayase yuddhe karõa pàrtha§ dhana§jayam //
mahàghoùa§ mahàmegha§ darduraþ pratinardasi /
kàmatoyaprada§ loke naraparjanyam arjunam //
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yathà ca svagçhasthaþ ÷và vyàghra§ vanagata§ bhaùet /
tathà tva§ bhaùase karõa naravyàghra§ dhana§jayam //
ÔKarõa, you challenge Dhana§jaya Pàrtha (like) a calf challenging a smiting bull 
with sharp horns and neck thick like a drum.Õ
Ô(Like) a frog (croaking) to a terrible and massive cloud yielding abundant showers 
of rain, you croak against Arjuna, who is Parjanya among men.Õ
ÔLike a dog standing inside its own house might bark at a tiger in the forest, so you 
bark at that tiger among men, Dhanaüjaya.Õ 
A simile describing Arjuna and Kçùõa precedes another short sequence highlighting 
the differences between the characters, in order to re-inforce øalya's statements: 
VIII.27.47 
vyàghra§ tva§ manyase ''tmàna§ yàvat kçùõau na pa÷yasi /
samàsthitàv ekarathe såryàcandramasàv iva //
ÔYou consider yourself a tiger, as long as you don't see the two Kçùõas standing on 
the same chariot like the sun and the moon.Õ
VIII.27.51-2
yathàkhuþ syàd bióàla÷ ca ÷và vyàghra÷ ca balàbale /
yathà sçgàlaþ si§ha÷ ca yathà ca ÷a÷aku¤jarau //
yathànçta§ ca satya§ ca yathà càpi viùàmçte /
tathà tvam api pàrtha÷ ca prakhyàtàv àtmakarmabhiþ //
ÔLike a mole would be to a cat, like a dog to a tiger in strength, like a jackal to a lion 
and like a hare and an elephant, like falsehood and truth, like poison and nectar, so 
you and Pàrtha are known to all for your personal deeds.Õ
This  short  sequence  confirms  one  of  the  main  functions  of  abusive  similes:  to 
describe  the  difference  between  the  evil  and  the  good.  In  the  passages  of  the 
abduction of Sãtà,120 previously analysed, a very similar sequence of comparisons is 
employed in order to underline the distinctions between Ràvaõa and Ràma. 
After øalyaÕs long discourse aiming to discourage Karõa, the son of Radhà 
replies describing his plan of challenging Arjuna with his weapons. A sequence of 
120 Rm, II.45.40-44.
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insults addressed to øalya features no similes employed with the purpose of verbally 
abusing the King of Madras. Despite the insults and the threats,121 øalya stresses 
again Arjuna's superiority over Karõa with a simile employing again the jackal and 
the lion as upamànas: 
VIII.28.57
yatra vyastàþ samastà÷ ca nirjitàþ stha kirãñinà /
sçgàlà iva si§hena kva te vãryam abhåt tadà //
ÔThere you all were defeated by the diadem-decked Arjuna, like jackals by a lion. 
What became of your prowess?Õ
The final simile employed by øalya finally closes the similes of differences, stating 
the apparent superiority of Arjuna:
VIII.28.63
kiyanta§ tatra vakùyàmi yena yena dhana§jayaþ /
tvatto 'tiriktaþ sarvebhyo bhåtebhyo bràhmaõo yathà //
ÔHere I will tell you, by which qualities Dhana§jaya is superior to you, like a 
Bràhmaõa is superior to all creatures.Õ
Comparisons within the passage feature two types of similes also employed within 
the  Sabhàparvan:  similes  displaying  animals  as  upamànas and  others,  featuring 
improbable  situations.  Whereas  the  former  show very  close  features  to  the  ones 
previously analysed, the latter show some important characteristics. The main aim of 
øalya is to make Karõa lose his temper, hoping that this will affect his ability to 
fight,  and  consequently  advantage  Arjuna  in  battle.  In  order  to  achieve  that,  he 
speaks using a sequence of similes whose aim is to insult  Karõa  while glorifying 
Arjuna at the same time. The result is a double simile of difference that will provoke 
KarõaÕs anger. The similarities with the verses in the Araõyakàõóa clearly shows that 
this was a well known principle for Epic composers. 
 Interestingly enough, some of the similes employing animals as  upamànas 
carry  the  features  of  the  improbable  type  as  well:  the  little  deer  challenging  a 
121 In VII.27.103 Karõa threatens øalya to crush his head with his club.
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lion,122or the jackal fighting against the lion in the forest123 clearly show situations 
that are impossible in real life.
3.1d The evolution of abusive similes
The analysis of abusive similes reveals a number of principles followed by 
the author in order to achieve an insult through comparisons. The main principle is 
the range of upamànas employed within the text, the second is in the similes's 
structure. 
The range of upamànas employed within the passages analysed includes 
animals in particular. The second type generally employs human beings or 
improbable situations in general. 
In the Ràmàyaõa passage describing the abduction of Sãtà, a similar range of 
upamànas is employed, displayed in a form of simile of difference. In this type of 
comparisons there are two upameyas and two upamànas. The insult is combined with 
a statement of inferiority of one upameya towards the other; in this case, Ràvaõa's 
inferiority towards Ràma. As in the passages occurring within the Dyåtaparvan, a 
range of upamànas, including animals are employed.
Within the Karõaparvan, the two types of comparisons are combined in some 
of the instances employing animals as upamànas. Similes in the latter passage appear 
to be an evolution of upamàs occurring within the Sabhàparvan and the Ràmàyaõa, 
expressed in the form of the upamà of difference.124 
The occurrence of similar instances within other passages within the 
Sabhàparvan and similes within the Araõyakàõóa show that the composers of the 
Epics were well aware of the principles behind the abusive similes.
3.2 Mythological similes as markers within the narrative
As shown in chapter 1 of this thesis, mythological similes are employed 
within the Mahàbhàrata, especially in the combat between Karõa and Arjuna, in 
122 MBh, VIII.27.35
123 MBh, VIII.27.36
124 Brockington, 1998: 150, first pointed out the similarities between Sãtà's and øalya's rebukes.
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order to stress an idea of identity between a character and a god. This type of simile, 
discussed in section 1, occurs within the Mahàbhàrata only in limited contexts and 
their purpose is well-defined and arises from the need on the authors' part to identify 
one or more characters with a deity. 
There is a second function fulfilled by mythological similes within the Epics, 
more concerned with the different plans of narrative within the texts. Both Epics 
feature long descriptions of fighting, most of them enriched with gruesome details. 
The sequence of images ocurring within the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyaõa reveal a 
closeup of the protagonists of each combat. Mythological similes occurring in the 
following passages do not actually occur within the description, but in key moments, 
when the fight draws to a close or pauses in the middle of the battle. 
This type of simile is indeed employed with a very specific purpose within 
both Ràmàyaõa and Mahàbhàrata. In order to show how mythological similes are 
employed in order to mark the presence of different narrative planes, the following 
passages will be analysed: from the Mahàbhàrata, the fight between Prativindhya and 
Citra and the duel between Bhãmasena and A÷vatthàman will be considered; from the 
Ràmàyaõa, the final battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa will be takeninto account. 
This type of mythological simile is employed in both Epics in an identical 
manner in similar contexts.
3.2a Prativindhya against Citra
What  makes  this  type  of  simile  different  from other  mythological 
comparisons occurring elsewhere within the Epics is the function of attention switch 
marker:  the function fulfilled within the passage is  drawing to  a  close the event 
described and marking the passage to another single combat, in this particular case, 
the fight between Bhãmasena and A÷vatthaman.
At the heart of the battle between the Pàõóavas and Kauravas, several single 
combats are singled out in the narrative within the Karõaparvan. Citra, warrior of the 
Kauravas, faces off Prativindhya. This minor single combat within the Karõaparvan 
features nine similes: two mythological comparisons, five instances describing the 
spears in battle and two similes displaying atmospheric events:
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The first instance of simile within this passage occurs in VIII.10.20-22:
tataþ ÷aktiü mahàràja hemadaõóàü duràsadàm /
pràhiõot tava putràya ghoràm agni÷ikhàm iva //
tàm àpatantãü sahasà ÷aktim ulkàm ivàmbaràt /
dvidhà ciccheda samare prativindhyo hasann iva //
sà papàta tadà chinnà prativindhya÷araiþ ÷itaiþ /
yugànte sarvabhåtàni tràsayantã yathà÷aniþ //
ÔThen oh great Monarch, he threw a dangerous and powerful gold-shafted spear at 
your grandson, similar to a dreadful flame.Õ
ÔPrativindhya, as if smiling, in battle cut in half that powerful spear approaching like 
a meteor from the sky.Õ
ÔCut by PrativindhyaÕs sharpened darts, it fell like a thunderbolt terrifying all 
creatures at the end of a Yuga.Õ
In  the  first  short  sequence  of  similes  occurring  within  the  passage,  comparisons 
appear to be related to atmospheric events and to animals:
VIII.10.27
samàsadya raõe ÷åraü prativindhyaü mahàprabhà /
nirbhidya dakùiõaü bàhuü nipapàta mahãtale /
patitàbhàsayac caiva taü de÷am a÷anir yathà //
Ô Hitting the valiant Prativindhya in battle, the blazing weapon piercing through his 
right arm, fell to the ground and, as it fell, it illuminated the region, like lightning. Õ
VIII.10.29
sa tasya dehàvaraõaü bhittvà hçdayam eva ca /
jagàma dharaõãü tårõaü mahoraga ivà÷ayam //
ÔThe weapon, penetrating through his armour and heart, entered quickly the Earth, 
like a snake into its hole.Õ
VIII.10.32-4
sçjanto vividhàn bàõà¤ ÷ataghnã÷ ca sakiïkiõãþ /
ta enaü chàdayàmàsuþ såryam abhragaõà iva //
tàn apàsya mahàbàhuþ ÷arajàlena saüyuge /
vyadràvayat tava camåü vajrahasta ivàsurãm //
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te vadhyamànàþ samare tàvakàþ pàõóavair nçpa/
viprakãryanta sahasà vàtanunnà ghanà iva //
ÔThey threw various shafts and ÷ataghnãs, adorned with bells; they covered him 
(Prativindhya) like masses of clouds cover the sun.Õ
ÔThe great-armed one took care of them, with a shower of arrows in that battle, 
forcing your army to run away, like the thunderbolt-wielder did the hosts of Asuras.Õ
ÔThus your troops are destroyed in battle by the Pàõóavas, o king; they are forcibly 
dispersed, like clouds driven by the wind.Õ   
In  the  description  of  Prativindhya,  he  is  compared  to  Indra  pursuing  the  Asuras 
(VIII.10.33), thus providing an image of the whole battlefield. The focus is not on his 
combat  against  Citra:  in  the  final  instance  occurring  within  the  passage,  another 
mythological comparison occurs, drawing the audience's attention to another single 
combat, the one between Bhãmasena and A÷vatthaman.
VIII.10.36
tataþ samàgamo ghoro babhåva sahasà tayoþ /
yathà devàsure yuddhe vçtravàsavayorabhåt //
ÔThen a terrible encounter happened, violently, between the two, like the one that 
happened between Indra and Vçtra, in the battle between the god and the asura.Õ
3.2b Bhãmasena against A÷vatthaman
 The fight between Bhãmasena and A÷vatthaman is probably one of the most 
interesting  instances  among the  single  combats  within  the  Karõaparvan.  Seeking 
revenge for his fatherÕs death, A÷vatthaman attacks Bhãmasena. The passage displays 
a number of similes, most of them relating to atmospheric events. Only two instances 
of mythological simile occur within this section, in 11.30-31. 
VIII.11.3 
bhãmasenaþ samàkãrõo drauõinà ni÷itaiþ ÷araiþ /
raràja samare ràjan ra÷mivàn iva bhàskaraþ //
ÔBhãmasena, pierced by keen arrows by the son of Drona, shone in the battle, oh 
king, like the sun with its rays.Õ
VIII.11.5-6
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÷araiþ ÷arà§s tato drauõiþ sa§vàrya yudhi pàõóavam /
lalàñe 'bhyahanad ràjan nàràcena smayann iva //
lalàñastha§ tato bàõa§ dhàrayàm àsa pàõóavaþ /
yathà ÷çïga§ vane dçptaþ khaógo dhàrayate nçpa //
ÔThen the son of Drona, warding off those arrows with his own arrows in the battle, 
pierced the Pàõóava in the forehead with an arrow, o king, as if smiling.Õ
ÔThen the Pàõóava bore that arrow in his forehead, like a proud rhinoceros in the 
forest bears his horn, o king.Õ
VIII.11.8
lalàñasthais tato bàõair bràhmaõaþ sa vyarocata /
pràvçùãva yathà siktas tri÷çïgaþ parvatottamaþ //
ÔThen with those arrows sticking in his forehead, that bràhmaõa looked beautiful, 
like a three-peaked mountain sprinkled in the rainy season.Õ 
VIII.11.10
tathaiva pàõóava§ yuddhe drauõiþ ÷ara÷ataiþ ÷itaiþ /
nàkampayata sa§hçùño vàryogha iva parvatam //
ÔThen the son of Drona hit the Pàõóava in that battle with hundreds of sharp arrows, 
but he failed to make him shake, like the rain (does not shake) a mountain.Õ 
VIII.11.12
àdityàv iva sa§dãptau lokakùayakaràv ubhau /
svara÷mibhir ivànyonya§ tàpayantau ÷arottamaiþ //
ÔThen they both looked like two suns, risen for the destruction of the world, 
scorching each other with excellent arrows, as if their own sun-rays.Õ
VIII.11.14-17
vyàghràv iva ca sa§gràme ceratus tau mahàrathau /
÷arada§ùñrau duràdharùau càpavyàttau bhayànakau //
abhåtà§ tàv adç÷yau ca ÷arajàlaiþ samantataþ /
meghajàlair iva cchannau gagane candrabhàskarau //
prakà÷au ca muhår tena tatraivàstàm ari§damau /
vimuktau meghajàlena ÷a÷isåryau yathà divi //
apasavya§ tata÷ cakre drauõis tatra vçkodaram /
kira¤ ÷ara÷atair ugrair dhàràbhir iva parvatam //
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ÔThey roamed about in battle similar to two tigers, the two of them great car-
warriors:  their bows agape, having arrows as their fangs, the two brave ones. 
Fearless, the two of them became invisible, surrounded by clouds of arrows, like the 
moon and the sun in the sky shrouded by masses of clouds.Õ
ÔAnd then, all at once the two of them were visible, right there, the two enemy-
tamers, like the moon and the sun, freed in the sky from a cloud.Õ
ÔThen the son of Drona, moved to the left there in battle, poured hundreds of fierce 
arrows upon the Wolf-belly, like a mountain by clouds.Õ 
VIII.11.23
tato ghora§ mahàràja astrayuddham avartata /
grahayuddha§ yathà ghora§ prajàsa§haraõe abhåt //
ÔThen, o monarch, a terrible encounter of weapons took place, like the terrible battle 
of planets that took place at the world-dissolution.Õ
VIII.11.25
 bàõasa§ghàvçta§ ghoram àkà÷a§ samapadyata /
ulkàpàtakçta§ yadvat prajànà§ sa§kùaye nçpa //
ÔCovered with flights of arrows, the sky assumed a terrible appearence, similar to the 
sky, king, at the time of the dissolution of the creatures, when covered by falling 
meteors.Õ  
VIII.11.30-31
aho vãryasya sàratvam aho sauùñhavam etayoþ /
sthitàv etau hi samare kàlàntakayamopamau //
rudrau dvàv iva sa§bhåtau yathà dvàv iva bhàskarau /
yamau và puruùavyàghrau ghoraråpàv imau raõe //
ÔOh, the firmness of their strength, oh, the superiority of those two! They were 
standing in battle like two Yamas at the end of a yuga.Õ
ÔThey became like two Rudras or two Suns, or two Yamas, those tigers among men 
endued with terrible forms in this battle.Õ
The two mythological similes draw the episode to a close, switching the audience's 
attention to other descriptions of fighting that occur within the Karõaparvan. In both 
single combats described in this section, occurring one after the other in the order of 
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events happening in the book, mythological similes are displayed at the very end of 
the combat, and they are followed by other single combats.
The function of mythological comparisons featured in the passage appears to 
be marking a change in the focus, and are indeed a device employed in order to draw 
the attention to a different event.
3.2c The final battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa
The epic battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa is a war between good and evil. 
The king of ràkùasas was granted the boon of invincibility by Brahmà. The story of 
the boon is related in the Araõyakàõóa, where the episode is first mentioned.125 A 
second occurrence is featured in the Yuddhakàõóa, where a more detailed description 
of the event that led Brahmà to grant the boon to Ràvaõa is explained. The boon, as 
pointed out by Pollock,126 is a recurrent theme of the Epic. As is first mentioned in 
the Araõyakàõóa, the king of ràkùasas cannot be killed by gods. The king of Laïkà 
considers himself invincible because of the boon, not knowing that his arrogance 
which made him ask immunity only from the gods and not from men, whom he 
considers as mere food, will ultimately be the cause of his death. There is a second 
aspect to this theme: the divine nature of Ràma. The problem of Ràma's divinity has 
puzzled  scholars  since  the  beginning  of  studies  about  the  Ràmayàõa.  The  first 
scholar  to  directly  address  the  issue  of  Ràma's  divine  nature  was  Jacobi,  who 
considered those parts of the Ràmayàõa in which Ràma is portrayed as a god to be 
later interpolations, and therefore not part of the original plot.127 This view is shared 
by many western scholars such as Winternitz, who pointed out that Ràma's divine 
nature is  apparent only in books 1 and 7 of the Epic,  while in books 2-6 of the 
Ràmayàõa,  with  a  few  exceptions  of  interpolated  passages,  his  human  nature 
becomes  predominant  in  the  portrayal  of  the  character.128 Even  in  the 
125 MBh, III.30.17-18. 
126Pollock,  S.I.  1991:  The  Ràmàyaõa  of  Vàlmãki,  an  epic  of  Ancient  India.  The  Araõyakàõóa. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 14-54.
127 Jacobi,  H.,  1893:  Das  Ràmàyaõa:  Geschichte  und  Inhalt  nebst  Concordanz  der  gedrückten 
Recension. Bonn:  Friedrich  Cohen.  Reprint  Darmstadt:  Wissenschaftliche  Buchgesellschaft,  1976. 
61-65.
128 Winternitz, M. 1904-1920: Geschichte der Indischen Literatur. 3 vols. Leipzig: C.F. Amelang. 
English translation (ols 1-2) a history of Indian Literature, Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 
1927-1933. Reprint Delhi, 1972. 478.
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Ràmopakhyàna, as pointed out by Scharf, the divine dimension of Ràma conflicts 
with his human dimension, which appears to be prominent in the story.129 According 
to Scharf, in the Ràmopakhyàna, Ràma is essentially human, and his divine nature is 
seldomly  mentioned.  As  argued  by  Brockington,  who  also  shares  this  view,  the 
divine  dimension  of  Ràma  within  the  narrative  appears  to  be  the  result  of  the 
character's qualities, an ensemble of kùatriya and bràhmanic attitude.130
According to Pollock,  Ràma is indeed both a human being and a god: an 
intermediate being which he considers the idea of the king in ancient India.131 But, in 
spite  of  this  conception  of  Ràma's  incarnation  of  Viùõu,  or  whether  he  is  an 
intermediate being which embodies the old concept of Indian king or not, it is the 
human nature of the character that ultimately leads to the death of Ràvaõa. The king 
of  ràkùasas cannot be killed by gods, and the deities expect Ràma to fulfil his fate 
and kill the king of Laïkà. In the Araõyakàõóa, when Ràma, Sãtà and Lakùmaõa 
approach the  ashram of  øarabhaïgha,  they  see  Indra floating  next  to  his  chariot 
surrounded by the Maruts (III.4.5-21). When the god sees Ràma he tells øarabhaïga 
that  he  will  meet  Ràma  when  the  prince  has  accomplished  his  important  task 
(III.4.19).  Despite  the  apparent  contradictions  about  the  nature  of  Ràma,  these 
contradictory aspects appear to suit perfectly the hero: although Ràma is just a man 
(a status that is essential to achieve his task), he is no ordinary one. His strength and 
valour make him unique. The gods are aware of his virtues and decide to act so that 
the prince will finally restore the original order, defeating the evil king of Laïkà. 
Similes occurring within this passage (R VI.87-97) are quite revealing: a number of 
comparisons provide an interesting insight into the way the composer sees Ràma and 
the battle between Ràvaõa and him. A special focus on mythological comparisons 
featured in the final battle between Ràma and Ràvaõa highlights the function of this 
type of simile within the passage.
The  section  features  a  considerable  number  of  similes.  The  first  instance 
occurs in VI.87.9-10, where Ràvaõa first spots the two brothers:
sa dadar÷a tato ràmaü tiùñhantam aparàjitam /
129Scharf, P. 2003:  Ràmopakhyànà-The Story of Ràma in the Mahàbhàrata. An Independent-study  
Reader in Sanskrit. London: Routledge Curzon, 2-6.
130 Brockington, 1998: 464.
131 Pollock.1991: 43.
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lakùmaõena saha bhràtrà viùõunà vàsavaü yathà //
àlikhantam ivàkà÷am avaùñabhya mahad dhanuþ /
padmapatravi÷àlàkùaü dãrghabàhum ariüdamam //
ÔThen he saw the unconquerable Ràma standing, with his brother Lakùmaõa, similar 
to Vàsava with Viùõu.Õ
ÔHe was grounding his large bow that was as if scraping the sky, with his long arms, 
tamer of foes, his eyes long like lotus petals.Õ
VI.87.13
tayoþ ÷arapathaü pràpya ràvaõo ràjaputrayoþ /
sa babhåva yathà ràhuþ samãpe ÷a÷isåryayoþ //
ÔHaving come within range of the two princes' arrows, Ràvaõa became like Ràhu in 
proximity of the sun and the moon.Õ
The battle begins with Lakùmaõa striking first:
VI.87.15
tam icchan prathamaü yoddhuü lakùmaõo ni÷itaiþ ÷araiþ /
mumoca dhanur àyamya ÷aràn agni÷ikhopamàn //
ÔDesiring to fight him first with sharpened arrows, Lakùmaõa, stretching his bow, 
released arrows similar to flames.Õ
But Ràvaõa reacts quickly:
VI.87.18
abhyatikramya saumitriü ràvaõaþ samitiüjayaþ /
àsasàda tato ràmaü sthitaü ÷ailam ivàcalam //
ÔRàvaõa victorious in battle, having gone past Saumitri, then reached Ràma where he 
stood, like a rocky mountain.Õ
VI.87.21 
tà¤ ÷araughàüs tato bhallais tãkùõai÷ ciccheda ràghavaþ /
dãpyamànàn mahàvegàn kruddhàn à÷ãviùàn iva //
ÔThen, with sharpened shafts, Ràghava pierced that multitude of very fast, blazing, 
arrows, enraged like poisonous snakes.Õ
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Among the descriptive similes portraying the battle occurring between Ràghava and 
Ràvaõa, also comparisons portraying the reaction of the surroundings occur. Every 
living creature and even the sky is described while the battle takes place:
VI.87.24
tayor bhåtàni vitresur yugapat saüprayudhyatoþ /
raudrayoþ sàyakamucor yamàntakanikà÷ayoþ //
ÔThe creatures became terrified at the same time by those two as they fought, similar 
to two terrifying Yamas releasing arrows.Õ
VI.87.25
saütataü vividhair bàõair babhåva gaganaü tadà /
ghanair ivàtapàpàye vidyunmàlàsamàkulaiþ //
ÔThen, the sky was covered by many different arrows, like (the sky) covered by 
clouds agitated by garlands of lightning at the end of the summer.Õ
Then similes focus again on the two combatants, emphasising the impact the struggle 
has on the surrounding:
VI.87.27
÷aràndhakàraü tau bhãmaü cakratuþ paramaü tadà /
gate 'staü tapane càpi mahàmeghàv ivotthitau //
ÔThose two created a terrible and extreme darkness with their arrows, like two clouds 
rising as the sun is setting.Õ
Then the fight takes mythic proportions in the following simile:
VI.87.28
babhåva tumulaü yuddham anyonyavadhakàïkùiõoþ /
anàsàdyam acintyaü ca vçtravàsavayor iva //
ÔThat battle between the two of them, eager to kill each other, became tumultuous, 
unparalleled and unthinkable, like that between Vçtra and Vàsava.Õ 




ubhau hi yena vrajatas tena tena ÷arormayaþ /
årmayo vàyunà viddhà jagmuþ sàgarayor iva //
ÔWherever the two of them moved, there were waves of arrows like waves pushed by 
the wind of two oceans.Õ
The two warriors continue to fight discharging arrows at each other:
VI.87.32
raudracàpaprayuktàü tàü nãlotpaladalaprabhàm /
÷irasà dhàrayan ràmo na vyathàü pratyapadyata //
ÔRàma, receiving on his head that garland discharged by the terrible bow, shining 
like petals of blue-lotus, he did not tremble.Õ
VI.87.35
te mahàmeghasaükà÷e kavace patitàþ ÷aràþ /
avadhye ràkùasendrasya na vyathàü janayaüs tadà //
ÔThe arrows falling on his impenetrable armour, similar to a large cloud, then did not 
cause the trembling of the king of ràkùasas.Õ
VI.87.42
etàü÷ cànyàü÷ ca màyàbhiþ sasarja ni÷ità¤ ÷aràn /
ràmaü prati mahàtejàþ kruddhaþ sarpa iva ÷vasan //
ÔThe mighty one, enraged like a hissing serpent, released at Ràma these and other 
sharpened arrows with spells.Õ
 VI.87.43
àsureõa samàviùñaþ so 'streõa raghunandanaþ /
sasarjàstraü mahotsàhaþ pàvakaü pàvakopamaþ //
ÔThe mighty joy of the Raghus, pierced by the Asura divine weapon, released a fire 
weapon, himself similar to fire.Õ
VI.87.45
grahanakùatravarõàü÷ ca maholkàmukhasaüsthitàn /
vidyujjihvopamàü÷ cànyàn sasarja ni÷ità¤ ÷aràn //
ÔHe released further sharpened arrows, similar to thunderboltÕs flames, similar to 
great meteors in the sky with the colours of planets and stars.Õ
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Sarga 88 begins again with a brief description of the battlefield and its surroundings:
VI.88.4
kåñamudgarapà÷à÷ ca dãptà÷ cà÷anayas tathà /
niùpetur vividhàs tãkùõà vàtà iva yugakùaye //
ÔClubs, hammers, nooses and blazing lightning, variegated and sharp, were streaking 
like winds at the end of a Yuga.Õ
VI.88.8
tair àsãd gaganaü dãptaü saüpatadbhir itas tataþ /
patadbhi÷ ca di÷o dãptai÷ candrasåryagrahair iva //
ÔThen, because of those (arrows) hurtling to the quarters and landing everywhere, 
similar to the blazing sun, moon and planets, the sky was ablaze.Õ
It is at this stage that other characters join the battle to kill Ràvaõa:
VI.88.16
tasya bàõai÷ ca ciccheda dhanur gajakaropamam /
lakùmaõo ràkùasendrasya pa¤cabhir ni÷itaiþ ÷araiþ //
ÔLakùmaõa, with five sharpened arrows splintered the bow of the king of ràkùasas, 
although it was like an elephantÕs trunk.Õ
Vibhãùaõa also joins the struggle in order to kill his brother:
VI.88.17
nãlameghanibhàü÷ càsya sada÷vàn parvatopamàn /
jaghànàplutya gadayà ràvaõasya vibhãùaõaþ //
ÔVibhãùaõa then, sprang forward and with his club hit RàvaõaÕs mountain-like 
horses, similar to black cloudsÕ
Ràvaõa quickly reacts:
VI.88.19
tataþ ÷aktiü mahà÷aktir dãptàü dãptà÷anãm iva /
vibhãùaõàya cikùepa ràkùasendraþ pratàpavàn //
ÔThen the powerful king of ràkùasas hurled at Vibhãùaõa a mighty spear, ablaze like a 
blazing thunderbolt.Õ
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But the spear hurled by Ràvaõa is cut into three pieces by Lakùmaõa:
VI.88.21
sà papàta tridhà chinnà ÷aktiþ kà¤canamàlinã /
savisphuliïgà jvalità maholkeva diva÷ cyutà //
ÔThat spear, garlanded with gold, fell cut into three pieces, flashing and sparkling 
like a great shooting star, fallen from heaven.Õ 
But Ràvaõa hurls another, deadlier spear:
VI.88.23
sà veginà balavatà ràvaõena duràtmanà /
jajvàla sumahàghorà ÷akrà÷anisamaprabhà //
ÔThat very terrible (spear), (handled by) the evil, rapid and mighty Ràvaõa, shone 
like øakraÕs thunderbolt.Õ
Ràvaõa then addresses Lakùmaõa:
VI.88.29
eùà te hçdayaü bhittvà ÷aktir lohitalakùaõà /
madbàhuparighotsçùñà pràõàn àdàya yàsyati //
ÔSent by my club-like arm, this red-marked spear, once it has pierced your heart, will 
go through, taking away your life.Õ
VI.88.32
sà kùiptà bhãmavegena ÷akrà÷anisamasvanà /
÷aktir abhyapatad vegàl lakùmaõaü raõamårdhani //
ÔHurled with terrible impetuosity, roaring like øakraÕs thunderbolt, that spear flew 
violently towards Lakùmaõa in the middle of the battle.Õ
But the spear pierces Lakùmaõa's chest:
VI.88.34
nyapatat sà mahàvegà lakùmaõasya mahorasi /
jihvevoragaràjasya dãpyamànà mahàdyutiþ //
ÔThat very impetuous (spear), blazing and brilliant like the snake kingÕs tongue, 
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pierced LakùmaõaÕs chest.Õ
After seeing his young brother collapsing because of the impact of the spear, Ràma is 
enraged: 
VI.88.37
sa muhårtam anudhyàya bàùpavyàkulalocanaþ /
babhåva saürabdhataro yugànta iva pàvakaþ //
ÔAfter thinking for a moment, with his eyes full of tears, he became very enraged like 
the fire at Doomsday.Õ
A comparison describes Lakùmaõa lying on the battlefield:
VI.88.39
sa dadar÷a tato ràmaþ ÷aktyà bhinnaü mahàhave /
lakùmaõaü rudhiràdigdhaü sapannagam ivàcalam //
ÔThen Ràma saw Lakùmaõa, in that battle, pierced by that shaft, the blood streaming 
down him like snakes from a mountain.Õ
Ràma approaches his brother and gives instructions to Hanåman and Sugrãva to take 
care of Lakùmaõa. He then rejoins the battle, eager to slain Ràvaõa:
VI.88.44
pàpàtmàyaü da÷agrãvo vadhyatàü pàpani÷cayaþ /
kàïkùitaþ stokakasyeva gharmànte meghadar÷anam //
ÔI have been longing to kill this evil, malicious Da÷agrãva, like a stokaka (longing 
for) the sight of the clouds at the end of the summer.Õ
VI.88.47
pràptaü duþkhaü mahad ghoraü kle÷aü ca nirayopamam /
adya sarvam ahaü tyakùye hatvà taü ràvaõaü raõe //
ÔI have obtained great, terrible unhappiness and grief, similar to hell. Today I shall 
forget all of that by killing that Ràvaõa in battle.Õ
Ràma then attacks Ràvaõa, but the king of ràkùasas reacts:
VI.88.55
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atha pradãptair nàràcair musalai÷ càpi ràvaõaþ /
abhyavarùat tadà ràmaü dhàràbhir iva toyadaþ //
ÔThen Ràvaõa showered Ràma with blazing bolts and pestles, like storms from a 
cloud.Õ
The shower of arrows discharged by Ràma's bow causes Ràvaõa to flee:
VI.88.59
sa kãryamàõaþ ÷arajàlavçùñibhir
 mahàtmanà dãptadhanuùmatàrditaþ /
bhayàt pradudràva sametya ràvaõo
 yathànilenàbhihato balàhakaþ //
ÔCovered by showers and nets of arrows, afflicted by the great blazing bowman, 
Ràvaõa, having approached, fled out of fear, like a thunder cloud dispersed by the 
wind.Õ
But the sight of Lakùmaõa, wounded on the battlefield haunts Ràma, who feels he 
cannot cope:
VI.89.02
eùa ràvaõavegena lakùmaõaþ patitaþ kùitau /
sarpavad veùñate vãro mama ÷okam udãrayan //
ÔHeroic Lakùmaõa, pushed on the ground by RàvaõaÕs impetuosity, is writhing like a 
snake, bringing much pain to me.Õ
The wise Suùeõa, Sugrãva's counsellor, encourages Ràma:
VI.89.11
padmaraktatalau hastau suprasanne ca locane /
evaü na vidyate råpaü gatàsånàü vi÷àü pate /
mà viùàdaü kçthà vãra sapràõo 'yam ariüdama //
ÔThe palms of his hands are red like lotuses and his eyes are clear, thus, there is not 
the appearance of somebody who is about to die, your majesty. Do not despair o 
hero!  This conqueror of foes is still alive.Õ
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Then  Ràma  instructs  Hanåman  to  go  and  fetch  the  magical  herb  previously 
mentioned by Jàmbavàn (sarga 40). The son of the wind brings the magical Vi÷alyà 
herb and Lakùmaõa's wounds magically heal. Ràma's younger brother encourages his 
brother:
VI.89.33
na jãvan yàsyate ÷atrus tava bàõapathaü gataþ /
nardatas tãkùõadaüùñrasya siühasyeva mahàgajaþ //
ÔWhen your enemy comes within range of your arrow, he will no longer live, like a 
great elephant (coming across) a roaring lion with sharp teeth.Õ
The struggle continues:
VI.90.2
da÷agrãvo rathasthas tu ràmaü vajropamaiþ ÷araiþ /
àjaghàna mahàghorair dhàràbhir iva toyadaþ //
ÔStanding on his chariot, Da÷agrãva assailed Ràma with very terrible arrows similar 
to thunderbolts, like a cloud with floods.Õ
VI.90.3
dãptapàvakasaükà÷aiþ ÷araiþ kà¤canabhåùaõaiþ /
nirbibheda raõe ràmo da÷agrãvaü samàhitaþ //
ÔRàma, focused in that battle, pierced Da÷agrãva with golden-decorated arrows, 
blazing like fire.Õ
During the struggle, Ràvaõa mounts his chariot. Ràma, still on the ground, is clearly 
at  a  disadvantage.  Then  Indra's  chariot,  driven  by  the  divine  charioteer  Màtali 
appears:
VI.90.5
tataþ kà¤canacitràïgaþ kiükiõã÷atabhåùitaþ /
taruõàdityasaükà÷o vaidåryamayakåbaraþ //
ÔThen, with its parts inlaid in gold it was similar to the rising sun, decorated with 
hundreds of small bells, with a pole resembling catÕs eyes.Õ 
VI.90.6
sada÷vaiþ kà¤canàpãóair yuktaþ ÷vetaprakãrõakaiþ /
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haribhiþ såryasaükà÷air hemajàlavibhåùitaiþ //
Ô(The chariot was) yoked with bay horses covered in gold, with white plumes,132 
decorated with golden webs, bright like the sun.Õ
VI.90.10 
idam aindraü mahaccàpaü kavacaü càgnisaünibham /
÷arà÷ càdityasaükà÷àþ ÷akti÷ ca vimalà ÷itàþ //
Ô(The thousand-eyed sends you) IndraÕs great bow, fire-like armour, arrows similar 
to the sun and a sharp, untarnished spear.Õ
The charioteer speaks to Ràma:
VI.90.11
àruhyemaü rathaü vãra ràkùasaü jahi ràvaõam /
mayà sàrathinà ràma mahendra iva dànavàn //
ÔMount this chariot, o heroic Ràma, and slay the ràkùasa Ràvaõa, with me as your 
charioteer, like the Great Indra did the Dànavas.Õ
After mounting the divine chariot, Ràma continues to fight against Ràvaõa:
VI.90.20
te ràghavadhanurmuktà rukmapuïkhàþ ÷ikhiprabhàþ /
suparõàþ kà¤canà bhåtvà viceruþ sarpa÷atravaþ //
ÔThose feathered arrows, released by RàghavaÕs bow, shining like flames, becoming 
golden garuóas, roamed among those enemy-snakes.Õ
VI.90.31
da÷àsyo viü÷atibhujaþ pragçhãta÷aràsanaþ /
adç÷yata da÷agrãvo mainàka iva parvataþ //
ÔWith ten mouths and twenty arms, seizing his bow, Da÷agrãva loked like Mainàka 
mountain.Õ 
VI.91.10-11
vajrasàraü mahànàdaü sarva÷atrunibarhaõam /
÷aila÷çïganibhaiþ kåñai÷ citaü dçùñibhayàvaham //
sadhåmam iva tãkùõàgraü yugàntàgnicayopamam /
132 The word prakãrõaka occurs only here in the Ràmayàõa.
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atiraudram anàsàdyaü kàlenàpi duràsadam //
 Ô(Ràvaõa, subject in the previous verse), with shafts whose points were similar to 
mountain peaks, aimed at the roaring destroyer of every enemy (Ràma, object in 
previous verse), sharp like a diamond, fearful to watch.Õ
Ô(subject is : Ràvaõa seized) A sharp-pointed weapon as if smoking, similar to the 
fire at the end of a Yuga, extremely dreadful, unattainable and difficult to endure 
even for Yama.Õ
VI.91.21
àpatantaü ÷araugheõa vàrayàm àsa ràghavaþ /
utpatantaü yugàntàgniü jalaughair iva vàsavaþ //
ÔRàghava warded him off, attacked with a multitude of arrows, like Vàsava <would> 
the raging fire at the end of a Yuga with a mass of water.Õ
VI.91.22
nirdadàha sa tàn bàõàn ràmakàrmukaniþsçtàn /
ràvaõasya mahà÷ålaþ pataügàn iva pàvakaþ //
ÔRàvaõaÕs huge shaft burned up those arrows issued from Ràma's bow, like a fire 
burning flies.Õ
VI.91.25
sà tolità balavatà ÷aktir ghaõñàkçtasvanà /
nabhaþ prajvàlayàm àsa yugàntolkeva saprabhà //
ÔThat shaft, with the noise of its bells, waved vigorously, set the sky ablaze like a 
meteor at the end of a Yuga with its brightness.Õ 
VI.91.27
nirbibheda tato bàõair hayàn asya mahàjavàn /
ràmas tãkùõair mahàvegair vajrakalpaiþ ÷itaiþ ÷araiþ //
ÔThen Ràma, with sharp, extremely impetuous, thunderbolt-like whetted shafts, with 
arrows, pierced his very fast horses.Õ
Both combatants appear to be smeared in blood:
VI.91.29
sa ÷arair bhinnasarvàïgo gàtraprasruta÷oõitaþ /
ràkùasendraþ samåhasthaþ phullà÷oka ivàbabhau //
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ÔThe king of ràkùasas, with all his body pierced and his limbs smeared in blood, 
standing there shone like a flowering a÷oka tree.Õ
VI.92.3-4
bàõadhàràsahasrais tu sa toyada ivàmbaràt /
ràghavaü ràvaõo bàõais tañàkam iva pårayat //
påritaþ ÷arajàlena dhanurmuktena saüyuge /
mahàgirir ivàkampyaþ kàkustho na prakampate //
ÔSimilar to a cloud from the sky, with a thousand showers of arrows, Ràvaõa filled 
Ràghava with those arrows, like a pond.Õ
ÔFilled by that net of arrows, released by that bow in the battle, Kàkustha did not 
shake, like an immovable mountain.Õ
VI.92.7
sa ÷oõitasamàdigdhaþ samare lakùmaõàgrajaþ /
dçùñaþ phulla ivàraõye sumahàn kiü÷ukadrumaþ //
ÔSmeared in blood, in that battle, LakùmaõaÕs elder brother was visible like a very 
large, flowering kiü÷uka tree.Õ
VI.92.8
÷aràbhighàtasaürabdhaþ so 'pi jagràha sàyakàn /
kàkutsthaþ sumahàtejà yugàntàdityavarcasaþ //
ÔInfuriated by the impact of those arrows, Kàkutstha also seized his shafts, radiating 
power, with the radiance of the sun at the end of a Yuga.Õ
Ràma then addresses Ràvaõa:
VI.92.17
÷åro' ham iti càtmànam avagacchasi durmate /
naiva lajjàsti te sãtàü coravad vyapakarùataþ //
ÔI am a hero!Õ you think about yourself, you evil-minded (wretch). And yet you are 
not ashamed of dragging away Sãtà like a thief.Õ
VI.92.22
adya madbàõàbhinnasya gatàsoþ patitasya te /
karùantv antràõi patagà garutmanta ivoragàn //
ÔToday, once you fall lifeless, pierced by my arrows, let the birds devour your 
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entrails like Garuóas tearing snakes apart.Õ
As Ràvaõa is nearly killed in the struggle with Ràma, the ràkùasa king's charioteer 
turns the chariot away from the battle, in order to save the king's life. Ràvaõa accuses 
the charioteer of betraying him, but the såta explains his action:
VI.93.13-14
nàsminn arthe mahàràja tvaü màü priyahite ratam /
ka÷ cil laghur ivànàryo doùato gantum arhasi //
÷råyatàm abhidhàsyàmi yannimittaü mayà rathaþ /
nadãvega ivàmbhobhiþ saüyuge vinivartitaþ //
ÔO Great King, my intent was for the sake of your well-being, by no means ought 
you to accuse me of defect, like a light-hearted scum.Õ
ÔHear me out and I shall explain the reason why the chariot has been diverted by me 
in that battle, like the tide checking the flow of a river.Õ
VI.93.16
rathodvahanakhinnà÷ ca ta ime rathavàjinaþ /
dãnà gharmapari÷ràntà gàvo varùahatà iva //
ÔThese chariot steeds, worn-out with pulling the chariot, are miserable and wearied 
by the heat like cows drenched by downpours.Õ
As Ràvaõa's chariot turns again towards the battlefield, Ràma admires it:
VI.94.2
kçùõavàjisamàyuktaü yuktaü raudreõa varcasà /
taóitpatàkàgahanaü dar÷itendràyudhàyudham /
÷aradhàrà vimu¤cantaü dhàràsàram ivàmbudam //
Ô(The chariot) was yoked to black horses, endued with dreadful brilliance, decorated 
by lightning-like banners, displaying weapons resembling Indra's, releasing showers 
of arrows like a cloud made of streams.Õ
VI.94.3
taü dçùñvà meghasaükà÷am àpatantaü rathaü ripoþ /
girer vajràbhimçùñasya dãryataþ sadç÷asvanam /
uvàca màtaliü ràmaþ sahasràkùasya sàrathim //
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ÔHaving seen the cloud-like, approaching chariot of his enemy, with a noise similar 
to that of a mountain split by the impact of a thunderbolt, Ràma told Màtali, the 
charioteer of the thousand-eyed (Indra).Õ
Then Ràma addresses Màtali, giving him instructions about the imminent struggle:
VI.94.5
tad apramàdam àtiùñha pratyudgaccha rathaü ripoþ /
vidhvaüsayitum icchàmi vàyur megham ivotthitam //
ÔTake a vigilant position and approach the chariot of the enemy, I want to tear him 
asunder like the wind does a rising cloud.Õ
The struggle begins:
VI.94.11
dharùaõàmarùito ràmo dhairyaü roùeõa laïghayan /
jagràha sumahàvegam aindraü yudhi ÷aràsanam /
÷aràü÷ ca sumahàtejàþ såryara÷misamaprabhàn //
Ô Not tolerating the insult, expressing his firmness by his anger, Ràma seized Indra's 
very impetuous bow in that battle, along with his very powerful arrows similar to the 
sun's rays in radiance.Õ
VI.94.12
tad upoóhaü mahad yuddham anyonyavadhakàïkùiõoþ /
parasparàbhimukhayor dçptayor iva siühayoþ //
ÔThe great battle produced by the two of them squaring up to each other, was like 
that between two proud lions facing each other.Õ 
VI.94.17
saüdhyayà càvçtà laïkà japàpuùpanikà÷ayà /
dç÷yate saüpradãpteva divase 'pi vasuüdharà //
ÔLaïkà was surrounded by a twilight glow similar to a japà flower, and appeared as if 
the earth was ablaze in daylight.Õ
VI.94.20
tàmràþ pãtàþ sitàþ ÷vetàþ patitàþ såryara÷mayaþ /
dç÷yante ràvaõasyàïge parvatasyeva dhàtavaþ //
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ÔThe sunÕs rays, red, yellow, cream and white were falling on RàvaõaÕs body and 
they were visible like the minerals of a mountain.Õ
VI.95.5
rakùasàü ràvaõaü càpi vànaràõàü ca ràghavam /
pa÷yatàü vismitàkùàõàü sainyaü citram ivàbabhau //
ÔThe ràkùasas were staring at Ràvaõa and the vànaras (were looking) at Ràghava 
with a surprised look; each army was looking like a painting.Õ
VI.95.11
ràvaõadhvajam uddi÷ya mumoca ni÷itaü ÷aram /
mahàsarpam ivàsahyaü jvalantaü svena tejasà //
ÔAiming at RàvaõaÕs standard, he released a sharp arrow, insupportable like a great 
snake blazing with its own radiance.Õ
VI.96.5
kùipatoþ ÷arajàlàni tayos tau syandanottamau /
ceratuþ saüyugamahãü sàsàrau jaladàv iva //
ÔThe two supreme chariots of the two of them, who were shooting their nets of 
arrows, roamed about the battle-field like two rain clouds.Õ
VI.96.11
cikùepa ca punar bàõàn vajrapàtasamasvanàn /
sàrathiü vajrahastasya samuddi÷ya ni÷àcaraþ //
Ô Again the Nightstalker shot shafts whose noise was similar to the fall of a 
thunderbolt, aiming at the charioteer of the thunderbolt-wielder.Õ
The battle reaches its acme when Ràma manages to fight close to Ràvaõa and cut off 
one of his heads:
VI.96.20
tataþ kruddho mahàbàhå raghåõàü kãrtivardhanaþ /
saüdhàya dhanuùà ràmaþ kùuram à÷ãviùopamam /
ràvaõasya ÷iro 'cchindac chrãmajjvalitakuõóalam //
ÔThen the enraged great-armed Ràma, bestower of the glory of the Raghus, set on his 
bow a razor-edged arrow similar to a poisonous snake and pierced RàvaõaÕs head 
with his majestic blazing earrings.Õ 
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VI.96.23
chinnamàtraü ca tac chãrùaü punar anyat sma dç÷yate /
tad apy a÷anisaükà÷ai÷ chinnaü ràmeõa sàyakaiþ //
ÔAs soon as that head was cut off, yet another one soon appeared. That also was cut 
off by RàmaÕs lighting-like arrows.Õ 
Then Màtali advises Ràma to use Brahmà's weapon:
VI.97.3
tataþ saüsmàrito ràmas tena vàkyena màtaleþ /
jagràha sa ÷araü dãptaü ni÷vasantam ivoragam //
ÔThen, Ràma reminded by MàtaliÕs words, seized a blazing arrow similar to a hissing 
snake.Õ
VI.97.8
sadhåmam iva kàlàgniü dãptam à÷ãviùaü yathà /
rathanàgà÷vavçndànàü bhedanaü kùiprakàriõam //
Ô(that arrow) is smoking like Doomsday Fire, blazing like a venomous snake, fast 
and capable of shattering troops of chariots, elephants and horses.Õ 
VI.97.10
vajrasàraü mahànàdaü nànàsamitidàruõam /
sarvavitràsanaü bhãmaü ÷vasantam iva pannagam //
ÔIt was hard like a diamond, roaring savagely in every conflict terrifying all, 
fearsome like a hissing snake.Õ
The powerful missile hits RàvaõaÕs chest:
VI.97.16
sa vajra iva durdharùo vajrabàhuvisarjitaþ /
kçtànta iva càvàryo nyapatad ràvaõorasi //
ÔIrresistible like a thunderbolt, released by arms whose power was like that of a 
thunderbolt, unavoidable like fate, it fell on RàvaõaÕs chest.Õ
The death of Ràvaõa is marked by another mythological comparison:
VI.97.21
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gatàsur bhãmavegas tu nairçtendro mahàdyutiþ /
papàta syandanàd bhåmau vçtro vajrahato yathà //
ÔAs life left him, the brilliant and terribly impetuous king of rakùasas fell on the 
ground from his chariot like Vçtra hit by the thunderbolt-wielder.Õ
 
The section closes with an image portraying a triumphant Ràma:
VI.97.33
sa tu nihataripuþ sthirapratij¤aþ
 svajanabalàbhivçto raõe raràja /
raghukulançpanandano mahaujàs
 trida÷agaõair abhisaüvçto yathendraþ //
ÔFaithful to his promise, his enemy slain, surrounded by his own army in battle, the 
powerful joy of the RaghuÕs dynasty shone, similar to Indra surrounded by the host 
of thirty(-three) gods.Õ
There are three types of comparisons, classified according to the nature of the 
upamàna they  feature:  mythological  similes,  animal  similes,  similes  portraying 
atmospheric events, and various similes such as mountains, fire and plants. There are 
also  other  mythological  similes  occur  within  the  passage,  usually  portraying 
weapons:  spears  and  arrows  are  frequently  likened  to  Indra's  thunderbolt.  It  is 
important to point out that, while similes describing the two combatants appear to 
have  a  dual  good-evil  connotation,  (Ràma  is  Indra,  Ràvaõa  is  Vçtra),  similes 
describing arrows normally portray weapons belonging to either of the combatants. 
Ràvaõa's magical spear is often compared to Indra's thunderbolt. 
The most interesting aspect of similes occurring within this passage is the 
limited number of comparisons actually portraying Ràma and Ràvaõa. Out of eighty-
six similes occuring within the passage, only twenty-four actually are employed in 
order to describe the two combatants. Fourteen comparisons describe Ràma, seven 
portray the king of Laïkà and three describe both characters within the same simile.
Among  similes  describing  the  two  combatants,  a  number  of  comparisons 
liken them to clouds and to atmospheric events in general. Ràvaõa is often compared 
to a cloud (VI.87.27; 88.55, 59; 90.02; 94.05), while Ràma, in contrast, is the sun 
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(VI.92.08; 94.11) and the fire (VI.87.43; 88.37). The two combatants appear to be 
superhuman in one way: they are two forces of nature, rather than two gods. The 
strength  and  the  valour  of  the  combatants,  especially  of  Ràma,  traditionally 
considered as the incarnation of Viùõu, is apparent in their skills in combat.
Among  the  types  of  similes  occurring  within  this  passage,  mythological 
similes are the most relevant instances. As mentioned before, the divinity of Ràma is 
an issue that puzzled many scholars because of the apparent contradictory statements 
within the text. In a battle that is essentially a war between good and evil, whose 
combatant  are  not  ordinary  men,  but  superhuman  (as  in  the  case  of  Ràma)  or 
monstrous  (as  in  the  case  of  Ràvaõa)  one  would  expect  a  large  number  of 
mythological comparisons to occur within the passage. As Vassilkov pointed out in 
his  study  about  Mahàbhàrata similes,  upamà can  often  be  employed  in  order  to 
identify a hero with a god. The similarity or even the implicit identity between the 
hero and the god is stated within the similes, which is employed to compare the two, 
but ascribing them to two different, separate levels at the same time. 
The analysis of this passage does not provide the answer to those who try to 
find clues to support the theory about Ràma as an incarnation of Viùõu: the only time 
Viùõu occurs within this passage, it is to compare him to Lakùmaõa (VI.87.9). Ràma 
is  compared to Indra on five occasions (VI.87.9,28; 90.11;  91.21;  97.33),  and to 
Yama in VI.87.24. Another mythological comparison likens him to the sun at the end 
of  a  Yuga  (VI.92.8).  Ràvaõa,  on  the  other  hand,  is  compared  to  Vçtra  in  two 
instances (VI.87.28; 97.21).
If  the  mythological  similes  cannot  be  identified  as  the  clue  to  the  issue 
whether Ràma is,  or  is  not the incarnation of Viùõu,  there is  a second aspect  of 
mythological similes that becomes quite apparent if we analyse at what stage within 
the narrative they occur. 
Mythological similes occur in three key passages within the episode: at the 
beginning, when Màtali appears riding Indra's chariot and at the end of the episode. 
At the initial stage of the battle, Ràma and Lakùmaõa are compared to Indra and 
Viùõu  (87.24).  When  the  battle  between  Ràma  and  Ràvaõa  begins,  they  are 
compared to Vàsava and Vçtra (87.28). The next instance occurs when Ràma is in 
trouble: without a chariot he is unable to fight against Ràvaõa. Then Màtali appears, 
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offering support. In this case, the divine charioteer encourages Ràma to fight like 
Indra against the Dànavas (90.11). The third instance occurs at the end of the battle, 
when Ràma kills Ràvaõa, where the king of ràkùasas is compared to Vçtra (97.21) 
and Ràma to Indra (97.33). Mythological similes appear in transitional moments of 
the episode. There is only one instance of simile comparing Ràma to Vàsava during 
the battle, in verse 91.21, but the passage, interestingly enough, belongs to a second 
stage of composition.133 
What is the role of mythological similes within this episode, then? It appears 
that mythological similes are employed in important moments of the narrative. Not 
only as a way of marking a special event within the narrative, but rather to enhance 
the reciting of the story. When a mythological simile compares the two combatants 
to a god, something happens in the evolution of the plot. Mythological similes are 
employed in three important stages of the narrative: the beginning of the battle- the 
battle coming to a halt- the battle ending. 
3.2d Mythological similes in the Mahàbhàrata and in the Ràmàyaõa
The analysis of mythological similes in the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyaõa, 
reveals an important, common trait between the way the two Epics employ this type 
of comparison: in both texts, mythological similes are often employed in order to 
mark the beginning or the end of a combat. In the Mahàbhàrata, this literary device is 
widely employed with this purpose within minor combats or, as suggested in the 
analysis  of  mythological  upamàs within  the  Karõaparvan,  to  mark  transitional 
moments  within  the  combat.  Except  for  the  case  of  similes  in  the  final  combat 
between Arjuna and Karõa,  the ÔidentifyingÕ  similes  described  by Vassilkov,  the 
Mahàbhàrata tends to employ mythological similes with this purpose.
In the Ràmàyaõa the use of mythological comparisons is more similar to the 
way comparisons are employed in minor combats within the Mahàbhàrata: similes in 
the final battle between Ràvaõa and Ràma, for instance, mythological upamàs appear 
also in transitional moments. In this particular case it is necessary to point out that, 
unlike the case of mythological similes within the Karõaparvan, an external element 
is introduced in the story: Matali, the charioteer of the gods, appears when the battle 
133 Brockington, 2000: 353.
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between Ràvaõa and Ràma comes to a halt. The moment in which this particular 
event takes place is a moment in which Ràma, left without a chariot, cannot fight and 
risks defeat in battle. The divine intervention in the passage marks another important 
aspect of this event: the passage, from the more mundane dimension of the combat, 
to  a  non-mundane one,  the battle  between good and evil.  The audience sees  the 
bigger picture, thus understanding the real meaning of the battle and it cannot be 
otherwise: the gods support Ràma. The mythological simile is, in other words, the 
literary device through which the bard could draw the audience's attention towards 
another level within the narrative.
But what do the mythological similes occurring within this particular passage 
have  in  common  with  the  instances  occurring  within  the  Mahàbhàrata,  in  the 
combats between Citra and Prativindhya, and Bhãmasena and A÷vatthàman? Similes 
occurring within these passages share a similar function: they are employed to draw 
the  audience's  attention  towards  the  bigger  picture.  We can  imagine  a  “camera” 
“zooming out” of the scene of the single combat between Citra and Prativindhya, the 
audience's  gaze  wanders  about  the  battlefield  and  focuses  on  Bhãmasena  and 
A÷vatthàman, the upameyas in the mythological upamà. The simile marks a passage, 
from one single combat to the other, from one narrative level to the other. In the case 
of the battle between Ràvaõa and Ràma, the passage is from one dimension of the 
battle, to another, divine one. In this case, the audience's gaze is still on Ràma, in 
trouble on the battlefield. But a divine event occurs: the “camera” “zooms out”, an 
external element is introduced, something unexpected happens and the second level 
of narrative, marked by a mythological simile, is introduced. 
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4. Conclusions
The contextual analysis of similes within the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmayàõa 
shows several important facts. Similes can fulfil more than one purpose at a time, 
often only the contextual analysis of passages in which similes occur can reveal a 
second function. Each Epic displays similes, which are specific to their contexts. 
When both Epics refer to similar contexts, they tend to employ similes which have 
similar structure.
Similes tend to follow the mood of the passage in which they accomplish 
their task: the topic that characterises each passage is the element that conditions 
most  of  the  similes  employed.  My  research  carried  out  on  similes  in  narrative 
digressions  shows that  it  is  possible  to  identify  a  clear  relationship  between the 
similes employed and theme in which they appear.
It  can  be  therefore  argued  that  there  is  a  direct  connection  between  the 
function  fulfilled  and  the  predominant  theme  of  the  passage  in  which  the 
comparisons occur, and as a consequence, the range of  upamànas displayed in the 
section. The connection between theme and simile is a principle valid for both Epics, 
although each text employs similes with even more specific functions: in the case of 
the  Mahàbhàrata,  the  division  between  similes  occurring  within  dialogues/main 
narrative is not as obvious as in the  Ràmàyaõa, but this is simply because in the 
Mahàbhàrata,  dialogues  are  often  employed  in  order  to  introduce  narrative 
digressions. In this  case,  similes in dialogues,  similarly to comparisons occurring 
within the main narrative, tend to be chosen according to the main theme displayed 
by the passage; if the section displays a narrative digression, the choice tends to be 
very specific.
The Mahàbhàrata
A step towards our understanding of the way the bards/composers employed 
similes  within  the  Epics  comes with  the  analysis  of  narrative digressions.  In  the 
section analysing the Mantraparvan in chapter 1 of this thesis, it is explained how, 
two different types of text, a didactic section and a narrative digression relating the 
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miraculous birth of Jaràsaüdha, display two different sets of comparisons. The first 
sequence is displayed in the speech that the wise Naràda makes to Yudhiùñhira in 
order  to  question  him about  the  duty  of  a  king,  displaying  a  distinctive  type  of 
comparison whose content is didactic/political: all similes are very short and they 
involve  family  members,  deities  and  sometimes  the  relationship  guru-pupil. But 
when the text introduces a narrative digression (the birth of Jaràsaüdha), the range of 
upamànas employed is  modified completely,  displaying more decorative features. 
The  analysis  of  Nalopakhyàna reveals  that  similes  can,  indeed,  fulfil  a  specific 
function which becomes apparent when taking into account the narrative digression 
per  se:  research  carried  out  on  the  Nalopakhyàna  shows  how  similes  can  be 
employed in such fashion, featuring a wide range of upamànas. Similes are employed 
in  order  to  re-inforce  an idea which  is  present  throughout  the different  narrative 
planes: the two lovers, separated by fate, call for each other, becoming one the mirror 
of the other, sharing their state of mind and emotions. 
Similes can be employed to fulfil a more subtle purpose: they characterise the 
role  of  some of  the protagonists  of  the  Mahàbhàrata,  such as  in  the case of  the 
ÔidentifyingÕ simile:  the same image occurs referred to  the same  upameya in  the 
same passage or, sometimes even different ones, in order to emphasise a particular 
feature of the character. In the case explained by Vassilkov in his analysis of similes 
within the final battle between Karõa and Arjuna, the battle between the two warriors 
is identified with that between Indra and Namuci. In this case, the function fulfilled 
by the simile is even more subtle: the implications of the likening of a hero to a god, 
which can be interpreted as a possible identity between them, or, as I suggest in 1.4b 
of this thesis, as a way to compensate for the lack of heroic/divine features on the 
hero's part, relies on the popularity of such mythological battles. Regardless of the 
reasons  for  it,  the  idea  is  not  within  the  passage,  as  in  the  case  of  Nala  and 
Damayantã, but belongs to the common knowledge of the audience and provides, as 
suggested by Vassilkov, a deeper perspective on the combat between the two heroes. 
In bothe the Mantraparvan and the Nalopakhyàna, similes are employed so that the 
audience will become aware, through the use of similes, of elements which might be 
not  apparent  otherwise:  the  supposed  identity  of  feelings  between  Nala  and 
Damayantã, and the introduction of a new narrative dimension. In the instance of the 
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battle between Arjuna and Karõa, the attempt is even more ambitious: the bard is 
trying to embed the combat between two warriors in a mythological grandeur, which 
transforms the mundane fight into a mythological one. 
In  all  instances  taken  into  account  within  the  Mahàbhàrata,  the 
composer/bard employs similes to send a message to the audience: the change in the 
range of similes employed within a passage is a signal to the audience, which is 
transported to a different  narrative plane,  different from the main narrative in  its 
core-theme.
The Ràmàyaõa
The analysis of upamàs within the Ràmàyaõa reveals, as anticipated, a basic 
difference in function when they are encountered in passages featuring speeches than 
when in narrative passages.  While in speeches  similes  appear to be employed in 
order to emphasize the words of the speaker, in the main narrative, similes are often 
employed to emphasize important events occurring within the narrative. 
In  the  case  of  similes  occurring  within  dialogues,  the  emphasis  can  be 
expressed within the speech-act or either anticipating/following it. On the one hand, 
similes occurring within passages featuring speech-acts are employed to emphasize 
what  the  character  has  just  said  or  is  about  to  say,  or  alternatively,  they  mark 
something very important that it  is  about to be said.  In the key dialogues of the 
Ayodhyàkàõóa, every important request and remark is stressed by similes. 
 Similes  can  be  employed  as  markers  of  important  moments  within  the 
narrative, but can also be used to mark a character's point of view: in the mutilation 
of øårpaõakhà, comparisons mark every single important event within the episode, 
also providing an insight into øårpaõakhà's attraction towards Ràma, often seemingly 
blurring  the  thin  line  between marking  a  character's  point  of  view and an  event 
within the narrative. The same principle is employed within the section describing 
Garuóa's intervention in the Yuddhakàõóa. 
Every single important event within the passages analysed is marked by a 
simile: to the point of guiding the audience through the narrative. The bard sends a 
message to the audience: something important just happened within the narrative, 
take notice.
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Function of similes within the Ràmàyaõa and Mahàbhàrata: 
parallel features and differences between the two Sanskrit Epics
If  the objective of  the contextual  analysis  is  to  identify  the function of  a 
specific simile occurring within a passage, the next step in the research of parallel 
features  in  the  use  of  upamàs within  the  two  texts  is  the  comparing  of  results 
achieved in the research carried out on each epic. As shown in chapter 3 of this 
thesis,  similes  can  be  employed  in  similar  contexts,  such  as  in  fighting  scenes, 
displaying a similar upamàna and fulfilling a similar function, such as in the case of 
mythological similes analysed in 3.2. But if the occurrence of similes employed with 
a  similar  purpose  in  similar  contexts  within  the  two  texts  is  a  very  interesting 
realisation, the fact that the two sets of comparisons share a range of upamàna and a 
similar structure is striking. In the case of the abusive similes, the incidence of a type 
of comparison fulfilling a specific function within similar contexts in the two Epics, 
also showing the evolution of these similes in more elaborated instances, leads us to 
the conclusion  that,  as  previously suggested,  the bards/composers  were  aware  of 
certain stylistic rules. 
Mythological similes in general are employed within both the sanskrit Epics 
in order to introduce a different narrative plane (as suggested by Vassilkov) but in 
the case of minor combats within the Karõaparvan and in the final battle between 
Ràma and Ràvaõa,  mythological similes appear to be employed in order to mark 
transitional moments within the episode: at the beginning, at the end and when new, 
external elements are introduced within the main narrative. The present thesis argues 
that, in the case of the of the final combat between Ràma and Ràvaõa, the external 
element introduced is the divine intervention of Matali suggests to the audience the 
divine support for Ràma. 
The  stylistic  similarities  between  abusive  similes  within  the  two  Sanskrit 
Epics  and the way mythological  comparisons  are  employed within the two texts 
suggests  that the bards/composers was aware of certain stylistic rules in the way 
similes were employed within the Sanskrit Epics.
The present thesis suggests a new methodology in the analysis of similes: a 
close examination of comparisons within the passage in which each comparisons 
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occur by considering the narrative moment, other similes within the passage, and the 
similes in relation to the main plot. This methodology demonstrates that upamàs in 
the Sanskrit  Epics  are  often employed with different  functions,  but  there is  one, 
common trait to all functions fulfilled by similes within every type of context and 
subject-matter:  the  non-verbal  dialogue  between  the  bard  and  the  audience.  the 
message sent by the bard/composer to the audience through similes can be apparent 
and clear, such as in the cases of similes within dialogues, where comparisons are 
employed in order to openly stress speech-acts, or hidden, almost subliminal, such as 
in the case of the ÔidentifyingÕ similes, where the continous likening of a particular 
character to a particular god suggests to the audience a possible relation of identity 
between the god and the hero. 
Whether to guide the audience through the narrative or to draw the audience's 
attention towards a particular event in the story, similes are the tool through which 
the bard communicates his message: the non-verbal dialogue between the reciter of 
the texts and the audience is the raison d'etre of similes. 
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